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ABSTRACT

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) ocean wave imagery processed,

analyzed, and archived at the Environmental Research Institute of

Michigan (ERIM) is summarized. This summary includes a review of

the SAR systems used to collect ocean wave imagery, as well as a

brief review of the experiments where SAR ocean wave data was col-

lected. The imagery from these experiments was manually examined to

qualitatively rate the detectability of waves in each pass. This

information is summarized in table form, along with the SAR operating

parameters and environmental conditions for each of the experiments.

The data summarized in this report can be used in evaluating current

and future SAR ocean wave imaging models.
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SUMMARY OF SAR OCEAN WAVE DATA ARCHIVED AT ERIM

INTRODUCTION

Over the past nine years, scientists from the Environmental Re-

search Institute of Michigan (ERIM) have explored the utility of

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for oceanographic applications. The

major emphasis of this work has been in evaluating the ability of

SAR to detect and accurately measure ocean surface gravity waves.

ERIM's research activities in this area have included, but were not

limited to: experiment planning, data collection, data processing,

and the development of analysis techniques. The purpose of this

report is to summarize the SAR ocean wave imagery from these past

experiments which was processed, analyzed, and is presently archived

at ERIM.

There is considerable debate among the radio oceanography com-

munity on the imaging mechanism for "wave-like" patterns on SAR

imagery of the ocean surface (Alpers, et al., 1981; Plant, 1983;

Hasselmann, et al., 1983). Three principal SAR imaging mechanisms

have been proposed for gravity waves. These include: tilt modula-

tion, hydrodynamic modulation, and velocity bunching. Tilt modula-

tion is due to the change in the local incidence angle induced by

the slopes of the surface waves. Hydrodynamic modulation is due to

the hydrodynamic interaction between the short Bragg scattering waves

and the longer gravity waves, which results in a nonuniform distribu-

tion of short waves with respect to the longer gravity waves. Veloc-

ity bunching is a consequence of the mis-mapping of scatterers with

non-zero radial velocities, which is peculiar to the SAR as a range-

Doppler imaging device.

Much of the past work in developing a SAR imaging mechanism for

ocean surface waves has been solely theoretical (Alpers and Rufenach,

1979; Hasselmann, et al., 1983). These studies have presented elab-

orate mathematical descriptions of the SAR imaging process, but did

1i
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not include any supporting experimental data. The experimental ob-

servations presented in this report provide a basis by which the

various imaging theories can be evaluated.

Presented in the following sections are descriptions of the vari-

ous experiments where SAR imagery of ocean waves was collected. In-

cluded in this discussion will be a review of basic SAR theory and a

description of the SAR systems used to collect wave data. In addi-

tion, the detectability of waves on the imagery based on a manual

interpretation is presented. Also included as an Appendix to this

report are a series of reprints which describe the various SAR exper-

iments in greater detail.

2
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2
SAR BACKGROUND

Presented in this section is a review of basic SAR theory and a

description of the SAR systems used to collect the ocean wave imagery

summarized in this study.

2.1 SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a side-looking coherent imaging

radar that uses the motion of a moderately broad physical antenna

beam to synthesize a very narrow beam, thus providir. ne azimuthal

(along-track) resolution (Brown and Porcello, 196 Harger, 1970).

Fine range resolution is obtained by transmittin( 'iort pulses or

longer coded pulses which are compressed into A, alent short

pulses; usually the coded pulse is a waveform linea, ,y modulated in

frequency. The received signals may be recorded optically or digi-

tally. In the optical case, the phase history of a scattering point

in the scene is recorded on photographic film as an anamorphic

(astigmatic) Fresnel zone plate. The parameters of the zone plate

are set in the azimuth direction by the Doppler frequencies produced

by the relative motion between the sensor and the scatterer, and in

the range direction by the structure of the transmitted pulses. The

film image is a collection of superimposed zone plates representing

the collection of point scatterers in the scene. This film is used

by a coherent optical processor which focuses the anamorphic zone

plates into the points which produced the microwave scatter of the

scene (Kozma, et a., 1972). Digital techniques may also be used to

both record and process the data. Digital processors typically use

matched filtering techniques to compress the signal in range, while

fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques achieve the required azi-

muthal compression of the SAR Doppler history (Ausherman, 1980).

Specially-designed digital processors have also been designed for

3
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real-time processing of SAR data aboard the aircraft for display or

transmission to a ground receiver via a digital downlink.

Three SAR systems were used to collect the ocean wave data pre-

sented in this study. These were: the ERIM four-channel X- and

L-band system, the Goodyear-manufactured APD-1O X-band system, and

the L-band system aboard Seasat. Each of these SARs is discussed in

more detail below.

2.1.1 ERIM X-L SAR

The ERIM X- and L-band (3.2 and 23.5 cm wavelengths, respec-

tively) four-channel SAR system has been used numerous times to col-

lect ocean wave imagery. For ocean wave data collection, the system

operates in a four-channel, narrow swath mode. In four-channel oper-

ation, alternate X- and L-band pulses (chosen to be either horizon-

tally or vertically polarized) are transmitted, and reflections of

both polarizations received; thus, four channels of radar imagery

are simultaneously obtained. Both polarizations of X-band are re-

corded on one film, both polarizations of L-band on another. Only

like-polarized data collected by this system are summarized in this

report. The slant range swath width for each channel is approxi-

mately 5.8 km. The nominal resolution for the system is approxi-

mately 3 m for both slant range and izimuth. The operating param-

eters for this SAR are given in Table 1. A more detailed description

of this SAR system is given by Rawson, et a]. (1975).

Up until 1978, this system was operated by ERIM from a C-46 air-

craft which flew at a nominal velocity of 80 m/s. In 1978, it was

installed in a Convair 580 aircraft owned by the Canada Centre for

Remote Sensing (CCRS). This SAR system is now jointly owned by ERIM

and CCRS and is collectively known as the SAR 580 system. In con-

trast to the C-46, the Convair 580 operates at a nominal velocity of

125 m/s.

4
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TABLE 1
NOMINAL OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR THE ERIM X- AND L-BAND SAR SYSTEM

X-Band L-Band

Transmitter Average Power 5 watts 25 watts

Nominal Vehicle Velocity 110 m/sec 110 m/sec

Antenna Gain 25 dB 16.5 dB

Polarization Isolation 23 dB 19 dB

Along-Track Beamwidth 1.1 7'

Incident Angle 0'-60 °  0'_60'

Recorded Swath Width 5790 m 5790 m
Slant Range Slant Rane

Maximum Range 24 km 24 km

FM Rate 33.3 MHz/vsec 33.3 MHz/usec

Pulse Width 3 sec 2 sec

Wavelength 0.032 m 0.235 m

Range Packing Factor (Q) 196,000 185,465

Azimuth Packing Factor (P) 14,947 41,478

Correlator Demagnification (M) 13.7 4.8

CRT Sweep Speed (on film) 765 m/sec 765 m/sec

PRF (transmitter) 3400 pps 3400 pps

PRF (receiver, per channel) 1700 pps 1700 pps

Azimuth Offset Frequency 100 Hz 0

Range Offset Frequency 0 67.7 MHz

Input Aspect Ratio 13.1 to 1 4.5 to 1

Output Aspect Ratio 1:1 1:1

Film Speed 5.15 mm/sec 1.86 mm/sec

Resolution 3 m Slant Range 3 m Slant Range
3 m Azimuth 3 m Azimuth

Laser Wavelength of ERIM
SAR Processor .633 x 10-6 m .633 x 10-6 m

5
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2.1.2 APD-1O SAR

Another SAR utilized by ERIM scientists to collect ocean wave

imagery was the APD-1O system flown in an RF-4 jet. The APD-1O sys-

tem is a high-resolution rborne side-looking SAR which operates at

X-band (3.2 cm). The APD-1O has six modes of operation which provide

a variety of standoff distances and also provide both fixed target

imagery (FTI) or FTI along with moving target imagery (MTI). Imagery

can be obtained on either side of the aircraft.

For the ocean wave imagery summarized in this report, Mode I was

used in which FTI is recorded on 9.5-inch film in four channels.

Each channel corresponds to a slant range swath width of 4.6 km with

an additional 0.46 km overlap between adjacent channels. The nominal

resolution of this system is approximately 3 m for both slant range

and azimuth. The operating parameters for the APD-1O system in

Mode 1 are given in Table 2.

2.1.3 SEASAT SAR

In addition to the above two aircraft systems, ocean wave imagery

collected by the SAR on the Seasat satellite was used in this study.

The SAR aboard Seasat was an L-band (23.5 cm) system which generated

continuous radar imagery with a 100 km ground swath width and lengths

of up to 4000 km. The nominal resolution of this system is 25 m for

both ground range and azimuth.

The data received by the Seasat SAR was transmitted to any of

several ground stations via a digital data link where it was stored

on high density digital tape (HDOT). The HDDT could then be played

back and recorded on film for optical processing (Kozma, et al.,

1972), or transferred to a computer compatible tape (CCT) for digital

processing (Wu, et al., 1981). The operating parameters for the

Seasat SAR are given in Table 3. For a more detailed discussion on

the Seasat SAR, the reader is referred to Jordan (1980).

6
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TABLE 2
NOMINAL APD-1O SAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS (MODE 1)

Vehicle Velocity 210 m/s

Along-Track Beamwidth 1.50

Incident Angle 0-90,

Swath Width 18.5 km Slant Range (4-4.63 km

sub-swaths)

Wavelength 0.032 m

Maximum Range 23.2 km

FM Rate 105 MHz/usec

Pulse Width 0.95 usec

Polarization HH

Resolution 3 m Slant Range
3 m Azimuth

Range Packing Factor 100,000

Azimuth Packing Factor 12,500

Correlation Demagnification 8:1

7
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TABLE 3
NOMINAL OPERATING PARAMETERS OF SEASAT-A

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR SYSTEM

Frequency 1274.8 MHz

Wavelength 23.5 cm (L-band)

Polarization HH

Transmitted Bandwidth 19 MHz

Pulse Duration 33.8 psec

Pulse Time-Bandwidth Product 642

Transmitter RF Power 800 W Peak - 46 W Average

Transmitter Type Solid-State Bipolar Transmitter

PRF 1647

Satellite Altitude -800 km

Nominal Range (200) -850 km

Antenna Dimensions 10.7 x 2.16 m

Antenna Bearwidth, Elevation 6 °

Antenna Pointing Angle 19-25 ° off nadir, right side

Surface Resolution 25 m x 25 m (4 look data)
Slant Range Resolution 8 m
Azimuth Resolution (one look) 6.25 m

Integration Time 0.5 to 2.5 sec depending on
resol uti on

Image Swath Width 100 km

Image Length 250 to 4000 km

Sensor Power 60 W, nominal operation

Satellite Velocity -7000 m/sec

8
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3
DATA SUMMARY

In this section of the report, a detailed summary of the various

SAR data sets is presented in table form. These summary tables

should prove useful in evaluating current and future SAR ocean wave

imaging models. In addition to the tables, a set of summary statis-

tics is presented.

3.1 SUMMARY PROCEDURE

The procedure used in producing the summary tables presented

below consisted of examining flight logs and satellite ephemeris data

to determine various flight and radar parameters including:

1. Aircraft pass or satellite revolution,

2. Aircraft or satellite heading,

3. Aircraft or satellite velocity,

4. Aircraft or satellite altitude,

5. Range distance to near edge of SAR coverage,

6. Radar wavelength,

7. Transmitted polarization, and

8. Received polarization.

In addition, available surface measurements were located including:

1. Significant wave height (H1/3),

2. Dominant wavelength,

4. Dominant wave direction,

4. Wind speed, and

5. Wind direction.

Finally, the SAR imagery from each pass or revolution was manually

examined to determine whether waves were imaged. The detectability

of waves at 20, 40, 600 and 80* incidence angle was also recorded.

9
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An example summary of SAR data collected by Seasat during the

JASIN Experiment is presented in Table 4 . The 0 and -0.0 values

represent cases where the data did not exist for one reason or an-

other. For example, the Seasat SAR only collected data from approxi-

mately 19 to 250 incidence angle. This is reflected in Table 4 by

O's in the last 3 columns. The detectability rating in the last 4

columns is a qualitative measure based on the author's experience.

Comparison of these ratings with actual quantitative measures of wave

detectability (available for a small subset of the data) showed close

relative agreement.

Presented in chronological order below is a review of the various

experiments during which SAR ocean wave imagery was collected. An

overview of these experiments is presented in Table 5. Over 200 in-

dividual passes (revolutions) of SAR data were examined and are sum-

marized below.

3.1.1 MARINELAND

A major collaborative oceanographic experiment was conducted

offshore of Marineland, Florida, in December 1975. The primary ob-

jectives of this experiment were to determine whether the proposed

Seasat SAR could detect waves, and to better understand the SAR imag-

ing mechanism by measuring surface waves coincident with the SAR

flights. In addition to the ERIM X-L SAR, the NASA JPL CV-990 L-band

SAR also participated. More complete descriptions of the Marineland

Experiment are given elsewhere (Shemdin, 1980; Shuchman, et al.,

1977; Shemdin, et al., 1978; and McLeish, et al., 1980).

Multi-sided data collection patterns were flown by the ERIM X-L

SAR on the 3rd, 4th, 10th, 14th, and 15th of December. During these

flights, 69 passes of SAR data were collected. Except for the

flights on the 4th and 10th, surface wind and wave measurements by a

pitch-and-roll buoy were made coincident with SAR data collection.

10
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A summary of the ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and

environmental conditions are presented in Table 6 for 3 December

1975. In each of the 9 passes where X-band data was available, waves

were imaged at some location within the swath. The L-band channel

failed to image waves in 5 of the 10 passes where data was available.

Included in these 5, were 4 passes in which vertically polarized

signals were transmitted.

The ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and environmental

conditions for 4 December 1975 are summarized in Table 7. Surface

wind and wave measurements were not performed on this day. Waves

were visible in all 10 X-band passes and in 9 of the 10 L-band

passes. Waves were not detected for either wavelength at 60 ° inci-

dence angle. In addition, waves at 200 incidence angle were only

visible in 2 of the 10 L-band passes.

Presented in Table 8 is a summary of the ERIM X- and L-band SAR

operating parameters for 10 December 1975. Surface wind and wave

measurements are unavailable for this day. In each of the 13 passes

studied, the X-band data imaged waves at some location within the

swath. The L-band data contained wave images in only 5 of the 13

passes. The SAR imaging geometry and flight lines were identical to

those on the 3rd and 4th.

The ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and environmental

conditions for 14 December 1975 are summarized in Table 9. In each

of the 16 X-band passes, waves were visible. In the 4 L-band passes

which failed to produce wave imagery, the surface waves were travel-

ing in the azimuth direction relative to the radar line-of-sight.

X- and L-band digitally-processed directional spectra from the first

8 passes of this data set have be&l rigorously compared (Shuchman,

et al., 1983). A copy of this article is included in the Appendix.

The data presented in Table 10 summarize the ERIM X- and L-band

SAR operating parameters and environmental conditions for 15 December

13
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1975. In each of the 17 X-band and the 14 available L-band passes,

waves were visible. This is somewhat surprising when compared to

the 14th data since the wave height was smaller and the wind speeds

were less on the 15th. One possible explanation for the non-imaging

of azimuth-travling waves on the 14th, is the degradation of azimuth

resolution due to orbital acceleration effects. The larger heights

and shorter lengthK of the waves on the 14th cause a greater degrada-

tion in azimuth resolution than for the lower amplitude, longer waves

on the 15th. The SAR oata collected on the 15th were analyzed in

detail in a previous study (Shuchman and Shemdin, 1983). A reprint

of this article is included in the Appendix.

3.1.2 LAKE MICHIGAN 1977

On 6 October 1977, the ERIM X- and L-band SAR system collected

two passes of data during a flight over Lake Michigan between

Muskegon, Michigan, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. At the time of the

flight, surface wind and wave measurements were made from a research

tower and a waverider buoy operated by the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA's) Great Lakes Environmental

Research Laboratory (GLERL).

A summary of the ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and

environmental conditions is presented in Table 11 for 6 October 1977.

In both passes, waves were visible on both the X- and L-band imagery.

Due to the limited fetch of Lake Michigan, these waves were wind-

generated rather than swell. In both passes, the waves were more

detectable on the X-band imagery than the L-band imagery. A more

detailed comparison between the SAR-derived and surface-measured wave

spectra has been performed on this data and is reported by Schwab,

et al. (1981). A reprint of this paper is included in the Appendix.
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3.1.3 JASIN

Seasat SAR images were obtained on 18 separate occasions over

the North Atlantic in conjunction with the Joint Air-Sea Interaction

(JASIN) Experiment during the late summer of 1978. Simultaneously

with most of the Seasat overpasses, surface measurements including

wave height, wavelength, wave direction, and wind speed and direction

were performed by personnel aboard oceanographic research vessels

and wave buoys deployed within the study area. More detailed

descriptions of the JASIN Seasat Experiment are available (Allan and

Guymer, 1980; Allan and Guymer, 1984).

The Seasat SAR operating parameters and environmental conditions

for the 18 overpasses in the late summer of 1978 in support of the

JASIN Experiment are summarized in Table 12. A wide range of en-

vironmental conditions were present during the 18 passes including:

wave heights ranging from 1.1 to 5.7 meters, wavelengths from 63 to

256 meters, and wind speeds of 3.0 to 11.9 m/s. Of the 18 passes,

waves were visible in 13. More detailed studies have been performed

using this data set (Kasischke, 1980; Vesecky, et al., 1982). A

reprint of the Vesecky, et al. paper is included in the Appendix.

3.1.4 GOASEX

The Gulf of Alaska Seasat Experiment (GOASEX) was conducted in

September 1978 in the Northeast Pacific. This experiment provided

surface wave measurements coincident with aircraft and satellite SAR

imagery. Seasat L-band SAR imagery was collected during five over-

passes of the test area. In addition, the ERIM X- and L-band SAR

system collected data during multi-sided flight patterns on the 22nd,

23rd, 25th, and 26th of September. The total number of aircraft

passes was 35. During the SAR data collection, surface wind and

wave measurements were performed by pitch-and-roll and NOAA data

buoys. A more detailed description of the GOASEX Experiment is given

by Gonzalez, et al. (1979).
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Presented in Table 13 is a summary of the Seasat SAR operating

parameters and environmental conditions for 5 overpasses in September

1978 in support of the GOASEX Experiment. Waves were imaged in 4 of

the 5 passes. The one pass where waves were not imaged had a

surface-measured significant wave height (H113) of only 1.1 meters.

The ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and environmental

conditions for 22 September 1978 are presented in Table 14 . Waves

were clearly visible in each pass where data was available for both

X- and L-band. Note that imagery for several passes was either lost

or never processed. The signal films do exist for these passes so

they could be processed into imagery in the future.

A summary of the ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and

environmental conditions for 23 September 1978 is presented in

Table 15 . Waves were clearly visible in each pass where data was

available for both X- and L-band. It is interesting to note that

the L-band data appears equivalent to the X-band for this data set

and that collected on the 22nd. This implies that under certain

conditions, radar wavelength is not an important consideration for

the detectability of waves.

The ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and environmental

conditions for 25 September 1978 are summarized in Table 16. The

image film from this flight could not be located at ERIM. However,

as mentioned previously, the signal films do exist and could be

processed into imagery in the future.

Presented in Table 17 is a summary of the ERIM X- and L-band SAR

operating parameters and environmental conditions for 26 September

1978. Only 4 of the 9 passes were found and these all contained

waves in both the X- and L-band imagery. It is interesting to note

that the waves are not as detectable as on the 22nd or 23rd. This

is most likely due to the lower wave heights or the different imaging

geometries.
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The GOASEX data set represents tile only example of coincident

aircraft and spacecraft SAR coverage. Comparisons between the two

platforms have been performed which indicate close agreement of the

two sensors as described by Gonzalez, et al., 1981. A reprint of

this article is included in the Appendix.

3.1.5 LAKE MICHIGAN 1978

On 18 October 1978, the ERIM X- and L-band SAR system collected

two passes of data over Lake Michigan near Pentwater, Michigan. Dur-

ing the SAR data collection flight, surface wind and wave measure-

ments by an array of wave probes were performed by the Physical

Oceanography Laboratory of the University of Michigan.

The ERIM X- and L-band SAR operating parameters and environmental

conditions for 18 October 1978 are presented in Table 18. Waves were

detected in both X-band passes but in only one of the 2 L-band cases.

More detailed comparisons between the SAR-derived and surface-

measured wave spectra from this data set are given by Shuchman and

Meadows (1980) and Meadows, et al. (1982). Reprints of these papers

are included in the Appendix.

3.1.6 MARSEN

The Maritime Remote Sensing Experiment (MARSEN) was conducted in

the southern part of the North Sea during August and September 1979.

Seven APD-1O SAR data collection missions were flown by the United

States Air Force of Europe (USAFE) RF-4s. In total, 39 passes of

data were collected. These flights were concentrated over two in-

strumented towers in the North Sea where surface wind and wave mea-

surements were performed. A collection of articles describing the

scientific results from MARSEN have been published in a special issue

of the Journal of Geophysical Research. Two papers from this issue

are included in the Appendix (Shuchman, et al., 1983; Lyzenga and

Shuchman, 1983).
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Presented in Table 19 is a summary of the APD-1O SAR operating

parameters and environmental conditions for Line 8 data collected on

25 September 1979. Again, some of the imagery was not available,

but signal films exist so that it can be processed in the future.

Of the 5 passes where imagery was available, waves were clearly de-

tected. The clarity of the wave images fall off rapidly with in-

creasing range (incidence angle). This is probably due to the effect

of scatterer motions in the imaged scene caused by the relatively

high wind speed (11.8 m/s). This effect is discussed in greater

detail by Lyzenga and Shuchman (1983). A reprint of this article is

included in the Appendix.

A summary of the APD-IO SAR operating parameters and environ-

mental conditions is presented in Table 20 for Line 12 data collected

on 27 September 1979. Waves were imaged in each pass. Again, wave

detectability falls off with increasing range. No waves were visible

at 800 incidence angle.

The APD-1O SAR operating parameters and environmental conditions

for Line 13 data collected on 27 September 1979 are summarized in

Table 21. Waves were again imaged in each pass but none were visible

at 800 incidence angle.

The data presented in Table 22 summarize the APD-1O SAR operating

parameters and environmental conditions for Line 10 data collected

on 28 September 1979. Waves were clearly visible in each pass and

in one pass were detected at 80' incidence angle.

Presented in Table 23 is a summary of the APD-10 SAR operating

parameters and environmental conditions for Line 7 data collected on

28 September 1979. These data were collected using the same flight

pattern as Line 10, but by a different aircraft at a slightly later

time. The visibility of waves for this data set are the same as

Line 10. This implies that the environmental conditions remained

relatively constant between the two flights.
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The APD-1O SAR operating parameters and environmntal conditions

are presented in Table 24 for Line 6 data collected on 28 September

1979. These data were collected approximately 250 km south of Lines

7 and 10, and therefore under a different set of environmental con-

ditions. The wind speeds in this area were only 3.5 m/s. Waves were

only visible in 3 of the 6 passes. It is interesting to note that

waves were visible at 800 inidence angle in pass E-3. This could be

due to the reduced effect of scatterer velocities because of the

lower wind speed. The fact that waves were not imaged in 3 of the

passes could be due to the low wind speed not causing enough small

scale surface roughness to be modulated by the longer waves. For a

more detailed analysis of the MARSEN data set, the reader is referred

to Shuchman, et al. (1983). A reprint of this article is included

in the Appendix.

3.1.7 OTHER EXPERIMENTS

In addition to the data described above, SAR experiments have

recently been conducted or are planned which will add to the above

data set. The Torrey Pines Experiment was held in December 1983 off

the coast of Southern California. United States Marine Corps (USMC)

RF-4 jets collected APD-1O imagery over an instrumented test site.

The surface measurements included a linear pressure sensor array

which yields high resolution directional wave spectra. Comparisons

between these surface measurements and spectra derived from simulta-

neously collected SAR imagery are currently being performed.

A SAR experiment is planned to coincide with the SIR-B Experiment

this summer (1984) off the coast of Long Island in the New York Bight

region. The SAR 580 system will collect X-, L-, and C-band SAR data

over an instrumented area. This experiment will provide additional

data with which to test various imaging theories.
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3.2 STATISTICAL SUMMARY

A basic question when using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) as a

wave measuring device is under what conditions can a SAR detect waves

and how accurately? This study has only addressed the detectability

question and not the accuracy of the SAR-derived wave spectra. This

latter question would require a much larger effort.

Summarizing the above data set with regard to detectability

finds: the Seasat SAR detected waves in 17 of 23 overpasses or 74

percent of the time, the APD-1O X-band SAR detected waves in 30 of

33 passes or 91 percent of the time, the X-band channel of the ERIM

X-L system detected waves in all 98 passes studied (100 percent),

while the L-band channel detected waves in 62 of 86 passes or 78

percent of the time. It should be strongly noted that these results

are only valid for the environmental conditions encountered during

the various data collection flights. For example, aircraft flights

were rarely conducted on days when wind and wave conditions were not

conducive for imaging waves. Similarly, the JASIN and GOASEX data

were collected in regions where reasonably high wave energy was

expected.
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4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study has been to summarize the synthetic

aperture radar (SAR) ocean wave data which is archived at ERIM. This

has included documenting the SAR operating parameters ano environ-

mental conditions during each pass or overflight when SAR wave data

was collected. In addition, the processed imagery from these passes

was manually interpreted to determine if waves were detected, and if

so, how clearly.

Of the 210 passes of imagery studied, waves were imaged in 183,

or 87 percent of the time. This number should not be thought of as

the expected performance of a SAR in general. Typically, SAR data

collection flights were only conducted on days when wind and wave

conditions were suitable for producing wave imagery. More data col-

lected over a wider range of environmental conditions is required to

better define the capabilities and limitations of using SAR for ocean

wave detection. Also, a wider range of SAR operating configurations

over the same set of wind and wave conditions is required for system

optimization.

A basic objective of documenting this data set is to provide a

basis by which SAR ocean wave imaging theories can be evaluated.

Wave detectability is a function of the environmental conditions and

SAR system parameters. Imaging theories can suggest which are the

most critical parameters or combination of parameters, and these

suggestions can be tested using data such as that presented here.

Recommendations for future work in this area would be to digitize

the existing wave imagery and produce digital spectral estimates.

Quantitative interpretation of these estimates would remove the ob-

jectiveness of the manual interpretation used in this study.
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APPENDIX

Contained in this Appendix are a series of reprints which

describe in more detail the experiments during which the SAR ocean

wave imagery summarized in this report were collected. These arti-

cles are presented in alphabetical order according to first author,

as summarized in Table Al. The figures contained in this Appendix

are xerox copies, not half-tone prints.
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1. ABSTRACT

A comparison of airborne and satellite synthetic aperture radar
wave imagery and coincident surface wave observations indicates that
for the range of environmental conditions encountered, the radar
estimates of dominant wavelength and direction are of equal or
better accuracy than the corresponding in-situ estimates.
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2. INTRODUCTION

This short paper concerns itself with the ocean wave detection
capabilities of synthetic aperture radar (SAR). A more detailed

report of this work is in preparation. A major field experiment, the

September 1978 Gulf of Alaska SEASAT Experiment (GOASEX), provided

surface wave measurements coincident with aircraft and satellite SAR

imagery. A preliminary assessment of this data was primarily quali-

tative (Gonzalez et al, 1979). The present work quantifies the

correlation among surface and radar estimates for those ocean waves

successfully detected by SAR. This report also qualitatively dis-

cusses a separate but related issue, that of the dependence of SAR

wave image quality on viewing geometry and environmental conditions.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Satellite L-band SAR imagery was acquired in the Northeast

Pacific during seven Seasat revolutions (Revs); on four of these Revs,
coincident airborne SAR images were obtained by the ERIM dual polar-

ized X- and L-band SAR (Rawson et al, 1975) on the Canadian CV-580

aircraft. Coincident surface observations were also made: estimates

of directional wave energy spectra were computed from measurements

collected by a pitch-roll (PR) buoy; similarly, estimates of one-

dimensional wave energy spectra were obtained by NOAA data buoys;

surface windspeed and directior measurements were made at all buoy

sites. This coverage is summarized in Figure 1. Surface wind speeds

encountered in this data set ranged from 2 to 14 m/s; multiple wave
systems were common, with a range of significant wave heights from

1 to 3.5 m and wavelengths of from 100 to 500 m.

In what follows, the in-situ estimates of dominant wavelength

and direction correspond to peaks in the wave energy spectra computed

from buoy measurements; similarly, SAR estimates correspond to peaks
in the image intensity spectra obtained by two dimensional Fourier

transforms of the SAR scenes.

3.1 Aircraft data

Each aircraft mission over the PR buoy included a multi-sided
box pattern designed to image the dominant waves from various

directions. Figure 2 presents the results obtained as a function of

viewing angle for the pattern flown coincident with Seasat Rev 1269.

Only parallel polarized imagery has been examined. On this occasion,.

a dominant wave system of length 150 m and significant height of 2.5

m was present, with wind speeds averaging about 5 m/s. We see that

SAR estimates obtained for all viewing angles are in reasonable

agreement with surface observations; in particular, we note agreement
on flight lines (1) and (4), for which the waves were propagating

within a few degrees of azimuth.
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This is significant, because the dependence of SAR ocean wave
detectability on viewing geometry and environmental conditions is of
some concern; specifically, it appears that wave image quality deter-
iorates as the wave becomes more nearly azimuthal (Shuchman et al,
1978; Vesecky et al, this volume). It is unclear, however, under
what range of environmental conditions a SAR will or will not detect
a purely azimuthal wave, and instances of both failed and successful
azimuth wave detection have been reported for airborne radar (Elachi,
1978; Shemdin et al, 1978).

The environmental effects on image quality for waves propagating
in range (the cross-track coordinate) is somewhat better understood;
the primary imaging mechanisms appear to be modulation of radar cross
section through tilting and hydrodynamic straining of the relatively
short wavelength Bragg scatterers by the longer dominant waves
(Elachi and Brown, 1977). Higher and shorter dominant long waves
should cause greater tilting and hydrodynamic straining due to
larger mean slopes and velocities, though it should be noted that the
effects of these two mechanisms could act in concert or opposition.

With this last caveat in mind, a possible interpretation can
be made of the data presented in Table 1 for primarily range propa-
gating.waves. This table summarizes the satellite and aircraft
results processed so far for the particular box pattern flight line
which was oriented parallel to the Seasat track for each of three
different aircraft missions.

Of special interest is the data collected during Rev 1306. The
PR buoy and Tofino Waverider data indicate the presence of a low
energy wave system (H about 1 m) composed of three identifiable
dominant waves (256, f30, and 19 m), and closer examination of the
wave energy spectra indicates roughly equal partition of the total
energy among the three systems (individual values of H about .6 m).
It is significant that there was a complete failure by all SAR
systems employed in this experiment to detect the relatively longer
dominant wave, in contrast to the successful detection of the inter-
mediate and short waves of this trio, and the intermediate but more
energetic waves present on Revs 1255 and 1269. Furthermore, a visual
examination shows that the more energetic wave in Rev 1269 is more
clearly imaged than its less energetic counterpart of comparable
length in Rev 1306.

These results are consistent with the previous discussion of
backscatter modulation through tilting and straining, and suggest
that, at least for range waves, some measure of root mean square
slope and/or orbital velocity should be used to characterize the
lower limits of SAR ocean wave detectability, rather than simply
the significant wave height of the entire system, as has been
suggested previously (Gonzalez et al, 1979).
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vations were made with 6 different viewing angles as
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Table 1. Coincident SEASAT, CV-580,
and Pitch-Roll buoy observations

Rev SEASAT CV-580 SAR PR Buoy
SAR X-Band L-Band

1255 A 187 m 193 m 210 m 177 m H = 2.7 m

a 960 870 960 930 s

A  1350 1240 1350 1210
Wind 8.3 m/s from 2430

1269 A 165 m 167 m 138 m 151 m H = 2.5 m
T 930 1090 1090 93' s

A  1210 1360 1360 1210
Wind 5.1 m/s from 90 °

1306 A Undet. Undet. Undet. 256 mc H = 1.1 m
8T 3360 s

6A 1280
Wind 11.8 m/s from 1000

1306 A 130 Wb  128 m Det. d  130 mc H 1.1 m
eT 950 950 1050 s
A  248 0  2480 2580

Wind 11.8 m/s from 1000

1306 A Undet. 22 m Det. d  19 mc H - 1.1 m
6T 2930 2740 s
eA  840 660

Wind 11.8 m/s from 1000

The notation used is A for wavelength, 8_ for wave direction referred
to true North, 8A for wave direction referred to azimuth (the along-
track coordinate of SEASAT), H for significant wave height.

bUndetected in optically processed imagery of 40 m resolution, and
detected only with difficulty in contrast-enhanced, digitally pro-

cessed imagery of 20 m resolution.

CCorresponding peaks were found in wave energy spectra obtained by

a Waverider buoy at a site 75 km away, near Tofino, British Columbia.

dDetected by visual examination only. No transforms available.
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3.2 Satellite data

A sufficient number of SEASAT SAR/surface observation pairs
exist to justify an estimate of their correlation by linear regres-
sion analysis. Sixteen pairs were obtained for wavelength, only
seven (from the PR buoy) for direction. The results are presented
in Figure 3. Error bars for buoy wavelength measurements are deter-
mined by the finite frequency intervals for which the spectral
estimates are computed; error bars for the PR estimates of mean
direction correspond to the half-width of the directional peak.
Error bars for the satellite observations reflect the conservative,
albeit subjective judgement that individual peaks in image intensity
spectra can generally be located with confidence in a circle of 1 mm
diameter on the scale of the original data. (An exception is the
larger set of error bars assigned to the extremely weak and diffuse
maximum for Rev 1306. See note for Table 1.) We see that a high
degree of correlation exists for both wavelength and direction. No
statistical significance can be attached to the deviation of the
slopes from unity and the relatively small biases indicated.

It is probable that SAR estimates of dominant wave direction
are superior to those of in-situ buoys. In at least one case the
radar evidently detected two dominant waves, similar in length and
propagating within 30 degrees of one another, which the PR buoy failed
to resolve. The relatively small error bars for the SAR directionalestimates should be noted.

With regard to azimuth wave detection, the SEASAT SAR indicated
propagation directions within 45 degrees of azimuth for 5 of the
sixteen wavelength data pairs of Figure 3. Only one pair included a
PR buoy estimate of direction, however, and in that case the associ-
ated error bar was so large that the data point was edited (Figure
3); nonetheless, the agreement in wavelength for all 5 data pairs is
strong indirect evidence of successful azimuth wave detection.

A separate case of azimuth wave detection, not considered in
detail here, should also be mentioned. On a Rev which imaged the
region offshore of Baja, California, waves were clearly detected
traveling within a few degrees of azimuth (NASA, 1980). These waves
were apparently generated some 58 hours earlier by hurricane Gilma;
using hurricane parameters estimated from satellite imagery, a
parametric model (Ross, 1976) has been used to hindcast a wavelength
of about 250 m, in good agreement with the SAR estimates.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The data presented here suggest that, for the limited environ-
mental conditions encountered: (1) dominant wavelength estimates
by SAR are at least as accurate as the standard surface observations
by buoy; (2) the SAR directional estimates are probably superior;
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(3) both SEASAT and CV-580 SAR successfully detected waves with
significant azimuth components; (4) for range waves, a measure of
rms slope and/or orbital velocity may be more appropriate than
significant wave height for the characterization of sea state in
studies of SAR ocean wave image quality.
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Goodyear for the military and mounted in an F-4 jet aircraft. data considered in this paper a ere collected in relatls el

The APD-l0 is the radar system portion ofthe UPD-4 sy stem deep wAafer 1301 m) near the Nirdsee toaCI In the ( rrittit
which includes aI ground data processing unit. T'he data Bight.

presented in this study was processed at ERIM. using its 3- \it "NI RI -, NIS
precision optical processor. Extensive image streaking OCetiiedC in aill of thy S \R dIit

The APD-10 sensor was one among several remote sen" oe h orhSls-ptta olctd;tteloNc1% n
ing instruments used to collect data ats part of' the 1979 ovrteotheaecttatoleedtte l ctatd
MARSEN experiment. AP)- 10 data w&ere collected over a 2- speed. Land features, a ere itlidged aI ith god tiltioti.0n

day period (September 27 and 28. 1979) during w hich the indicaiting that the streaking oser \ater \a not thie lo o

wind speed varied from 3.5 m/,s to 101.3 ms% while the wveI systemr malfunction. D~urintg the Itiss est ainkl speedl 1, III

conditions remained fairly constant. T[he wind and \An;ve crya of tti.\%hee fatie soan cc osred \neneept eitcn tof
conditions during the overflights considered in this paper are cob~asteher avte Shoambrling l I occurred. d i In gtIeIt o(I
presented in Table 1. 1uswt C1fteSpebr2 aa speeie nIci

The data collected by the APD-If) system are recorded 1. Note that the streaks ate aayspatrulfel a ith the Ilig'Lht
atcy i for lan'rage ntrvas. efere toit' N l, path, indicating they are loetli/ed scattere, a hief .1teseparatl nfu ln ag ntras eerdt ssb imaged with at degraded r-esolu1tion In the a/itIiit Ih d revlLlI

Copyright 19rn3 by the American (icophssicat tCniiin. ['heobserved streak lengths are smaller t han ile Nslit let ii

aperture length (i.e.. the antenina beama udth tnitiltipik1 I,\

Paper niimher 2(tIX6t. the range distance). indicating that soime ,iirniith :oinik"i
0 148-02278 Al WN -(IX61$0s 110 sion of' t he signalsN is occetrritig. I hits the1 obset I ed lItitclis

9769
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97701 1,N / N(. ''di, StoI ii \Nx.' MiiN It Ii I- i N S \R

I ABIJ. I \% Inid .kid \ I Ifie dition, at I rueI I ttai, range. Although there is sonic xarialiti tin ihe lentigh, at
C ollctin t0xc \1 \RSLN I cxi Site ,in Scli~cii[ 2- mid 28 given range. this % ariabilit\ does not appear it? be c~ot ijlIci

19-0 xx ith either the k\ind or the xx axe d1irctIinC 'Ie able 2.1 1 lie
SePICIIIhcV 2 SCptCttrhCI 28 lengths for the September 2 data are xmiallei thll tof

A Ind speed 10 fitm September 27. indiCating a possible dependence.: ott ttie \Litd
W\Ind Litt ectitonili I1 9111 1 speed. The kindsx o' xcattercr tiiotionx xx itch aric conirxitviit
Signitic~ant hxicteig'ht 1.0 11) 1 11[1 with these ttbxserxritonx are discuxxed In the ILolkitxx incLc
D ominaint xi ax pet til
Dominaint %axe direction ' 3I tion.

4. '1i1 ORit It( \1 ( )NIi'rt H'.tIWNx

are apparentl\ determined b\ the characteristics of' the The tiniage feCaturex, describedi in the pre.ou iisxxctiott
scatterers and are not limited b ' the SAR sx '%ten itself'. The represent the SAR response to a xct ol'point Nxcer xx i1A
signals xx crc obxe rxed ito persist ox er exxenliall x the enutire ate xmeareCd in the a/irmuth direct ionti tit te moitiont i or tire
SAR integration time b\ redutcing the processor integratiotn finite litetirnex of the scattererx. In this xect ton. \xx etc il:\x
time and noting the appearance of the image featurex. Figure the theor\ xx hich describes the degrtdatiotit the i/iniurthlxd
2shows a xet of enlarged images obtaitted l' processing data resolution tot- such scatteretx and ca;lculate the decpendcti:ce

from pass 10-3. skwath B \k ith tht-ee different integration tinie ot' the resolution on the range anid incidetice .inic.
settings. The antenna- limited integration t ime is app ro i - For a xtat ion ar% point scat terer. the it nmi nal a/ii iiIt i
maidl 1. f Ior xxx ath B. wxhi le the nornial processor scetltingi resxolut ion III,,) of at S.-\R image proc essed at tILlI hontdk xx dth h
f1or the data presented elxew~herec ti this report corresponds
to an integration time of' 0.9 %for- sxx rih B. Note that A /
although there is at xlight change in the xignrtl-to-noixe raitio. 2/13 2
the streaked image features persist and their appearaite is
essentiall\ the Name in each of thexe images. [he lenrgths Oif widhr an ix the adarxxa elegth / i the antenna i.,itt-tefeaturex, xxere also obxerx ed to be reai- 1 wit, nn) xte l\ ia ltgb fth tteii t h

b~ cange in he rocexor octx xeting. -auimuith direction. [he ridakr x ax elength. ntitenna bein-b , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ x idage, and othe prceso xteniitn,. ssc pairantetcrs f'or the API)-1 lN\xi tcni
The lengths of' the image streaks tncrease dlr~aaicilix have bend pretedaoh.cherxitin niae

f'rom xubswath A to xttbxxxatli 1). In order to qua~ntit*\ this i hav thenrealente at i otC ataed Iitn ractic bhc IIIe
range dependence. image subsets xxerc selected f-rm the 1ahocillmtnlso lanenpcic "I"'"I

center of' eaich xubxxxath and xxere digitiucd f'or firlther recorreitien i a'Or iniid b~kthe badxtaitt or integrithe
analv xix. The range and incidence angle at the ceniter of cacti r tieofi the prlexor.111~ [hx efie can be tke (integactitn

subxwath ix, xhowxn in [able 3. [he niethoti oh* mcaxuritig the tireplaigthe ctualr Thiefeci ban ih tak ito atlecti

effective azimuith resolution f'or the xtreakx waxt, to comtpuite x\rlaxhci e terminen bca~ theh pr3xo h IClCII Vii
the autocorrelation function fo)r the imagex uxing t'axt Fouirier 4nlu xettingx i-oetrmnk the aadicixcs itt t ii iper. l~r

transform,, iFlT of the digiti/ed data..- tyipical xet ofI- [ 's. prcsoxka e 0\IIJa ffci rlni cn~ ho
for all four xubxwkathx of one of the data xegmentx, (paxx 11-41 (0.01155 radianix. and x ubxequctit tiiulti1-looking xxI, IOTx don ii
ix shown in Figure 14 of the companion paiper I5/i loni i/ aehiexe a nominail a/Iiottt rexolutiot (it I for ItiIliotijvr
al.,- thix Ixxu~el. The xquaredi ampittude of the iniage 11 xx a%.i ctees hNcxt~ cai dhk~sUCAI I I h
inverxe-tranxf'ormeti to yield the image -uoorlto xc- Cilatrerx ix\ t\tIg e bni is xaxa-eper.to tr
lion. O ne -di mensional plotsx of' the rat tocorrelIatioti i ti the cale Iat os io ix ol x t n h\ i 1 Ii tAI~ lit\ xt paer
azimuth direction for prixx, [2-4 are xhowLn in Figutre 3. '1hexe Terxlto nirtdb ii elzdin ttr
plots apparently contain at component due to rarinti noise scrtttererx are xtaitionrr rind the xcattteritig cro-x 'ction

andspekle \k. hchis aniestd is anarok spke l /io remain% consxtant itx r the integration titme initrxal

%hift. Thix component wasi ignored andi the 3I-till xx itith of the 13R?2
wider pairt of eaich curve wrtx mieaixuredi.

[he rexultx of' the correlaition length mnixut-emeti for atll
x paxxes rtre summarized in F-iguire 4. '1hix figure xtiuxx xan dutring xx hich the xcatterer ixx kithin the antetita heir. xx tit

approximattely lineair dependence of* the streatk lengthx, oti R ix the rainge dixtaince tot the target ant I ix t(tic plat tot in

I AitI L 2. li;ir Look tDrietoirx tor Six D,1rn SICLittIrix StIrdic

l ook I ok

Paixs Dite e I inc 1 Io. \\I fitl to 5

1- t Sept 2'. 19"i9 itS4ti-iot 19 X
I,- Sept 27. t9") 118 4 -0i900 2. 9- 61
I, Sept 27> 19it ttItt2 OWN0 i (, It 1,1
2-4 Sept 2-. 1 It) t09 2 tMF Iq I 1_ I I

In I Sept 28. t11") 09t14 itt2x Z I'l
it- Sept 25. ti17t M(12-01 1,it IWO 1t i

'Riitt 100ik directoln ictrcxirxt clockkx xti, ir o rr iti t1C,11rtr 11 kiolid K ik-1,r111 d I rI ii
Riit.it iiikl iutetrin Tit.Ixtttet ettiekkIt iet I xxiii txir,perrr d,twrri M i b, 'Aitm
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AZIMUTH

Fig. 1.- Enlargement of a portion ot'swuth C im, ge for pass 12-4 (Sept eitiber fi 2- sh9-9 imin iniese i ,hcTisJ ii
moiikth direction.

velocity. lIfthe radar cross section fluctuates during this time Thus if' the coherence time vkere ptopoitliot.l to N 1
interval, such that the temporal autocorrelation f'unction of' suggested above, the resolution of' rapidl% tLilitiL: -wcvt T
the scattering cross section has at Aidth ~.the resolution is, Would he Independent of I he \ a~clentuh . I he t c'.ohl on
reduced [Rain's. 1980 J to also inde pende nil of thle atntenina beam w Idl t o'Ip

A F integration time. Note that the cflfestkot saittr ci cc
11 I (-j time depenrds oill the raitio R? I Ispica.l \oijics lot A' I sfk
2J3 1,I 2-5- IWts for the L P'I-4. 5it- Ilk t tot [thc I. RI %] ( ( RN \ nd

Trhe coherence time 7- which enters this expression Qorre- L. band SAR. and 120t s lotr SE-\SA I . A plot (it j, ,l \ s

sponds to the decorrelation time which might he measured, range for the APDl-0 st ' sstemn is shokn it i I Italic t, ot
for example. by at scatterorneter mounted on the SAR coherence times of 11.01 and 0I. lW s. It is 1OIrotail to note
platform if the scatterometer were able to track the object s that the loss ofl resolution due to coherentc ine is al Tkil

position continuously during the time T. It does not describe smearing and not at defCt"isIng aind 1s thereclot ce11 1o Tcos,) CT
the gross motion of the scatterer (which is accounted f'or able by at change in the processor t'iciis (It litg~toll Illmt
below)i but mra be due to random particle motions %Aithin the settings.
resolution cell. In fact, at completely equivalent expression In addition ito coherence tille effects, thec S.\ARI itmiiihal
for the aimuthal smearing can be obtained h assuming that resolution is, inlluenic"d h\ gross Ncatlte motions i tic
the featu re contain% a (Ii stribution of' radial velocities of' motion parameters which p rinma r Iintl icicc Iit a/1l1itt lit1
width (it, and equating 61', with X/'2. TIbis expression resolution are the azimuth comoneni(it tt tc% clot It itit
follows directiv from the aiimuthal displacement formula range component of the acceleratioi. Both t ofc~ hes Ipc ti

R motion causeC at defocusing 0cke Mhich is ~orrekct 1 \ .1
- - 41 chainge in (the focus setings of the pr1ocessor I kt0hColle1ti

I ~~~~scatterer ss ith ai lrge acceleraion itll11. thle itnialrol-
given by Ruinev 11971I1. Suich at model wkood alIso predict aI t ion I Rainy. 19" 11 is
fluctuation in the pow&er rccei~ed f'rom the resolution cell duie A (/k0
to interference of' the returns fronm each scattering ceile '.- I l

within the cell. Note that this model implies that for ;i gisen 2
physical distribution oft scatterer %elocities the coherence I he its, miptotic ex~pression for aI, 2 1 is
time would be proportional ito \. In fact. howes er., thle
scattering elements are likels to be different for 1idelI
different radair \wavelengihs. so this proptirtionalit1 is ptoba-
bly oiinl apprioximate at best.

If the coherence time is mulch smaller than thle integration which his at stronget ril ge dep-cidenicc t hail the colhicI cit
time 1. the at imut h re solutiiion is appro itatel\ li me e fleet desert ed ;ibo', an. d is Jlso d crcrdcit oti the

AR ~intenrta bcmittta ih or. cqmitu lentll . tile procssot 1i1tc t a-
A., -- ti litlme. Ihe lactioi iR' I ar\iies, Iroil abouit Itt to I (l

2t~~ across it lic \,ti liii ill AI'I- It Ior the I-RIM I Rs
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(a) T 0.27 sec

(h) T C. 55 ,ec

2.7 km

(c) T -0.8112 sec

I-iig Irn,,geN generated front Pa- I )_; (Sept em her 28 I,)q , tjh II j ii i ng t hice differ enl pi ':c-~oi inlegirli I

and 1. hand SAR. I hi' facetor t picaill tane from ihoit F RIMN ('('RS.\-I Kind MAR
It) 21M) s at X hattiland fro ;O(0 it) 1 200( it I hanid. Milli: R .ang. 0-1 kil
tor SF- \S.* I it i,,ppriiomate\ 1II() S AR N stelm ranteli- platbormi eloiii 120111i
tcrN for the SIAS It I and I RIM'1 RS s\ ,ten irc ;Ix, ntnahaii~di. (llYrd
tiilliiQ 13 Ahn nVn enit. 01 a

/4 1. Kind ainti beaii~i . .122 rid.

M-AMA I S \R. It 1. jt'trIieit' it, ciin"ider the etieetN of hott1/iintal aind

R rng. 441 kll %rti~ calicleri ition cpairatel\ tic range cionpionent III -

V Platform ' eluicit . -ktill'

t3 aictinmi hc,i i%i\ di. I h IO' t 1d '. '.1.i ui
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i.) 1 (,A AD1 SHi I( HMii% NtoIi , I III II S.\< 77

.-\l3Lt- Range and Incidence Angie to0 1,.ich lin.,ge Are., Incidence Anm& (deg)
Selected lt-r AnalsiNa 40 .0 '0 h.

SuhsAarh Range. kin Incidence Angle cPass 12.1
Pass 12-2A -60)

B 6 71A Pass 12.1

16 2 78 Pass 12.4

A_ APass 1-1

where 0 i the incidence angle and (bis the angle heissecen the
acceleration %ector and the cross-track direction. SLubStitut- A

Ing this into (6) results in the effective azimuthal resolution -0
C iki

shown in Figure 5h for the AIP[-I(I system. [he results
plotted in Figure 5b are for three look directions relative to0
the wave propagation direction, assuiming a horizontal aced-
eration of I m/s2 in the direction of' wave propagation. T his
value for a, is a liberal estimate based on the wave condi- ,

tions of the time of the overflights. S

For vertical accele rat ions. the range component of the

acceleration a, is, given by

el, = (I, Cos a = a,- (9) 00 10 __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

R ~Range Distance (kin)
where .4 is the platform altitude. Thus the as mipotic [ig. 4. Aerage streal, engths its determined lio "dth ot aio
expression for the azimuthal resolution is correlation tanction in aimuit direction.

R
f 0A -1a) can be understood FIN considering that the longer the object

is observed, the greater the range of% elocittes land azimuth-
which, like the coherence time effect, varies linearlv with al displacements) is during this integration time. The degra-
range and is independent of the look direction. Unlike the dated azimuthal resolution due to a %ertical acceleration is,
coherence time effect, however, the effect of a vertical plotted versus range in Figure 5( . assuming sertical .iccel-
acceleration depends on the processor integration time. [his erations of' I m's- and 9.8 m s' (i.e .. freel falling particlesi.

2LINE 12 SWATH A PASS IV P 9 LINE 12 SATH B PAY, Is A~
z

1'.EI.,SWAT L OCS V 1; 2L:NE 12 SWAIH D PAS5 IV q

rZ!MVJH 01STANCE METERS) CZI1LITH D ISTANCE MILE PS)

Fig. 3. One-dimensional image autocorrelation functions in azimuth direction for pass 12.4 (September 1. -91l.
suhsvkaths A-P.
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9774 1 i/I Nix ANI Sli lisrx %\l, I 111 is IN, S

Incidence Angle (deg) Incidence Angle (deg)

Altiuder - kmt Altitude s 3 kmo
IntegeAt ion, lime 0--S R Integration( I line =.0-5 RH
dr I o,re -me nn,

.01 %e al In e'

I4SI

1~~ (KlIe

Range Distance (km) Range Dtistance (kmni

tiI 5. Aimuth resolulioii Ir the At-')- I \s stemcki in serso
its calculated uising equions4l5 ien h Ram~i \ 101 9SOl IllIl lengths (it) not4 chaine signiticanhl Mi en the piocesor
stiitionar scatterers %Aith coherence times of 0.01 and 0I 10 N. 11) integration time is, reduced leure 'I iii the lONLIs Neltifles
coherent scatteirr \Ntth a honionial iccelviili,.n t I 11i ' and Ihies are itltered. [ he possibilmt that horj/ontal icccletlons iic
look direct usn aind I( coherenlt s iem rerks.it h a cr1 cal accclir. the pri niar\ causeC ot the st reakinrg seemsN to he ruled out h\
lion of' I mn s' and 1) S In N'

the lack of' seflsli'4t\ to integraltion t mle and tocu ti d t -

ments. hr the linear ratther than qUadratic rige dependence.
An add itijonal t pC of scaltterer Miotitoil xx heh pro dutceCs it and h\ the tact that 1no cIlear d e pe nde rC ice l the loo0k 4 ni1e is

degradation in a/iituthal resolution is at veloc6Il\ i the obser xed Ii the Streak lengths. A/imnutha!' 5elocil\ cflec'ts do
imtrth direction. For an aitZMu.tfial el)citv t thle at/i- not appear to he ctpilhle' of produicing features as longL 1s

mtithal resoluition is gi% en [Riots-,.19711 b\ those Obsersed. and %sOuld also0 ciouse at mVOre pr..tilccd

I -___look aingle dependence. 6 ro ss caterel M otions I loclties

which for- I *-A j31 r educes toi Incidence Angle (deg)
44) W) N

23? . 2). Alttude= 1.5 km a, 9.8 m,%(

In breaking x"ax es. particle elocittes can approach the Integration rime X05 H
phase speed O.f the \%iaxe. xxhtch xx as oftheorder of 1tt mi soherence t ime x

for the dominant \ilavex occurring during the tirme the

1) oif the API)- i datat for an ai/irnulh xelocit\ of' It rin s9
would he approximatefk 3ff tn. xx hich is much Smaller than C
the observed Smearing. Bhts azimuthal etlocit\ effects doi
not appear to plo'. a malor role in the formation of' the
observed artifacts in the M.ARSFN A PD1-t datail. -

The lengths of' the observed image streaks in the MAR-
SEN API). It data appear to increase linearl' xx ith range and
to have a maimum length oft abhout 180 rn Ii sxxath I). No
clear dependence oin the look direction has been observed, a, m 'es :
although the Streak length does appear to depend slight I\ oin
the wind speed as indicated in Figure 4 and [ able 1.

These observations are consistent with a scatterer cohe:-Rne irac(k)
ence time of the order of It) sor to it xerttcal acceleration 0 2"1,:

appears, to be Supported h% the obsers at in that the St reaik Iti:
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"~hich are measurable in the SAR processor h, %littue (if thenl terers Ashich hasc X band ctthelrncc linttlo t liettdct tit
dependence on focus and integration tinme. 10t s. M esw coherenice times, are cotnssicrnt ss ith ttn\ Ci

[hescateer harctrisic sshic ep~atlthe SAR imnage tional radar obsers ations, ot breaing ssa 'It i belc tlic
feattires described here has e been obsers ed s other ins esti- also pros isionalls Concluded thai I hesc fetur e, ate dueV1,
gators in connection k% ith breaiking. or near- brcakin1. s as es, the phenomenon oft s% as breaking.
B reaking \Aa~se s are man ifested in cons e nt ional radar obse r- Add it ionai I \ idence lt ror against t his c tnc u itn m t ii d he
ations of the ocean surface a i burst of er high radar obtained h% comparisons ajih tin .itu tibsers ,ittn, o l e

return lasting for about a ScCtnd but %kith s er\ rapid fluctua- freqUenc% o'f a ave breiaking and %kith simultanetjtuss~ii irt-
tions in amplitude during this period jIlttiv, 19'741. High- meter data.l Such coniparisons. as, Acel as e\amiinaittn tI
resolution X band measurements has e indicated the si/C oft simultaneous A-I. band SAR datat itre planned at' a sequcl to
these features, ito be of the ordei of a tess meters and the this studI, Additional optical processotr mectsui emewtitsac

*radar cross section per unit areai tr,~ to he about 1.5 at near- also planned to determine the miagnitudecs kt the secttndars
grazing incidence I Lewis and Olin. 198011. '1hese measure- effects due Ito gross scatterer motion".
ments have also indicated the decorrelation time for tCic
radar return fromt breaking s as e, to be of the order of Il .-siA( ttt ItdeNI1t'n I his 'ttt% "a', supptt ted hs the I)~, lik
at N band. Other in\ estigators has e measured similar decor- Naval Rescaich i I! Ri under otnirc iii i4. Al( 9 1ti) he ( i\ R
relation time-, at incidence angles, bemseen II and 711 in the iechnital nttnittr \kits Ians lDtle,'alel, \&c ssould like it' Icknot
North Sea Uinder a sarict\ of conditions IRiu'ntat it tinii edge the help tif the 1illttv~trg indti dttl, \ Klt-ti ,tnd .1 I i,:c
Alpers. 1981 De(tttr antd Ilttttsebttoi 19821. Finall\ ica- of ERIM for ttpticallk prtceNing (he All)-1 l di antI gcnei.ttttt

Iueet ftelope pcr fbekn sss sn the digilal data. ( hrt, Waikiiiian It [RIM itor kgenerttni. thesureent oftheDopler pecra ft-reaking\N t\ s, sin it autocorrelat ionf luntcltittns I ii, Kas seh ke and lines I %denrlocoherent N band radar at incidence angle-, of 55 and 70'c ERIM and Wttlfgatng Rttsenit tt lie Mast l'l.it1k Institute tit
I Kt'lltr et ail- 198 11 ha% e indicated band%% idths of the order Meteoroltg tn Hiamburg. (;etmn itt1 prtis idtnu tlte MAR5I ',
of 1(M( Hz %% hich also imply decorrelation or cotherence times seat truth:- and (mitt Sherrdtn kit J ill and Kkat' li,xserittfn tit lit
of the order of 10 Mas P'lanck Institute tl Mteoltte tot oilitdin,itim: thi.e,th

L'sng the coherence time model discttssed in section 4. ittttthr:acuINoin aliclcow

the abov.e measurements appear to imph\ a sprecad oft radial
\selocities of the order of a fess meters pe r second duie to the Ri I r Ri -,( I
turbulence associated A ith breaking %a as s. A model ev Dl-oor. Gi 11 . and 1P Hottgehtti Radari hac k'-ttte tiie-iiii
pluming the rapid fluctuations in the batckscattered signal rnents fromt plttti Nttord%%iik itt the \t,rih Set li/111
from breaking ase has also been proposed h% /.(-it t aitl 0 ( "ttnt linuc 1: 7. PI -2t. 19NK
01in 11980)1. Tbis model. as, ssell ats their esperimental data. heler W.~ ii \ki. lathn ( coh len /ul0kcl i ih,t Prc
sho%%s similar flucttuations in the radar return from steep brit preakseng tee s ii h~jr o ttn t %k itt mic I tix an SeRatdio -ii a pet
unbroken At a% es. although the amplitude oft these returns, is of the Oc)ean Surtface Inter-L Lnon (titmm tit R,tdio Mceeii t

much losser. Therefore sse ma es~pect that not all oft the Miami Beacli. it %fa~it 13-20i. 19NI

observed image features, are due ito actis elN breaking kiI c.1is ., and I. 1). Oitn. [speritienitI ntuds and thcttret cii
but the brighter feature,, are %er\ likel\ to correspond %kith Wttd9. of hr.olttnbtkctefoithee.Ri .
,such %kaves. Although the percent of the images. cos ered h% Lotng. MI %k . ()in a iti-stier thettrs tI -c~ c~ht,. 111 1--~i
,treak,, appears to be larger than most obsers ations of -Anitenneus I'r,'I'u. , .4!' 22. oo- -t,-2. 11F4
,A hitecap formation, it must be remembered that the area of' tonguet-Higgins. MI S..- and N D) Snttt1h. \'leCtt euttttt hreasktn ,

the streaks is Ill-i1) times the acttial area of' the feattire, R nas R. a. sniete tprteiain rtder J.Gtttd R ti ttt1ttc

due to the smearing effect discussed in this paper. Prelimi i I lratn.%. rtttp. l.ttttin.it4. - O 19't 1
nary estimates of the acttial number densits of streaks yielId R inc\ R. K , .-NH respttnse to pat ttl cttitetent rheittitta.
results comparable to the freqttencv of' the events obsersed 16l-ian itt.i titit ul, .tc 14 28 - --- 8. liSit
by Loiiut.--ji tfnd Smith i this issue I. A final dletermi Rufen uch. C. L.. and \k Almes. Iticng tictta a s- I -Ittl
nation of the geophysical source for these features \kill ass ait i,pertuie ridttiis %%ith long itetgration tintes. /H/i It n ii

nati Protpte v.,A 29. 422-428. ti9Smore detailed comparisons %4ith in stil measurements such Shuchmn. R. A., W Rttsenthtl. .1 1) 1 %detn. I) R Is egt I
as those of Longue~t-Higgins and Smith. Kasischke. M. tinther. and Ii. I inne. \nti, is \1 \RsI it

band SAIR ocean ssase datlt. J G-in ii i his issue
6. SU.NM..SRN

It is concluded that the streaked image features, ss hich i Hectssd Jill\ "0i. 1952.
appear at higher wind speeds in the API)-It SAR data reused Nsemhcr 2t4. NN'.
collected during the MARSEN esperiment tire due to seait- aiccepted Nttsenbect 2ti. l91,2
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Analysis of Remotely Sensed Long-Period Wave Motions

G. A. MI-ADOWS'

Ih'paorineui of 4tuiphiru ( (he aiia Sit api c. Celi t'no l "rIx 4~ l la l ,x .4Al i ,r a %J o t 4A/Ii'

R. A. SI-I4u s.0N A-ND) J. 1). LN lWN

Radar and. Optii-% of~ii niir, L;,o ironpi,,ial Re,'ar In 'twtii ,1 .111( hjc'al.,o nn Ah, I. 11 11 ,t4,sjii7

Sy'nthetic aperture radar has been used to image long-period I-21 s) fzravlty w as es in the
nearshore region of Lake Michigan. these long-period Aas es are at response of the sea surface 1to
forcing by a nonmonochromatjc. wndmc-generatedl surface wkase field. The ss nthetic aperture radar datai
wkere successfully compared Aith ain in situ wkave gauge record. Both one- and two-dliniensionaiI fast
Fourier transforms were generated from near and otfshore regions of synthetic aperiture radar dalt
The synthetic aperture radar-1erived near and off'shore spectral estimates exhibited both low- and
high-frequency wave components. Classical bathyvmetrcall controlled Aase refraction wais ohiibe'ed
for both the short as wkell as- long w~ave components of" the sea surface. This paper demonstrate, the
ability of X hand synthetic aperture radlar to detect low -amplitude. tong-period signals. I he signals
appear to correspond to a *surf' beat' generated b\ the incident "Ind wkase hield.

INTRODUCTION long-period wave motions across the sea surface. Since the

Since the initial observations of long-period t30-3( , intensity of radar backscatter can he related to the character-
wave motions by Mlunk [1949] and TocA.-r IWO]0. sceial isties of ocean wave propagation 16i'tac% ei i!., 1979:
conjectures concerning the generation and propagation of' Gmoxir and Iix.'t. - 1979: Sh in/tiiad diii (llt %. 1980:
surf beats' have been proposed. [he theoretical deselop- 8i t h it al i.. 198 11. definitive information is no" a% ailable

ment of Lonzgiet-Higgip.- atd St,iiJrt 1 1962, emplii, ed concerning the generation and propagation of these ss as e
interactions of a nonmonochromatic sea to generate an mtos
amplitude-modulated sea surface. 1hrotigh the use of the SAR sea surface Information \was, collected over af region
calculated increased radiation stress beneath gruips of large of L ake Michigan by the Ens ironmental Research Institute

*waves and a corresponding decrease in the strCss aSSociatedI of Michigan it-RIM) At the time of' the SAR osertlight. the
withlowr wves a frce lug-prio was isgenratsi t mnversit~i of- M1ichigan D~epartment of Atmospheric and

the beat frequency M-adiii % 119'71 showecd that this long- Oceanic Science was operating its mobile nearshore was e

period forced \xave propagated at the short wkas group and current monitoring array I Wecidmi %. 1979: WeIui'/i % ,I
velocity and was observ-able in the nearshore ,one Similar (it . 1901 ' Shii( lipiao~ aund if-adoi %, 19801. 1 he concurrent
ly. Larsen, 119-791 has obsers ed lung-period forced w~~c il' ' l acquisition of airhorne SA R sea surface data with in situ seat

the North Pacific which appeared ito ha'.e been generated bs . truth has, prosided at %aluable opportunt ito in'.estigate the
and propagated with, the modulated sca surface three-dimensional characteristics of' a comples nearshore

All inferences, as well is pre'.uous attempts at field wave hield. A previous paper. tiiing this coincident SA-R
ye rifiecat ion of' the ph sic a character istics of these long- and in situ wAae gauge datta 18m Sltoit tou anid .'uaio %,
period was Cse,. have been based oin single point time series 19801, has shown SAR can Suceessful]\ image the incident
measurements. The studies iof tl-u 1 19-71 represented wind-generated gravity w,,ave field. ibhis paper will concen-
the firost two-dimensional. y~ nrchruunous time series obsersai- trate on the long-perio~d ( 15-20(H si response of the sea
tions of nearshore. long-penod Aase motions Fiese stud- surface to forcing by at nonmonochromatic. wind-generated
Ces. however, were still conducted oser an offshore spatial surface wave field and the ability of SAR ito image success-
interval which w&as small iof the order oflhalf the %%aselength) fully -se subtle surface w-ave motions.
compared to the wavelengths of the forced surf beat. HEORY OF LONGi-PURtOD WA\ 1i 61 N -s R \1O

I nvestigation of the backsocat ter of mic rowaste energy from
the sea surface pros ides at unique wA~i to stew% large spatial Employing the classic formulation for the linear interac-
regions of the sea surface nearl, stmiiltaneousk Synoptic tion III *wo sinusoidal wAaves of' differing radian was nuitm-
coverage of wave characteristics ats available from synthetic hrsan ndainwsefqucesr 1 inira
aperture radar (SARI. has provided at three-dimensional (two solution for the resultant sea surface is, possible h\ simple
spatial dimensions, and radar backscatter modulationi repre- superposition of these w as e components [ he resultant sea
sentation of the propagation and ph~ sical characteristics of surface ?7 is at function of both spiace a nd time Iand is gis en

by

Also -a consult ant at Fnsi ronme nial ke searo h Insltit ie of S1ichi -I .0 o o.(,I r~l ioo AI rJ l

gan. Ann Arbor. Michigan 4XIII7 w-here ii is the wisec amplitude Assuggested bso &mspitl

Copyright 19142 bn the -American ( ieoph siocil t, niin 1196SI for the conditin when the iw 
1
i componentf was \Cs t

%,erv nearly the same length and reriod, such that
Paper number X(0261
0 148-0227f/(2AC-it261 S0,ix (m) 5,71 Air on,
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where Ak h, and A0=- - u, then assumed negligible, hence. correct to second order

k, - E 2C)

Hence the amplitude-modulated sea surface, as a function
of distance in the propagation direction, may be expressed as where E is the wave energy per unit horizontal area and is

AA~ defined as
$A-) -2a cos .) cos (A.r0 (2) E pa

and as a function of time as C. in (8) denotes the deep water group velocity of the waves.

and C is the phase speed of the individual waves.
tt) 2a cos - t) cos (o-t) (3) Conservation of mass and momentum may be expressed

\-- / as

Since Ak << k and Ao- << ar. the spatial and temporal scales of a(ptj) aM
the modulation are very long compared to the individual t 0 (9)
wave components which comprise the group. This interfer-
ence pattern results in the generation of groups of large and
waves separated by groups of small waves (see Figure I from
Longuet-Higgins and Stewart 119621). The length of the -M aS (10)
long-period modulation is given by Kinsman 11965] as at ax

47r where M is the mean. vertically integrated horizontal mo-
Lm(4) mentum given by

while the period of the modulation is M Jh pudz (11)

4ff
Tm,,d - (5)T ct Substituting for S, from (7), the momentum equation may be

written as
The distance between successive groups of high waves is
therefore i Lo., and the corresponding time interval is +gaM a as,-- + gh -- (P77) =- (1-2)
Tmod " at ax ax

Consider a conventional right-handed rectangular coordi-
nate system with ther axis horizontal and in the direction of Since the applied force -aS,/ax travels with the group
wave propagation and the z axis vertical and upward. Let u. velocity, a/at may he replaced with -C.alax. which upon
v. and w be the velocity components in the x. y. and - substitution into (9) and (12) gives
directions, respectively, and let p. p. and g denote the
pressure, density, and gravitational acceleration, respective- -PC, aM 13M
ly. Also, let the free surface be given by the equation z a.x ax
t x, y. t), where t is time, and the rigid horizontal bottom by and
the equation z = -h.

When the length of the modulated wave groups are long ap am aS,
compared to the local water depth, changes in the mean sea ax ax ax
level and the wave mass-transport correspond to those that
would result from an applied horizontal force, in this case The solution to this set of equations is given by Longuet-
the radiation stress [Whitham, 1962; Longuet-Higgins and Higgins and Stewart [1962] as
Stewart. 19621. For this condition, the flux of momentum a I S,
across an x = constant vertical plane is given by Longuet- P - = - - , (15)
Higgins and Stewart [19621 as -,

and
S (p + pu)dz (6) aM_ (C l aS,

f amC' )as'(16)
where the radiation stress S, is the difference between S and ax gh - C2) ax

the contribution due to the hydrostatic pressure; Upon integration, the free surface elevation and mean hori-

fp+ zontal momentum becomes,=f(P + P14)d z - pg(7j- z)dz 71S,

r) (17)

S - ( p,,(i _ )2 p(gh - C,)

which is approximately equal to and

- S - pg(j h2 + h ) (7) M C(S)

where the overbars denote time averages. For the condition (gh - C, 2)

of long waves in shallow water, the vertical accelerations are respectively.

C-2
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S. the wind wave packet, is generated. Bright radar returns.
therefore, should correspond to groups of high-gravity
waves and corresponding troughs of the forced long-period

~ waves.

DA IA DESCRIPTION

The synthetic aperture radar ISAR) used to collect the
data is the ERIM X and L band dual polarized radar

Fig. I. Schematic representation of the forced long-period mod- described by Ravivon et al. 119751. The ERIM SAR system
ulation of the surface resulting from short wind-generated wave records four channels of radar return, hut we will focus our
component interactions [from l.,piguet-Uiggitn and Stewart. 1962' rcrsfu hneso aa eun u ewl ou u

attention here on the X band horizontal-transmit-horizontal-

receive (HH) channel, as this data prosided the clearest
wave images. The SAR was flown at an altitude of 61(g) m

The interpretation suggested by Longuet-ftiggin.s and and operated with a center incident angle from the vertical of
Stewart [1962] is as follows: 20' , yielding a swath width of 5.6 km. The cross-track or

range resolution of SAR is limited by radar bandwkidth and is
It will be noticed that beneath a group of high waves, where S, about 2 m for X band. The along-track or azimuth resolution
and E are both large, r) and fi are more negative, that is to say is obtained from the synthetic aperture technique described
there is a relative depression in the mean surface level, coupled by Brown and Porcello 119681. For the A hand, the azimuthal
with a mean flow opposite to the direction of wave propagation.
Beneath a group of low waves, on the other hand, the mean resolution is about 2.5 m. This SAR data was processed on
surface level is raised and the flow is positive, the ERIM tilted-plane precision optical processor described

by Kozma et al. 119721.
(See Figure 1.1 The SAR data was collected on October I '. 1978. at

SEA SURFAcE-SAR INTrERACTIONS approximately 1635 EST. The airborne data was collected
along the shoreline of Lake Michigan centered at latitude

It is generally accepted that the scattering of microwave 43'50' N. The site ftr this held experiment as shown in
energy from the sea surface is a Bragg-Rice resonance Figure 2 was the eastern shore of Lake Michigan. between
phenomenon I Wright. 19681, thus making the received radar the cities of Ludington and Pentwater. Michigan. This
image particularly sensitive to capillary and short ultragra- thirteen kilometer section of shoreline, extending approxi-
vity ocean surface waves. Nonlinear interaction of these mately north-south, is characterized by a multiple-barred
short waves with longer period wave motions is the subject bathymetry with nearly straight and parallel contours.
of much research (Phillips, 1981; Longuett-Higgins and At the same time as the ERIM flight, the Universit. of
Stewart, 1964; McGoldrick, 1970, 19721. It is generally Michigan Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science
agreed, however, that the short wavelengths are increased in was operating its mobile surf zone. wave. and current
the troughs of the long waves and that the correspondingly sensing array [Meadows, 19791. Monitoring of incident waxe
short wave height is decreased. Conversely, on the wave characteristics and longshore current velocities was con-
crest of the long waves, the short wave height is increased ducted through the growth of a major storm on Lake
and the short wavelength is decreased. Both effects act to Michigan. A detailed discussion of the experimental design
increase the sea surface roughness in the crest regions of is presented by Wood atnd Aeadows 119751 and .ileadoi'
long waves and correspondingly decrease the roughness in 11977]. Surface-piercing, step-resistance wave probes and
the trough region [Phillips, 1981]. The radar backscatter bidirectional ducted impeller flow meters were used to make
increases as a function of increasing sea surface roughness. simultaneous measurements of wave and current conditions.
thus producing regions of intense radar backscatter from These sensors were oriented on a line perpendicular to
modulated long wave crests and diminished radar return
from modulated long wave troughs. Furthermore, it also
appears that the existence of a surface capillary or ultragra-
vity wave field is a necessary condition to provide radar . -

images of long-period ocean internal wave motions. i Lake \'-Luding on
The proposed physical mechanism for the indirect imaging Michigan .,

of 'surf beats' by radar backscatter is as follows. A modulat-
ed, wind-driven, capillary/ultragravity wave field exists in 4N m
conjunction with a shoreward propagating, nonmonochro- 60m 30n
matic, gravity wave field. Nonlinear capillary-gravity wave t
interactions occur which produce increased surface rough- St4

ness on the crests of the gravity waves and decreased Stu -

surface roughness in the troughs. Concurrently, similarbut NS

slightly different gravity wave components of the nonmon-
ochromatic wave field are interacting to form surf beats A

-Pentconsisting of groups of high waves separated by groups of Kilometers at r
low waves. These wave groups produce corresponding de- (" / .

pressions and relaxations of the mean water level in re- 86130' N

sponse to fluctuations of the applied radiation stress. Hence Fig. 2. General study area %howing nearshore hathymetr a.nd
a forced, long-period wave, traveling at the group velocity of location of fast Founer transformed SAR data
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shore, extending from the beach to the outer surf zone. 0.25-s intervals. The 80% , confidence band lies between 1.42
Other coastal sensing equipment included a directionally and 0.62 times the spectral estimate and is indicated on
mounted motion picture camera and Lagrangian drifters. Figure 3 lKinsmnan, 19651.
Unfortunately, high wind and wave action on October 17 and Based upon these results, this total water level elevation
18 destroyed much of the array: however, sufficient sensors record was band pass filtered to retain only surface wave
survived to make this comparative study possible. motions with periods between 15 and 2(X) s. A representative

portion of the original and band pass filtered, long-period
METHODS records is presented in Figure 4. It. therefore, appear,, tha t

The SAR collected data were digitized with an approxi- significant long-period wave motions are present in the
mate resolution of 6 m (3-m pixels) by using the ERIM nearshore region with a mean amplitude of approximatel.
hybrid image dissector lAusherman. 19751. The range coor- 101( of that of the incident wind waves. These results agree
dinates of the digitized data were analytically corrected for favorably with the finding of Meadows and Wood (19821
slant-to-ground range geometry [Feldkamp. 19781. Two 1.5 where both progressive as well as standing long-period wavc
x 1.5 km subsections (see Figure 2) with 6-m resolution were motions were observed in the nearshore region. The ques-
extracted from the digitized data. The two sections are tion arises, however, as to the generation mechanism of
labeled A and B, where A is closest to shore. these waves. It is the hypothesis of the authors that these

The 3.0-m pixel digitized SAR images were converted to 6- long-period waves are formed as a result of nonlinear
m samples by 4 pixel into 2 pixel averaging in order to interactions between the dominant wind-wave component,
decrease the speckle in the image. The average value of each and that they propagate as forced waves at the group
azimuthal line was subtracted from the line to remove the velocity of wind-generated waves. Hence it should be antici-
trend of intensity falloff with increasing range distance. Two- pated that these wave motions should exist somewhat homo-
dimensional fast Fourier transforms (FFT's) were performed geneously across the sea surface provided that wind wase.
on each 256 x 256 cell subsection to yield raw directional of sufficient amplitude and prescribed frequency exist.
wave number spectra with a Nyquist wave number of 0.5
m '. The raw spectra were smoothed by replacing each ANALYSIS

value with the average of the surrounding 5 x 5 cell. The Synthetic aperture radar provides a unique perspectisc
approximate number of degrees of freedom for the resulting from which to investigate this hypothesis. namely, that long-
spectrum is 142 (Kinsman, 19651. The 99"- confidence limits period surf beats are generated by and propagate with the
are then ±1.5 dB [Jenkins and Watts, 19681. wind wave field. The nearly simultaneous view of a relative-

In addition to the two-dimensional FFT analysis. five ly large spatial region of the sea surface provided by either
isorange SAR backscatter records 1.5 km long were ana- an airborne or spaceborne SAR affords an ideal measure-
lyzed by using both a one-dimensional spectral analysis and ment tool for these wave motions. To examine this capabili-
a band pass filtering program. This one-dimensional analysis ty, the results of both the SAR two-dimensional and the
was performed on the SAR data to better quantify the long- nearshore in situ wave gauge data series will be evaluated.
period components of the prevalent wave field. To perform Results of the nearshore s ep resistance wave gauge
this analysis, five adjacent isorange lines of data were spectral analysis have indicated several well-defined peaks
extracted from the digital image corresponding to the center in the wind wave range. In addition, two long-period peaks
of both study areas A and B. These lines were then averaged at 17.2 and 32.3 s, respectively, were also well resolved. A
or. in effect, smoothed in the range direction: this was done poorly resolved spectral peak is also apparent at approxi-
to reduce the speckled nature of the SAR data. The averaged mately 59 s. Linear combinations of the dominant wind wave
lines were then plotted in order to characterize the relative components are formed in Table I to produce their respec-
backscatter across these study areas. These data were then tive beat periods. It may be noted that the dominant wind
selectively filtered for wavelengths between 177 and 1180 m wave components of 5.6, 4.8, and 4.2 s combine, theoretical-
for study area A and from 249 to 1660 m for study area B. ly, to form beats of 16.8 and 33.6 s. respectively. These
This wavelength filtering corresponds to the temporal region calculated beat periods are very close to those periods
of interest, 15-200 s. resolved by the spectral analysis of the total 16-min watei

To calculate the directional wave spectrum at the instru-
mented surf zone site. a 16-min analog record was digitized
at 0.25-s intervals and analyzed by using conventional one- OCTOBER WAVE DATA 978

dimensional fast Fourier transform techniques. The direc- 1..
tional information was obtained from the directionally 7

mounted camera. One-dimensional spectral analysis using a I

FF1 routine was performed on the total 16-mm., outer surf
zone water level elevation time history. The smoothed '
spectrum resulting from this analysis is presented in Figure L ,'
3. This spectrum exhibits a well-defined broad peak in the -

wind wave range 12-8 s), composed of multiple components.
This spectrum is characteristic of locally generated seas. In
addition. this spectral analysis has also identified significant .0 0.2 0.4
long-period wave motion at specific periods of 17.2 and 32.3 FREUENCT (MH)

s and a less significant peak at approximately 59 s. These Fig. 1. One-dimensional wave height ,peclrum of vater surtdcc
nearshore spectral estimates were obtained from a conlinu- elevation time history from resistance wave gauge )ominanlt wac
ous digital record consisting of 3840 equally spaced values at periods are identified.
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15

Ir

00 BAND-PASS FILTERED DATA (15-200 SECONDS)

3.0

Fig. 4. Representative section of 16-min time history of water elevation data from rsist incc "ae gauge A'ko
shown is the corresponding 15-200 s band pass filtered data. (Note the negative correlation 1180l pha'e shitftl betwcen
the wind wave amplitudes and the mean surface level.)

surface elevation recorded from the nearshore wave gauge, is 180' out of phase with the wind Aase amphtudes . s
It therefore appears that forced long-period wave motions theoretically suggested, this implies that depressions in the
were present in the nearshore region resulting from the water surface are associated with groups of large w is es and
nonlinear interaction of the dominant wind wave compo- long-period elevations of the water suface correspond to
nents. groups of low waves.

The energy associated with these long-period forced Based upon these considerations. SAR imagery of a
waves is an order of magnitude below that of the peak in the relatively large region of the sea surface should also exhibit
wind wave spectra. Theoretical calculations of the maximum these long-wave features. In an effort to investigate this
mean surface deformation from (17) suggest a forced wave potential of SAR, a manual photo-interpretation of the radar
height of approximately 0.38 m. The energy associated with image film was performed. A portion of the X band 11-M)
the forced wave would be approximately a factor of 8.4 less SAR data collected over the Lake Michigan test site is
than that associated with the peak wind wave component. It presented in Figure 5. The image extends 7.9 km offshore
appears that long-period wave motion in the nearshore and is 5.6 km wide. Alternating groups of large and small
region is present with both a period and an amplitude close wind wave packets can be readily seen across this image. At
to theoretical predictions. three representative locations across this nearshorc imagcr\.

To further identify these long-period wave motions, the the long-wave lengths are indicated on the figure. As thcc
total 16-min water surface elevation record from the near- long waves, forced by short-wave group,. propagate shore-
shore wave gauge was band pass filtered for periods between ward, both wavelength compression and refraction are plain-
15 and 2W0 s. A representative portion of the original water ly observable. The long wavelengths decrease from approli
surface elevation record and its associated long-period corn- mately 510 m (area B) to approximatel 41(1 m (area A.
ponent are presented in Figure 4. This series, as well as the These radar observations of the long wave component,, of
data of Meadows [1977]. suggests that the mean surface level surface elevation are in excellent agreement with sea truth

measurements made at the outer surf zone.
To further document the existence and propagation char-

acteristics of these SAR-sensed long wave components,. a
TAB[.E I. Calculated Beat Periods conventional two-dimensional FFT of the radar hackscat-

Input tered energy was performed. One FF1" analysis was per-
Compo- formed in both the offshore and nearshore regions of the
nents. s 5.6 4.8 4.2 1.0 2.6 aircraft swath. The SAR FFT's were generated ho the

5 33.6 16.8 6.5 49 algorithm described by Shuchml et al. 119791. Howve . in
4.8 ... 11.6 8.0 5,7 this application, only the long-wave portion of the spectrum
4.2 ... ... 11.5 6.8 is of interest. For a detailed discussion of the total SAR-
"-.0 . .. 19.S sensed wave spectra and associated sea truth see Shut hil

2________... ... ..___ . and Melow 19801. A summary of the general sca state
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N

a Flight Direction
Rddar Look
Direction 0 :

Fig. 5. X hand (H1 SAR image of lest sile showing long-period wave components.

conditions during this experiment as well as a comparison of important properties. First, the long wavelengths are in
the SAR-derived, wind-generated sea spectral estimates to excellent agreement with the representative offshore wave
sea truth are presented in Table 2. group dimensions derived from the SAR image film. Second.

In the offshore region, the SAR-dcrived spectral analysis the degree of observed refraction from the offshorc to the
resolved a long-wave component with energy concentrated nearshore region of these forced long-period wave motions is
at a wavelength of approximately 511 m, traveling in a also in close agreement with the sea truth as well as with the
direction of 025 ± 3-". Similarly, in the nearshore region, a calculated wave refraction for the dominant wind wave
long-wave component of 408 m wavelength traveling at 035 components. A comparison of SAR-derived and sea truth
± 3-r was resolved. The nearshore and offshore two- wave characteristics is presented in Table 3.
dimensional FFT's are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respective- Furthermore, the two directly observed quantities which
ly. Also shown on each of the figures is the one-dimensional determine the propagation of these SAR and sea truth sensed
plot of the low-frequency components versus relative ener- long-period wave motions are the length and period of the
gy. These estimates of long-wave characteristics exhibit two modulated wave group. The lengths of the dominant long-

TABL.E 2. Comparison Between the SAR-Derived Surf Zone Conditions

and the in Situ Sea Truth

SAR-Derived Estimates Sea lruth*

Dominant Dominant
Distance Short-Period Short-Period

From Shore, Depth. Wavelengths. Direction. Wavelengths. Direction,
m m m , m T

900 10.5 48 35 3 48 34 2
43 44

220Mt 14.0t 55 310 3 54 31 - 2
44

4600 27.0 55 2s 5 55 2X 2
43 46
48

69M1.0 3 2 55 28 - 2
48 46

*Actual measurements made at surf /one. values t or test areas are depth-corrected I hu linid I
Meadows. 19MO],
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2.2!
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Fig. 6. SAR-derived two-dimensional spectral estimate (nearshorel. (Note: Negative \,.de number". trcquencic,.
and periods are included due to the symmetric nature of a two-dimensional FFT. The frequenc atnd period ase', ,rlumc
shallow water waves; see text for further explanation.)

penod waves were obtained from the SAR-derived, two- SAR and wave gauge measured dominant long-period vkasc
dimensional FFF. Similarly, the periods of the dominant parameters, results in values of 12.6 ms 1 and 15.8 ms ' lo
long-wave components were obtained from a one-dimen- areas A and B, respectively. It is interesting to note that
sional spectral anal% ,is of the nearshore wave gauge data. assuming these long-period waves are propagating as shtl-
By combining equations 14) and (51. the celerity of these low water waves with celerity given by
modulated long-period waves may he expressed as

' ('=C \A,'d q

Crmi, -m-1 (19) long-period wave celerities of 12.6 ms ' and 16.8 m 1 are
calculated for areas A and B, respectively. On the basis o

The calculated long-period wave celerity utilizing both the this close agreement, it appears that these observed long-

TABLE 3. Comparison Between the Long-Period SAR-)erived Spectral Estimate',
and the in Situ Sea Truth

SAR-Derived Estimates Sea Truth*

Dominant Dominant
Distance Long-Period i.ong-Period

From Shore, Depth, Wavelengths. I)irection. Wavelength,. )irection.
Test Area m m m T- m T'

A (Nearshoret 2650 16.2 157-167 35 .3 216 14 1 2393-421 406
B tOffshorel 5800 28.7 498-523 25 3 288 28 * 2

S41

Actual measurements made at the surf ione: values for test areas A and B are depth-correcled
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J.21 Low-Frequency Enlargement of

the Enclosed Area at Left.h." 0.05

; | o
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Fig. 7 SAR-derived two-dimensional spectral estimate (offshore). (Note: Negative ssa'e numbers. trequencies.
and period% are included due to the symmetric nature of a two-dimensional FFT. The frequenc. and period axes assume
shallow water waves: see text for further explanation.)

period wave motions are propagating as shallow water SAR-sensed long-period wave motions, one-dimensional
waves and not as forced waves as suggested from theory. scans of the raw radar backscatter were obtained. One
This apparent discrepancy arises from a complex interaction spatial series, consisting of 512 digital values sampled at 3 m.
between the relatively short. steep, locally generated waves was obtained from each of the two regions where the two-

and the shallow bathymetry of this region. The theoretical dimensional FFT analysis was performed. Area A t.is

formulation employed in this study is based upon the as- centered 2650 m offshore and area B was centered at 58M) m
sumption that the character of the SAR-sensed modulated offshore. The total series of radar backscatter as well as their

sea surface is a function of AK of the wind wave compo- associated band pass filtered (177-1180 m. area A and 249-

nents, and that AK << K1. Hence, for limited fetch situations 1660 m, area B) long-period components are presented in
such as the conditions of this study, the two wind wave Figure 8. Once again, long-period oscillations of the radar

components separated by AK do not explicitly satisfy the backscatter intensity are clearly visible, with maximum
mathematical constraint of AK e< K1. This produces a radar return occurring in phase with peaks ofthe long-period
modulated long-period wave which is not completely 'phase oscillations (i.e., groups of large wind waves). These SAR-
locked' with the short wave components and, in fact, sensed, long-period oscillations represent approximatel\ a

appears to propagate as a shallow water wave. 1.5-dB change in radar backscatter intensity from crest to

The close agreement between the long-period celerity trough. The dynamic range of the total. unfiltered radar
derived above and that predicted for a shallow water wave backscatter intensity is approximately 5.2 dB. Hence the
prompted the inclusion of frequency and period axes on the energy associated with these radar-sensed long-period oscil-

various plots in Figures 6 and 7. Recall that the SAR only lations is approximately a factor of 2.3 less than the encrgy

provides a spatial measure of waves, therefore, the only of the radar backscatter associated with the wind wasc
'true* axes in Figures 6 and 7 is that for wave number. The components of the sea surface structure.
frequency and period axes are both based on the shallow
water wave assumption for a given wave number. They are SUMMARY

not derived from any physical measurements. It appears that a direct correlation exists betccn the
To document further the existence and character of the amplitude of these long-period wave motions, as sensed in
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Nersoe (Site A) in this area. However, care should be exercised in interpret-
i.0 ing what information this plot contains. This is merely a

convenient graphical technique that shows the long-period
O'S components. not a detailed analysis technique.

This paper has demonstrated that a synoptic remoic
sensing device such as SAR has the ability ito successfulli,

stO image lo-mliue long-period signals (surf beats). The

Oistance along Transect (m analysis techniques utilized to extract this information from
1..Offshore (Site 81 the SAR data, include (ll a manual photographic interpreta-

tion, (2) one- and two-dimensional spectral analyses emploi,
ing FWE techniques, and (31 extraction of band-pass filtered

0.t~______________________long-period components from radar backscaitcr plots. It
should be mentioned when utilizing SAR data such as

presented in this paper that the Spectral estimates presented
0 5 I OO 1;0, are wave number, directional spectra of the radar return

Dista ne aln 'Tranect(m)intensity. The data do not represent wave height information

Fig. 8. Filtered and unfiltered radar transect', for both near anti i ietsne SRitniis(d. cett-ruhmdt
offshore stttdy sites. lation) have been successfully correlated ito \ka\ c height. but

the exact mathematical modulation transfer function (Ite.
SAR gravity wave imaging nmechanism) is not iotaill Undci -

situ. and the long-period component of the radar backscat- stood at the present time.

ter. From the sea truth measurement, the ratio of'sot Ai/,noo /t-dgminl t The LRI M analk s of the SA-R I;rAs its %%,\ i
period wave ito long-period wave mean amplitude is 5.4. data was supported hy the Office of Nasajl Research (ONRi contact
Similarly. for the radar-sensed long-period oscillation this NNXIIt4-76-C-lli48, The technical monitor tor this, ( NR contract i,

ratio is approximately 6.0. Aoosi%/(a hI 119X01 has reported at Hans t.ole/alek. The field installation of thie mobile wiste and
liner rlatonshp btwen SESATSARModuatin dpth current monitoring system. as well as the reduction ot the in stil sea
liner reatinshi beteenSEAST SA moulaton dpth truth data. wkas supported b,% the InIest of Michigan Rackhai~i

I crest -to-trough intensity) and wave height. grant 38734.i
Investigation of the inormation contained in the backscat-

ter of microwave energy from the sea surface can pros-ide Ri-iI fir N s is
detailed and nearly synoptic coverage of relatively large Ausherman. 1)-WA . t, ). Hiall. 1. N. I aita. and J S /elenk,.
potion% of the ocean surface. To illustrate this unique Hadar data processing and esploitation facilits - papet Preseied at

capability, a three-dimensional representation ofai portion of International Radar Confere~nce. ItA L. Washington. 1) (.. 19-,
Brown.- W J.. and 1.- Piircello. An introduiction ito kilnht

it SAR-sensed sea surface is presented in Figure 9. wNhich aperture radar. SUL pe trum. i, S2-66. 196K
depicts the long-period undulations present in study area B. Feldkamp. 6. B.. ('orrection of SAR-induced dislIn in St it
This plot was produced from the SAR digital data by SAT imagery. paper presented tf Coinference on Application, atf

extracting six isorange lines of 5 pixels each, averaging these Digital Image Processing. Soc. of'Photo-Opt. Insirum. tint . San
S piels inel~et. o soot itttherane drecton.Thee tiego. Calif. -August 198

5 piels.in ffec, t smoth n th rane drectonThes Guniale,. V. L. R. ( .Bea. A, I Brow n. 1'. S Le oniis. J S
lines were then band pass filtered for wavelengths betwecen Shermain. J. V-. R. (itower. 1). 1 _ich . t) Bt. Ross. ti 1. Riiletia It
249 and 1660) m 115-200) s), and this filtered output wasl used and R. A. Shiichman. SEAS-St ssithetic aperture radiat (),cc:ii
as input to a perspective view-plotting program. wave detection capabilities. At'ii.204. l.US- 1421. 19-9

It is clear from this plot that long-period waves are present (Gower. J. V-. RH.. and B. A. Hughes. Radar and ship obsers %itlion, ,t
coastal sea surf'ace roughness patterns in the Oalt of (cietgla.
paper presented at t-hirteenth international S mpiosilim i'n Re
mute Sensing o -Environment. Instrots Re',. La .ib \l M0i . Viun
Arbor. Mich..- 1979,

Jenkins. A. M ., and 1), Gi. Wait'. Spc~tral .inals ind it, .tppl) a
tions, 525 pp.. -Holdcn-)a~ %, San Irjancisco. ( jlil . 19fsh
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Wind Wave Directions Determined From Synthetic Aperture
Radar Imagery and From a Tower in Lake Michigan

DAVID J. SCHWAB,' ROBERT A. SHUCltMAN, 2 AND PAUL C. Liu'

Directional wave spectra calculated from digitized synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images of waves on
Lake Michigan are compared to a wave directional spectrum determined from measurements taken at a
tower and to a one-dimensional spectrum determined from a Wavender buoy. The comparison is within
one frequency band for peak energy frequency and within 200 for direction, but the SAR image intensity
spectrum does not have the same shape as a wave height spectrum. Wave refraction directions observed
in the SAR spectra are within 10' of classical wave refraction calculations.

INTRODUCTION wave information is a powerful tool in gaining a better under-

Directional wave spectra have been measured by a variety standig of wave processes.
of techniques and instruments since the pioneering work of
Barber 11954, 19631, Cole el al. [1960], and Longuet-Higgins et DAI A
al. 11963]. Early measurements were made with pitch and roll On October 6, 1977, at approximately 1130 h EST ERIM's
buoys or wave staff arrays. More recently, remote sensing C46 aircraft carrying the X-L band dual polarization imaging
techniques have been used. The principles behind in situ and radar IRawson et al., 1975] flew west over Muskegon across
remote sensing techniques are so different that the two meth- Lake Michigan to Milwaukee along a latitude of 430 10'N and
ods have rarely been carefully compared. This paper intends then from Milwaukee back to Muskegon. The ground track
to meet that need. corresponds to the tails of the numbered arrows in Figure 2.

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been used to image The ERIM SAR system records four channels of radar return.
ocean waves over large areas from both conventional aircraft but we will focus our attention here on the X band horizontal-
[Elachi, 1976; Shuchman and Zelenka, 1978; Shemdin et al.. transmit horizontal-receive channel, as these data provided
19781 and from satellites [Gonzalez et al., 19791. Image resolu- the clearest wave images. L band SAR has been used to image
tion does not depend on antenna aperture size or altitude, as ocean waves from aircraft and the Seasat satellite, but in the
with real aperture radar, or external illumination, as with pho- present case the wave images from the L band system were
tography. SAR images have then been used to determine not clear enough to warrant further processing. The aircraft
wave direction and wavelength. Although the imaging mecha- flew at 3500 m and operated the radar with an average angle
nism has not been explained completely, the forward face and of depression from the horizontal of 300. yielding a swath
rear face of sufficiently large waves exhibit different scattering width of 5.6 km. The cross-track or range resolution of SAR is
characteristics at SAR wavelengths and can be distinguished limited by radar frequency and is about 2 m for the X band.
in SAR imagery. The along-track or azimuth resolution is obtained from the

The Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) synthetic aperture technique described by Brown and Porcello
has been acquiring and processing SAR data from aircraft for 119681 during subsequent processing on the ERIM optical
several years [Cindrich et al., 19771. In October 1977 ERIM processor. For the X band, the azimuthal resolution is about
acquired SAR data on a flight across Lake Michigan between 2.5 m.
Muskegon, Michigan, and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. At this At the same time as the ERIM flight, GLERL was oper-
time the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory ating a solar powered research tower 1.8 km offshore of Mus-
(GLERL) was operating a solar-powered research tower 1.8 km kegon in 15 m of water ISchwab et al., 1980]. The location is
off Muskegon capable of measuring and recording wind, tem- shown in Figure I and corresponds to the arrow labeled I in
perature, and directional wave information [Schwab et al.. Figure 2. The tower operated from July 19. 1977, to October
1980]. A sample of the SAR imagery showing the location of II, 1977. Sensors on the tower measured wind speed at two
the GLERL tower is presented in Figure I. In addition, a Wa- levels, wind direction, air and water temperature, and direc-
verider buoy was deployed 12 km offshore of Muskegon. The tional wave information from an array of four Zwarts water
purpose of this paper is to compare SAR wave directional level gages [Zwarts, 19741. Data were transmitted to a shore-
measurements to in situ wave directional spectra at the based recording station at half-second intervals for 30 min out
GLERL reserach tower and one-dimensional spectra at the of each hour. The water level gages were deployed at the ver-
Waverider buoy and to examine the variability of the direc- tices and center of an equilateral triangle with 3 m sides. The
tional wave spectrum across the lake. In so doing, we hope to wave gage at the eastern vertex failed on September 2. 1977,
show that the combination of in situ and remotely sensed so that at the time of the ERIM flight only three gages were

National Oceanic and Atmosphenc Administration. Great Lakes operating. The three-gage array can unambiguously deter-

Environmental Research Laboratory. Ann Arbor. Michigan. mine wave direction for wavelengths greater than about 6 m.
Radar and Optics Division. Environmental Research Institute of In addition, a Waverider buoy continuously recording wave

Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan. fluctuations was deployed by GLERL 12 km offshore of Mus-

kegon in 75 m of water. Its location corresponds to the arrow
Copyright © 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. labeled 3 in Figure 2. No directional information is available

Paper number 80C1391. 2119
0148-0227/81/080(-1391501.00 D- 1
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m centered on the coordinates shown in Table 1, were ex- IAB.I 2 Peak lnerg, Wa.e Numh-r and D)iscwtii liii ,%R
tracted from the digitized sections. Section I corresponded to )irectinal Speoira
the location of the GLERL tower and section 3 to the location Wave number, i 1I DireLo1n. [rut

of the Waverider buoy. In section 1, one subsection east of the
tower (1a) and one subsection west of the tower IIc) were Subsectin (tncorrected ('0rrec"d C i.,rrCted ( ,treted

taken in addition to one centered on the tower (lib) to exam- Ia 0.130 11. 141 1ot, 1,0
ine refraction effects. I b 0 133 o 142 121 1[-

The 1.5-m pixel digitized SAR images were converted to 3 I 0.120 (0 12- 2, 1 2I2 .147 1. 151 ,42 't

m resolution by 4 pixel averaging to increase coherence in the .1147 0 123 14 1 2

image. The average value of each azimuthal line was sub- 4 23 12 344 11,4
tracted from the line to remove the trend of intensity falloff 5o If III 1 (f 34
wi,h increasing range distance. Two-dimensional fast Fourier 6 1 23 1) 126 145 343

transforms were performed on each 256 x 256 cell subsection 7 140 1 143 14 44
8 11) 1 1I,2 354 "4u

to yield raw directional wave number spectra each with a 9 17.3 I 13 , I
Nyquist wave number of 1.04 m '. The raw spectra were 10 oI 1 0 14( II,
smoothed by replacing each value with the average of the sur- II 0112 1) 126 , 14

rounding 5 x 5 cell. The approximate number of degrees of 12 01294 II 2w, ,

freedom for the resulting spectrum is 142 [Kinsman, 1965, p.
464]. The 99% confidence limits are then ± 1.5 dB [Jenkins and Table 2. The SAR process distorts the apparent Aaselength ot
Watts, 1968]. waves moving in the azimuthal direction and distorts the ap-

To calculate a directional wave spectrum at the GLERL re- parent direction of waves with a Nelo()Lt component in the
search tower, wave slopes were determined for 10 min of data range direction. A detailed description of these effects and the
as the slopes of the plane passing through the measured loca- appropriate corrections can be found in Shu(hman et al.
tions of the water surface at the three operating gages. Wave 119771. Corrected values of %kae number and direction based
height was taken as the average of the measurements of the on the perceived values are also shown in Table 2. Wave-
three gages. Since wave measurements were at 1-s intervals, lengths range from 21 m at section 12 to 53 m at section
the Nyquist frequency for tower spectra was I Hz. The first There is a 180' ambiguity in wave direction measured bh
five Fourier coefficients of the angular distribution of energy SAR. which was resolved b, assuming the waves were coming
in 20 frequency bands between 0 and I Hz were calculated from the same quadrant as the wind

from the wave height and wave slope records by the method A graphical illustration of the results shown in Table 2 is
described in Longuet-Higgins et al. 11963). The calculated presented in Figure 2. along with \,ind speed and direction
wave directional spectrum has approximately 120 degrees of observations from Coast Guard and National Weather Seri-
freedom with 99T confidence limits of ±1.5 dB. ice stations around the lake. Wavelengths in Figure 2 corre-

It is important to remember that the energy spectrum de- spond to corrected wave numbers in Table 2. and directions
rived from SAR imagery is an image intensity spectrum and correspond to corrected directions. Wave directions deter-
not a wave height spectrum. The relationship between SAR mined from SAR imagery are consistent %kith obsersed Aind
image intensity and wave height is still being investigated directions. Waves and wind are north-northeast on the ,kest-

[Jain. 1977; Shuchman et al., 19791. The directional spectrum ern side of the lake and north-north" est on the eastern side
determined from wave staff data, although it may not have the However, the wave direction for section 8 on the eastbound
directional resolving power of the SAR spectrum, is a true leg of the flight is 26' different from the wave direction deter-
wave height spectrum. mined for the same location (section 9) on the westbound leg.

Note, however, that section 8 was imaged 32 mm later than
RESULTrS section 9.

The wave number and direction corresponding to the peak Wind at the GLFRL tower was 288$ and 6.5 mis at Il m
energy point in each of the 14 SAR spectra are presented in and 5.7 m/s at 5 in. Air temperature was 5.8 C and water

temperature 7.1 'C. indicating a slightl unstable atmospheric
TABLE I Location of SAR Directional Spectra boundars layer over the lake. Signilicant wave height was (0 9)

Distance Average m. The one-dimensional wind wave spectrum (Figure 31 Cal-
From Mus- Water culated from Waverider buo, data near section 3 showed an

Flight Sub- kegon Shore, Depth. Time. h. energy peak at 0.179 H/ and a significant wase height of 1,03
Section Leg section km m EST

m
la 1 01 8 The directional frequenc spectrum obtained from the

I E Ib 1.78 15 1235 GI.LRL research tower data and the directional wave number
Ic 2.55 ix

2 L 2 7.05 35 1233 spectrum obtained from FRIM SAR imagery are compared in
3 E 3 12.32 66 1232 Figure 4. The frequency spectrum shows an energ. peak at
4 L 4 26.10 II0 123) 0.211 Hi and 3(X)'. As indicated in Table 2. the wave number
S L 5 39.87 103 1227 spectrum has a peak at 11.142 m ' and 3170. Because of the
6 F- 6 53.65 9 1224
6 7 ,43 9 1221 10" directional ambiguity in analvzing images of %aves. the

8 E 8 8121 75 1218 wave number spectrum is symmetric about the origin The
9 W 9 8121 75 1146 wave number spectrum in Figure 4 is uncorrected for wave
10 W 10 94.98 82 1149 motion effects discussed above, but as shown in Table 2. these
II W 11 108.76 96 1152 corrections are small. There i, %till a large amount of energ, at

zero wave number owing to imperlect removal of the mitensity
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Fig 4 (a) Dtirectional frequency spectrum of wave height determined from wave research tower measurements, and
(b) directional wave number spectrum of image intensity determined from synthetic aperture radar image Contour levels
of the logarithm of spectral density are shown in 5-dB increments relative to the maximum density.

falloff in the range direction. There is also an increase in en- The discrepancy in peak energy wave direction between
ergy at all wave numbers as the direction approaches the SAR and tower s'stems, 3170 versus 3000. is within accept-
range direction (north-south). The energy lobes in the wave able directional resolution limits for both the three-gage tower
number spectrum are more elongated in the north-south di- system aiid the SAR system. The directional spreading of en-
rection than those in the frequency spectrum and show less di- ergy in the tower spectrum in Figure 4, which conforms in
rectional spreading. The reasons for these differences will be general to previously published directional wave spectra [e.g..
discussed in the next section. Mitsuvasu et al., 1975], differs somewhat from the spreading in

the SAR spectrum. In this case the directional resolution of
DISCUSSION the SAR system is probably better than a three-gage array.

The peak energy wave number calculated from SAR data and therefore the SAR spectrum shows less directional
at subsection Ib corresponds to a wave frequency of 0.196 Hz. spreading. In the SAR spectrum the energy lobes correspond-
This is within the frequency band of peak energy calculated ing to waves are elongated in the north-south direction and not
from the wave gages, 0.185-0.238 Hz. Empirical formulas for spread azimuthally as in the tower spectrum. We believe that
the peak energy frequency of fetch limited equilibrium this feature is due to range traveling artifacts introduced into
spectra with a fetch of 125 km (appropriate for the wind direc- the SAR image by multiple-velocity range traveling scatterers.
tion measured at the tower) and 10-m wind speed of 6.5 m/s The artifacts appear in the SAR image as bright, east-west
give 0.178 Hz according to Hasselmann et al. [1973] and 0.198 (azimuthal) streaks 6-60 m long and rather randomly distrib-
Hz according to Liu 119711. Measurements from SAR and uted in space. The effect of this type of noise on a directional
from tower wave gages are both consistent with these esti- spectrum calculated from a digitized image is to introduce en-
mates of peak energy frequency. At section 3, the average ergy at all wavelengths and at directions near the range direc-
peak energy wave number determined from the three SAR tion, north-south in this case. We speculate that each artifact
spectra is 0.124 in'. The corresponding wave frequency of is due to radar return from a whitecap that appears to the ra-
0.175 Hz also agrees very well with the peak energy frequency dar as a scatterer with a range of ev.icities. In the SAR imag-
of 0.179 Hz determined from the Waverider spectrum (Figure ing process, a scatterer with a component of velocity in the
3). From these comparisons it is apparent that the frequency range direction is displaced on the image in the azimuthal di-
of peak energy waves determined from SAR imagery is con- rection by an amount proportional to its range component of
sistent with both types of in situ measurements. velocity [Rane.v. 19711. If the scatterer appears to have a vari-

lc lb la

Distance offshore (kin)
293 2 55 216 1 78 f 39 101 0 73I I I I
19 18 17 15 14 8 4

Depth (m)

328' 327' 327' 326' 325' 312' 295'
Calculated wave direction

Fig. 5. Contour plots of SAR spectra in 3-dB increments relative to the maximum density for subsections Ia, lb. and
Ic, showing effects of wave refraction. The radial lines oi, each spectrum correspond to wave directions calculated for the
depths at the edges of each subsection.
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ety of velocities, its image will be displaced various propor- entire width of Lake Michigan and should prove very useful
tional amounts and will appear as a streak in the azimuthal to those modeling waves on the Great Lakes.
direction. This is a com.non feature of SAR images of the The major caveat about using directional spectra from SAR
breaker zone, The recorded wind speed of 6.5 m/s in an un- data is that the SAR ,.pectral estimates are proportional to ra-
stable atmosphere is approximately the critical speed for initi- dar return intensity and not wave energy. The data do not
ation of whitecapping in the Great Lakes according to Mon- represent wave height information, at least not in a recogniz-
ahan 119691. It appears that the whitecaps are responsible for able form. The modulation transfer function (i.e., SAR gray-
the resulting range traveling image artifacts and resultant con- ity wave imaging mechanism) is not totally understood at the

tamination of the wave number spectrum. present time. The determination of the transfer function, as
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Estimates of Ocean Wavelength and Direction From X- and
L-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar Data Collected During

the Marineland Experiment
ROBERT A. SHUCHMAN, JAMES D. LYDEN, AMt) DAVID R. LYZENGA

Abstract-Simultaneousy obtained X- and I.-band synthetic aper- X-bahd SAR detected all grasity wale% independent of radar look
ture radar fSARI data collected during the Marineland Experiment direction. wshile the Ir-band SAR detected all range-traseling ltrasit~
were spectrally analyzed by fast Fourier transform tlrr,) techniques waves but failed to detect *aves in three of four case-, in sshich the
to estimate ocean wavelength and direction. An eight-sided nlight waves w ere traveling tv ithin 25 of the atzimuth direction, The anaissiis
pattern was flown over the same ocean area in order to study the also indicates that azimuth-traveling wsaves appear longer and more
sensitivity of the spectral estimate on radar look direction. These range-traveling in the SAR imager) than obsersed bhs in u instru-
spectral estimates were compared with in wtu wave measurements mentation. It is postulated that degraded azimuth resolution due ft
made by a pitch-and-roll buoy. The comparison revealed that the scatterer motion is responsible for these obserstations.

MIanuscript received November 4. 1982; revised February 9. 1981. 1. INTRODUCTIO)N
This work was supported by the Office (it Naval Research tinder Con- PRLVIOUS studN I I) ot tile %larineland synthetic aper tuie
tract NO0lt) 4-76f-t 048 and NOAA/NF:SS Grant 04-6- 158-44078.A

Thc authors are with the Radar Dlivision. Viviromental Research A radar (SAR) data'set showsed close agteioent betvween SAR-
Institute ot Michigan (PRIM). Ann Arbor, Ml 4810n7. derived wave spectra and In sine measurements made hby j

0,364-(105()/830400-0090SO01.00 © I 1983 I LLI
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pitch-and-roU buoy which operated coincidently with the SAR
overflights. This previous study utilized only a single pass of X-
band data collected on Dec. 14, 1975. This particular pass
imaged waves traveling in the range direction (towards the

radar line-of-sight), which is the most favorable imaging geo-
metry for the SAR f21, [31 . The present study considers data 2'.

collected at both X- ar - -.- band for eight different look direc-
tions relative to the wave propagation direction.

As discussed in the companion paper of this issue [3] ,the
SAR imaging mechanism for ocean waves is highly dependent
on radar look direction. Tilt and hydrodynamic modulation
ar,,t the dominant mechanisms for SAR imaging range-traveling
waves [2], 131 while azimuth-traveling waves are believed to
be imaged primarily because of velocity bunching 14). flow-

ever, controversy still exists regarding the effects of moving
ocean wave scatterers on the SAR image formation process.
The Marineland simultaneous X- and L-band data set provides
needed information on the SAR imaging mechanism for ocean WIND cONDIIONs A,,.

waves, as well as a direct indication of the ability of SAR to
3 ./s . -accurately image ocean gravity waves as a function of radar From 90 Ts- Pe o

wavelength and look direction. Towa ? 7,

Past studies utilizing the Marineland data set have con- Fig. 1. ERIM flight patterns flown overMarineland test site on Dc, 4.

centrated on the conditions under which ocean waves are 1975. The aircraft heading with respect tO true north 11 gi\01 In

imaged rather than the accuracy of the spectral estimates [I]- parentheses next to the pass number. The surface wind and \s.tvC
conditions during the data collection flight are also sboy. n

131 , [51 . This paper presents a comparison of the SAR-derived
wave spectral estimates with in situ measurements (pitch-and- TABLEI
roll buoy data) using the entire SAR X- and L-band data set RADAR SYST'M ANI) IMA(;IN(; GiOMFTRY PARANttI I W

collected from an eight-sided flight pattern flown on Dec. 14, tst) DURING Till-: MARINEIANI) FXI RIM-Nt

1975.

II. DATA SET

The SAR data used in this study were collected by the En-
vironmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) four- .
channel system which was flown in a C-46 aircraft during the -, - . -,,.' -

Marineland Experiment. For a complete description of this
SAR, the reader is referrred to [61 . It consists of a dual-wave- .
length and dual-polarization SAR that simultaneously images .,., : .,

at X-band (3.2-cm wavelength) and L-band (23.5-cm wave- W .. . ...
length). Recently a C-band (5.3-cm wavelength) capability has ' . -

been added to this system. The data presented in this paper
were obtained from tite horizontal-transmit/horizontal-receive -

channel (14H) of both X- and L-band receivers. Presented in
Table I are radar system and imaging geometry parameters for . . -

the Marineland flights.

The data used in this study were collected on Dec. 14, histories for the above data were optically processed into
1975, using an eight-sided flight pattern shown in Fig. I. This image film using the ERIM precision optical processot P0)P)
muftisided flight pattern allowed SAR and surface-measured as described in 171. These image films were then digitied
wave estimates to be compared as a function of wave orienta- using a pixel sitze corresponding to 3 m in slant range and a/i-
lion with respect to radar look direction. During the flight, a muth. The digitization was performed on the LRIM htbtid
wave train identified as swell with an 8-s dominant period and image processing facility (HIPF) described in IS • Digital spec.
1.5- to 1.8-m significant wave height (//, /3) was propagating tral estimates were produced for passes I-8. hoth N- and/.-
due west (270 degrees true). The winds on this day were 10 band data following the method described it 191 These
m/s offshore and 3 m/s near-shore, both from due east (90 de- spectral estimates each have approximately 144 degrec, of
grees true). freedom 191.

Presented i Figs. 2 and 3 are two-dimensional .Lon mi
Ill. ANALYSIS plots of the FFT's produced in passes I -8, X- and 1.-band. te.

Simultaneously obtained X- and 1.-band SAR ocean wave speclively. Lach contour on these plots tepresents a 3 dlB I
data collected during passes I-8 (see Fig. I ) were spectrally percent) decrease in spectral initensity from the plevitu tn.

analyzed ising fast Fourier transform (FT) techniques and tour. The SAR-detived dominant wave is represented b% Ic
the results compared to in situ measurements. The SAR signal center of the highest contour ( 3 dB) on these plots I oi oath
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PASS I PASS 2 PASS 3

4

-0.52 0.0 0.52

KAZIMUTII

PASS 4 PASS 5 PASS 6

4 !

4 0

I 

f

A Z I M I T I

PASS 7 PASS 8

-I

-1

Vig. 2 C ontour plots of tl lc tw o-dim ensional I I T ' pr duced from digitized X -hand (1111) im agcr .from Dv, .14 1975
passes I through 8. The aircraft flight direction was to the righ t for ec h Of the transforms The axs fm rca h p h1! arc
consistent with those shown for pass I

of the contour plots presented, the horizontal axis represents stilts will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs It

the along.track or azimuth direction, while the vertical dimen- should be emphasized that the spectral estimates ptewcnted
sion represents the SAR range component. Note from Fig. 3 here are simply the directional wavenumher specti of the

that on three of the 1-hand contour plots (passes 1, 4, and 8 . radar return intensity. Although several possihle methods hiaxc
there is no clearly defined top contour (e.g., pass 8). In these been proposed 1101 -1121, there is still no reliable fec hniquc
cases, the SAR failed to image the gravity wave field. These re- to obtain estimates of wave height using SAR data.
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PASS I PASS 2 PASS 3

z

-0.52 0.0 052

KAZIMUTH

PASS 4 PASS 5 PASS 6

-i i 1

1 1

AZIMUTH

PASS 7 PASS 8
z

Fig. 3. Contour plot% ofthe two-dimensionalI I's produced from digitized /-band Ilth m1111 er) InMOM r ic 1O.
pase, through 8. The aircraft flight direction wa, tothe right for eachnt th lranslorm, h

consistent with those shown for pass I

The coincident surface wave measurements used for com- changes in the wave properties were found, hence the dkta
parison with the SAR data were obtained by a surface pitch- were combined in one calculation. [ostrnales al goups of ad.
and-roll buoy operating in the test area during the SAR data jacent frequencies were averaged to produCe a speCtiuni with
collection flights. This buoy operated in approximately 10-m more than 500 degrees of freedom I II
water depth. A series of nine consecutive 34-min records were Table II is a comparison of the dominant SAR-deiised nid
pr(.essed During the 5 h of measurement, no significant surface-measured wae spectral estimates oi tlhc %lninclmid
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TABLE 11
SUMMARY OF SURFACE MEASURED AND) SAR-DERIVED

WAVE ESTIMATES

A--f Water iX-ant hATliseXred [,,ored

f--l Deptbhnd 1 vAn sad n

Pass lr- I tel 1u, 1 a1 Ia Tru~e ) I.) f*True i I) IcTue, Wi Cl,uel f

I 111 II I 1 II 16 ?16 AsI Nil, NM/I 'I 'l0

J)"''I 112 14 14 210 A? 714 Ru s0 *4 .4 "1I

i 14V 'Di 0l' P"I 1 16 266 11 '60s F,1 4 '

I its 'M1 (). I0 lh.0 '5 16', 40I Nip N f11 0

'00 A)v DI? )l 1 1 6 'R4 40 l0? FIT -14 -14 '32 'I

101) 170 0.1?5 13 16 260 71 261 810 in 1 if) .4

P.M.".. rros 1111 .4 if..

l~os e ~lnqth% .ne -.AlrIatled AsSIMnai ,A linar dispersion eain

t1 III I t"~i al es r 0 st nat e .4s ,,nibt aIAt, I, fri. d414A

50

1004

21 -Al T- -R~ANE ,0j21i -551

alj1 1 iS Fl) ''-'1 3' 162

A F 1 , l4 EADI N,, tdeqreis tr-, In. si *: .

I ig. 4. S \R-derved wavelength estimates plotted against aircraf't.,
hoading for both X- and L-band data simultaneously collected on 2 40 1 ' 7

Dec. 14, 1975. The wave propagation direction relative to the air- .[Aoo' :, e'e

craft hleading is also presented. Fig. 5. SAR-derived wave direction estimates plotted against aITtlalt

flight direction f~or both X- and L-band data simultaneously coillected
data. Thle SAR-derived estimates were obtained from the plots on Dec. 14, 1975. The wave propagation direction relative t,, il-

in Figs. 2 and 3 and have been corrected for motion of thle craft heading is also presented.

waves while heing imiaged following tile metihod described in
I- Tile surface-mneasured values came from thle pitch-and-roll wave propagation provides an estimate .Af the wavelengthl %ari-

buoy. Since tile buoy measures in the temporal or frequency ability. wilie the width of tile contour orthogonal to wave
domain, tite estimated peak frequency of' 0.125 Flz (8-s propagation provides an estimate (,; the directional variability.
periold) was converted to a wavelength using the linear disper- These contour widths are indicated on Fig. 4 and 5. 1.ig. 4 in-
sioln relation. Thle depth values used in thle dispersion calcula- dicates that the SAR-derived wavelength estimates at X-hatld
lion were chosen Ill he at thle center lf the SAR suhitnage tised both increase and are more variable as thle waves hecomle a/i-
to produice the 2-D Fourier trailsfortll. moth-t raveling. Similarly, Fig. 5 indicates an increase in the

Ex.amination of Table 11 reveals that thle/ -hand channel dle- variability of thle SAR-derived directional estimates at N-hand
tected waves in only five of' the eightt passes. The absence of as the waves becomne more azinluth-t raveling. Ani alternative
waves itt passes 1 , 4, atid 8 of the L-hand data appears Ill repre- method of plotting the accuracy of' tile SAR-dertved ditec.
sent a limitatitn itl the capability oif SAR to detect these tional estimates is shown in Fig. 6. Here thle angle of thie SAR-
gravity waves. In contrast, tile K-hand chlantnel detected waves derived spectral estimate off range is shown plotted against
in every pass. The rms errors Itor the dominant wavelengtht and thle anlgle off' range predicted by surface measurements. Tis
directionlal estimates are also larger at I,-hand titan at X-hand, plot shows an interesting result ile SAR-imiaged waves show, a
8 .3 tll 71() m fo~r wavelength, and 16.3 to 9.8 for ditect ion, definite hias in direction tolward range, partictila ily as. tie

Ta address tile question oll tile dependence or the quality tof waves become mlore azimnutlltraveling. Thus5 thle graph suiggests

wave estitllates on tite radar viewing angle, tile SAR-detived that waves would he imaged as propagattng nmore tn tile ranlge

wascleng'h and direct ion estimates suimmlarizeCd in Table I direction than is act ually tite case.
were plotted against aircraft hteading in Figs. 4 atid d'. respec- A possible explanation oitfithe observation ptesented ill Iig

ively . The sharpntess oaf tite SA R-derived wavelength and di rec- 6 is tlie degradatitoil of' thle azito util resolluttion dute tol scat teret

tnonl estimtate c-an he titaracteril/ed by the width oIf tite 3 dii motionis This is caused by thle orbital vehacity" of- tile dilitnatlt

contouri lesel otf tite twoa-ditniontal 1Ill's sho(wn itt Figs -2 gravity waves and is discussed in detatil in 141 ,Rcall that tile
and 3 Tile wtdtho (I ie 3 dB~ contouir in thle direction (it SAR imiage intensity is tite convolution of thle etfecttve tntetll
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Fig. 6. SAR-derived wave angle ott range plotted against the wave an-
gle off range predicted b, surface neasurcmei ts.

sity distribution uo(a, r), with the system impulse response . )r

function I(a, r), where a and r are the azimuth and range coor- Fig. 7. Schematic diagram showing the elect of degradcd ,/IL1th

dinates, respectively. The impulse response function can be resolution on SAR-dericd ,pectra.
modeled by a Gaussian function. The Fourier transform or

spectrum of a SAR-irnaged wave field is the product of the
Fourier transforms of .o and I or

S(k .k ) = I(k, ,. k,)jo(k , k ) (5)

w here the k, and k, are the azim uth and range w avenu rnbers, w' W "!
respectively. Thus the spectrum of u is weighted by a Gaus- --

iWAVE :3mAM M.TUD-- _

siann function whose w idth is inversely proportional to the 11-wc A- -: 2-AMPLITUD- - -

azimuth resolution. This is shown schematically in Fig. 7. As to w* 1 AMPOTUDE

the azimuth resolution (impulse response) widens, its Fourier Q A-

transform becomes narrower and the resultant spectrum is A .7) /

more distorted. The result of this is to make the SAR-derived u

waves appear longer and more range-traveling than they actu- , 0.1 -
ally are. This degraded resolution may be the reason that
waves were not imaged at L-band for three of the azimuth-
traveling cases, although they were imaged at X-band. This P
effect also decreases the contrast of waves traveling in the
azimuth direction.

0.01- t ,
The degradation in azimuth resolution can be caused by I Io oo ow

either gross scatterer motions (azimuth velocities or range ac- RADoR WAVLENGTM, -

celerations), or by a range of scatterer velocities w ithin each tig. 8. SAR azinuti resolution iS .1 fu e thin "f radar i'L .icl 'rit ,i
resolution element, which is equivalent to the coherence target acceleration.
time effect discussed in 113] . The effects of gross scatterer

motions are proportional to integration time,and, therefore,are same at h-band and X-band may not te coirect, ho.e% c
larger at L-band than at X-band, as illustrated in Fig. 8 for the More measurements of the coherence time ate needed to lest
acceleration effect. These effects are at least partially reduci- this hypothesis. In addition to these SAR effects. it i,, also
ble by changing the processor focus settings, and, as expected, possible that the inherent modilation of the tadat tioss ,ec-
a greater sensitivity to these locus adjustments is found at L- loi is greater at X-band than at /.-hand due to hN d rds IdJtIk
hand than at X-band [31 . considerations or electromagnetic scattering eftects

The degradation in azimuth resolution due to a given coher-

ence time is proportional to radar wavelength and is not reduc. IV. (ONCI.USIONS

ible by changing tite processor focus. Thus if the coherence The comparison of SAR-derived and in situ tteasured wa'e
time is substantially the same at 1.-band and X-band, a greater data from the Marneland Lxpertnent indicates several tesiltis

loss of resolution is expected at L-band. This may he the rea- The X-band data was able to image ocean waves in each (t tihe
son for the failure of the I.-band system to image waves for 8 passes flown oiver the test site with a varletS of headings I he
those a ,imuth-t raveling cases when waves were visible on the I.-band data on the other hand. tailed toi image w ,aves it 3 i,l
Y-hand images. The assumplion that the coherence time is the the 4 passes in which nearl a/tm ithi rve hit.g wa xes o it tilled
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pared to in situ measurements appears to be better at X- than imagery," IEEE J. Oceanic Eng., this issue. pp 71-78
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processed SAR imagery." Int. J. Remote Sensing, vol 3, ppspect to wave propagation direction. As waves become more 63-68, 1982.
azimuth-traveling, SAR estimates of their wavelength increase 113) R. K. Raney. "SAR response to partially coherent phenomena.'
and become more variable. This appears to hold for both X- IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-28. pp. 777-787. 1980

band and the limited number of L-band cases. Also, it was
observed that as waves become more azimuth-traveling their
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Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging of Ocean Waves During
the Marineland Experiment

ROHE:RTIA. SHJC HMAN oxm) OMAR H. SHLMI)IN

Abstru't--.\- and I -hand siniultaneoush obtained synthetic aper- inechanisiti. one must considei factors peitailtifg it) 55Ase

ture radar iSARt data of ocean gravity a~cs collected during the ombital velocits. Biagg scatterer %elo~ilty and long gras i
Nlarineland Experiment were analyzed using wave contrast mea'ure- lot) i esolvable) wase phase Neloc its 3'
ments. The Niarineland data collected in 1975 represent,. a unique
historical data set for testing %till-esolsing theoretical model.% ol the This paper piesents a senies of backscatter measurements (d
SAN ocean wave imaging process. 'The %ase contrast measurement% SAR imaged giavit) wavs. Analysms ol these measurements
referred it) are direct measurements of the hackscatter variation be- indicates that the abilits of SAP. to imiage gravitN Waves is
tween w~ave crests and troughs. 'Ihese modulation depth measure- dependent upon. a) wave inotion: h) radar look direction with

mens. hic ar inicaors(itwav deectbiltywer mae A a respect ito ocean wave proipagatioin direction: and 0 resolutionifunction of: ai the settings used in processing the SAR signal histories
Ito partially account for wave motion; hi wave propagation direction antiiehrtavrgg.Tehcsaenaurnntp.'
w~ith respect to radar look direction for both X- and I -hand SAR data; oitted in this stud), itteasure the contrast ratios between wa3\
c) SAN resolution; and di number of coherent looks. The contrast crests and troughs as observed onl the SAR itiagery. and arc:
measurements indicated that ocean %~awes imaged by a SAR are most ref-erred to as wave modulation depth scans.
discernible w~hen A-hand frequency is used (as compared to I -bandi. Asmayi is rste f.Arcnet euett
and w~hen the owean waves are traveling in the range direction. Ocean
waves can he detected bv both .A- and 1.-band SAR. provided that the unesadgSA oprtnasiim esi Oaisrae
radar surface resolution is small compared to the ocean wav'elength This is followed by a description of thle wave mnodulation
(at least 1/4 of the ocean w~avelength is indicated by this ssork). scati meiasuremnts. The results of these scans are theii pie-

t Finally. wave detection w~ith I-hand SAR can be improved to' adjust- sented and discussed.
ing the focal distance and rotation of the cylindrical telescope in the
SAR optical processor to) account for w~ave motion. Tlhe latter Adjust- 11. RADAR CON(IPTS
ments are found to be proportional to a salue that is near the w~ave
phase velocity. Several models 14] -1)0] have beeni postulated that altierupt

to explain wave image f ,ormnation with SAR. The final output

1. INTRODUCTION of a SAR system is ususally in the formn of a w~ocdiitieisional

HISPAPR dscusesa secili.ed ori ofsi&looing intensity display of' relative black and white shades. The

Sairborne radar (SIAR) called sy mhfetic aperture radarfudmna ckatemch is blvdtoeBrg

(SAR). SAR is anl fiaging radar which utilizes the D~oppler That iternsihn ted racdreneragl wits raseiu e th min e -1

history' (change of phase) associated wvithI (lie mtot ion of' thie Tat in. tarsonaitte oar onstrctivmth erterellnce sho k i

aircraft. recording boith the phase and tile aimiplit ude of (lie octi suraesowaves of waontutibe intrsuce hat ho tl

backscattei ed energy.- thtus imiprovinig the alotig-track sir a/i- oensraewvso aeuie ,sclta

nuth resolution [I1J 121. k,, = 2ksin 0I
The principle iti imnagiuig imy surface with radar is that the

backscatter of' tocrowave etnergy (echo) sensed by tile radar w-here k,.. 27IL anid k =2?T;x are thle \xavenuitbers. 1, and
receiver contaitis infsiritiatimu on (ile roughtiess characteristics X are thle wavelengths of the surface waves ii tile range dilue-
(shape, dimension. and Orientation) of' tile reflectinig area. tiot arid that of (lie radar. respectively atid 0 is tile iticidei:ce
F-actors that itnfluenice (lie echo received f-rontl oceati waves angle.
itnclude the iuot ion of thle scattering surfaces. the so-called For the Envirotnmental Research histitule of Michigan
I"speckle' eff -ect. systemi resolution. anid integration nive. us (FRIM) X- atid L-band aircraft system discussed iii this pepr
well as cointributions attributable to wind. wives. surface which operated with a noinal incidetce atngle (61of 45-. tile
currents, and suiltac teision . The effect of' orientatiotn of use of (1) leads to a Bragg wateleiigt I of appruisittat el. s cmi
oceanl waves to Oie radar line-oh-sight ((ust also be considered. for N-band (X = 3.2 cmn) and 17 cm foir I.-band (N - 23 1 cini I.
When attemrpting tim understand tile SAR oceati wave iiiagiurg In cotntrast . thle Seasat L-band s*stei nhtI anl ncideike angle

uf 20', has approximately a 34cm \\avelengtli BiagF ss
\Lmnmisripi rekeived MIa\ 1. 1 980. reviwd I Ohmmjmr\ 9. 1 983. 't'hc These waves represeuit tire capillary aiid Short Firavll. ave

(IRIM Ouriribmimi of thin knm'k usas iperiomimed under ONR ('ontract potof tile Ocenleset~
N000 1i4-764' 10i48 anid N0iAA/NI SS Granti (14+(-158-440i78h 1 i L p n gionerl th picanista oniuel a
oniributini 4 tii %%,nrk %k,), j'eriiied mdci NASA ('"nirai 7-ti Ingtea. 1emcanssta suriuetoSept
ind ()NR O',,nt i N00on I 4.m.MNP6W29. termrs observed on SAR itiaper\ ares a)I tilt imodsulation.

*~~~~ It\ Sliu1idmun is \% iih tireltudar ivisin. I nvirniiuiatRVSCdtre b) hydrodynaniic modulati' atnd c % elocits bo limng
Instituteo it iwim,mmm iRIl(f. Ann Arhnr. NIl 4Xti7.

0. If Shieridinti i\ V ithth (is'.tt Propidimn Lioratn)r\ i.ItL,, ('ali- effects. Shadowitng effects ni. also play an inipsirtant Tole
t~rn~i nsnimieri c~irig . P~.m~na CA t o7.at large itncidence atngles

W)o4 .9()55'83!040040)83S l 1 .001) 98)3 11- 1.1
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Tilt modulation refers to periodic variation in the local ioin thle liorizontaltriaisiiiit hut wotital-eieclaii (Ifl
incidence angle caused by thle long gravity s"aves. As the mnci- of both X- and /, -band i~ic'

deuce angle changes, it modulates the radar cross section of' 1 Ie along-ti ack oi aziiiit i csolutlo i'm dtie I.RIM NI
the surface that backscatters thle mnicrowxave energy. Is obtained roin tile SNWuL1t i JpeiIluie ICeJ~i escL H

Hlydrodynamic modulation as reported Ii 151, [121 refers [1I and the cross-track 0l1,flige k:es~ol :1,!11 ii C5' 1

to the change in short wave amplitude which is pat tially due ot thle frequenc;y mtodulatcdJ pulstc. LDutinggii _ l 0tL. ld~
to the straining the the snmall ocean Bragg waves due to divei - signals are iecoided Ii thenttrqci~ dse st,:1 11!ii d j:
gence of the surf'ace orbital velocity field of the long graxa ity ler opt ~illy .oinipic-scd Ili I a -!ouiid based pio'vessw 1 he
waves. The modulation in wind stress induced by the long latter has been extetisisely desci ibed Ii [17]
waves is another contributor to such hydrodvuainic tOdUla- Typically Ii a SAR. tile phiase history ot a s~jattnii ponii
tion. Ii thle scene is recorded o-ii lotia lihit as a11 alWIiaio

The velocity bunching effect refers to a periodic a/imuth phic (astigmatic) I-estiel zonie pl-ate I lie paiiaiiet; Wt 111C
target displacement on the Imagery. This displace inetit is ione plate aire set Ii thle aztinmuthi dii ectioti by tile lopplct

described at length in [13]1. frequencies pioduced b\ thle relative notion beti ceentile
Tilt and hydrodynamic modulationi are mnaximium for sensor atid the point scatteret . and Iii tile ratice direct ton b\

range-traveling waves and minimum f'or i.irnuth-i raveling tile structure of' tile tiititted pulses. Thle film11 t1Iige Is ai

waves. The velocity bunching effect is miaximnum for waves collectioin of superimposed /one plates iceileseitc the .oi

traveling in the azimuth direction 15 1 .lectionl of Point SCattererS III thle Scente. his li th is used b\
Other effects of wave motions in SAR imagery may Ii- coherent optical lirocessor to focus the aianiirpilik 1/ofe

dlude: a) image displacement. smearing, and loss Of focus plates itito points. \010i1l. \0I I llierenly cOinlbitied ll,"
in the azimuth directiot and b) loss of focus in the ranige detected 0iiniged t. recr)ejte the iicnatc J0SI~ 1_1tc !i Ii;

direction 1141 . Some of these effects can be removed during scene.
processing of the SAR signal histories by making appropriate Fig. I Is a _ScheitiatIC 01 a ty pial SAR optical priOcSq
adjustments to the processor I15 IS The effects which cannot Shown onl the figure are thle spherical atid \lniiinal ide-
be removed durling processing may reduce thle detectability scolpes used to control Iiiage focus.

Of gravity waves. and can also influence the wave spectral The SAR ocean wave datai set used Ii tlii, study til-
estimates obtained from SAR wave data. lect ed at Marinelatid. EL. durinig nid-[)ceiiibei lW'75 '11;

Loss of focus in the range direction is due to at rotation of historical data base is uniique becaiuse of' lie qualit\ u ot his
the phase history of the target (i.e., migration through range high resolutiont SAR data aind thle sut lac 110111 dat.' :,I-
cells). This loss of focus is proportional to thle range velocity lected. 1hle Marnteland L-xpeiiiiieni xx as ondu~ted to, oh-
and the integration time, anid canl be corrected by a rotation tamn SAR ocean wkave data Iii suppoit ot thre Seasat1-ad
of the cylindrical lenses in the optical processor. assuming SAR 1181 . Wave height and dniection of Iong xi aes and Iuopc
the range velocity is constant during the integrat ion time. intetnsity of' capillary. atid short gravt\ \x a excre na i

Loss of' focus in the azimuth direction canl be caused by by an array of- in situ inhtrumetis. iticludiig a cillats 'ei~ N 1l

a constant velocity in the azimutth direction or a changing mounted onl a waJve follower. plcltanldi11 ohl buoy iiid panved!
velocity (i.e.. an acceleration) in the range direction. These orthogonial current meters.
effects can be corrected by a change Iii the azinmuth focus set- Thle SAR system xx as floivit ox ci thle Maiiiielaiij test
ting (of the processor. assuming that the aZImIuth v'eloityj and Jrea using thle tlight pail eril sltixi ti]n I 1Je -, 2 l Thi ciahlek!
radial acceleration are constant. Since they are both intversely the aut hors to study thle setisitixit\ of tile SAR to xx e

proportional to tie platform velocity, these effects are ex- orientation withi respect to radar look dii ed:ton
pected to be important for the X- and L-band ERINI SAR Thle data used Ii this study iseme collejicd on Dc, IS
aircraft system that operated during Maritieland with a typical 1975. The surface etimi onittent al coid itins oi lI LI d % I,
plattormn velocity of onily 7S mins. sisted of' a wxave itin identified as six elI \ith It l - d i totjil

The intent of this paper is to provide experimental evidence period and 1 .5- to I S-itt sigificant xx axe height (11
which can be used as a basis for evaluating the concepts propagating to\\ard 175 degieCs tIl u-.F'le %Ilitds %xeic e

discussed above, and also to provide anl empirical basis fotr nis f'rom due east (90 true).
achieving optimal detection of ocean waves \kith SAR.

Ill. RADAR SYSTEM AND FLIGHT PATTERNS IV-' DAT A ANALYSIS AND) RI-SI 1.1 S

The experimental observations presented hete were ob- A series of backscattei initesuieiiiettts ii etc p'i toicd
tained front analysis of data collected by thle LRIM dual- on) thle data collected oti Dec, I5. 19-) Tile bac:Ks,,attei
frequency and dual-polarization SAR systemi. The LRIM measurements are iecl red to as %xaxe itiodulat1iti depth swai
X-band and L-band system. which is presently jointly owned The wave tiodutattoti depth scans ineasuie the \aitatiot Ill

* by ERIM and thle Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS),Im iage intensity associated wkith backscattei tiott ditteretit
is described in detail by [I 6). It consists of a dual-wavelength poinits along thle protiles of long wvaves. Thiese tteasutItInentl
and dual -pola rizat ion SAR that simultaneously images at X- x~ere obtained by scanninig Ili the dire--tioti of \&axe piopaga -

band (3.2 cmn) and L-band (23.3 ciii). Receittly,- a C-band tvit ith it apertuore corresponding to .4 360 ii alotigtthe \A ii
(5.3 cm) wavelength capability has beetn added to this system.- ciest and 2.18 Ii Ii the piopaga toil diie'tltl ]Ilhis ap1etllii:
The Iviarineland data presented in this paper were obtained provided SUfficient signtiil-to-iioise ratio tot tile tti du~lai
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SIGNAL I ILM (DO'PIIR HIISTORtIES) OUTPUT MOO fIP~CAY)

I.I

(25.)RAN NEP____ APPA

Fig 3 Typical av imodulation depth %can for!.-hfxnd d~to '.
onDec. 15, 1975.

WIND CO.!I IN WAVEh paDTIN and orintaio ofe tarael modul catinep maue nt~ %tj

win CCIIMSandorentttn o te mduatin ept masuemntheld constant for each individual azimuth and range fo~us

197 Boh lnd ndwatr ae iagd o pases3, , nd .Te ar-radar range occurs across the scan. Wave patterns in the miage
crat eadngwit rspet o tuenorh s gve inpaentess nxtare superimposed on this mean variation. Therefore. detrend
to he as nube. Te urfcewin an wve onitinsdurnging of the backscatter signal obtained in thle modulation

scans is necessary to accurately specify the mfodulation depth
This is accomplished by two procedures. For a maxtminm A
(see Fig. 3 ) followed by a minimum B. followed b% a naxi-

s,.ns o isur reeatblemeaureent. Aditonalyit asmum C, the following equation can be used.

misaignd a muh a ±70 wth espct o te wve ropga-2B A - C
to dieto wihuadeslafetnthmouain Md' = - .( 2

LFor a minimumn B, followed by a mtaximum C. followed b\ d

azimuth- and range-traveling waves: b) wave direction wi th minimum D, the following equaiion can be used.

respect to radar look direction; c) SAR resolution; and d) B+D- 2C
number of coherent looks (amount of noncoherent integra- Md" = -- _ (3)
tion). B + D + 2C

Fig. 3 is an example of a wave modulation depth scan of Fnly ooti igeI0~dIf et estmn
the type pruduced by using the Marineland signal film and fin aly tove oainw avsingle mdlaind dephresue'e
placing a recording photomultiplier in the output plane of fragvnwvw vrg d tdA~
the optical processor. By placing a recording photomultiplier +A
in place of the Alk image film, a wave modulation results Ai d'_ + Ofid"4
where the waves themselves ni-duhate the scan. The position2
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( b) r ,r a.- mc -

Iig. 4. L-band (l11) SAR \s ave dd, ()ptiCJli pr cc.. d (,O .\ im mfl2
a stationar\ target. (b A,cc unTin tor s.ac nof n.

By using many different focusing adjustments. numerous effective translation velocity The focus adjusliiit tol ,hi
wave modulation scans similar to Fig. 3 were produced for a tal accelerations is also of the same oidei of inagitudc I5)
given area of wave imagery. The 25 to 30 modulation depths so it is not possible to determine which is the dominalt elicit
produced for each of the different focus setting scans were based upon this obseration alone.
then analyzed with respect to their variances using techniques Figs. 5 and b show wave enhancement tests performed on
outlined in [191 to test if focusing adjustments increased azimuth- and range-traveling waves for L- and X-band SAP
contrast in wave imagery (contrast being defined as the highest data. respectively. Dec. 15th Marineland data rlom piss I
average modulation depth). In addition to modulation depths (see Fig. 2) at six different locations (six values &.eraeed)
made as a function of focus adjustment. modulation depths and from pass 2 at one location were used in his ailirlu',h
were also made as functions if radar look direction, resolu- focusing test. The waves in pass I are traveling in a diie tjon
tion. and amount of mixed integration, ranging from 20' to 600 from the azimuth direction and

should be sensitive to azimuth focusing enhancements The
A Wave Detectability Versus SAR Processing Settings waves in pass 2 travel in nearl] the range direction and should

Azimuth- and range-traveling wave enhancement tests be relatively insensitive to azimuthal focusing enhaicenleni.
were performed on the SAR data collected during the Marine- Six shifits of the cylindrical telescope \sere used on the L-

land Experiment. As reported in (191. a higher modulation band data in the processor. as indicated in -ig 5 Foou to, U,
(crest-to-trough) depth resulted when the SAR imaged gravity shifts corresponding to five azimuth target velocitle %ele
waves were processed assuming a motion that is in the near used on the X-band data (see Fig. b). lie 0.0-nm tocu. shill
proximity of the phase velocity of the dominant gravity waves. indicated on the figures reflects a stationar\ target settig

As discussed earlier, the velocity and acceleration compo- while the ) and (+) values indicate mloveentent of the c\h m-

nents of wave motion modif) the r, dar backscatter so that drical telescope toward and away frora the signal plame ol
conventional data processing results in defocused and dis- the optical processor, with respect to the 00-min lou, ,Ct-
plaed images. If the defocusing effect is caused by the azi- ting. A 3- X 3-it resolution setting was used Itt pIOes,,ng thIC
muth velocity component, then this effect can be compen- signal film in the optica processor. The 3- X 3-in lesolutior

sated in part by changing the azimuth focus control in the determines the depth of focus o! the measureiiient and is
processor in proportion to the azimuth velocity or radial indicated on the graphs. Note the depth of focus is larg i for
acceleration component. A sample of an L-band wave image the A-band. thus a larger range of velocities can be repiesented
processed assuming stationary and moving surfaces is shown with one focus setting in th- X-band processor. Also indicated
in Fig. 4. The waves are more clearly discernible in the image on the figures aie the phase velocities for the wka\es present
corrected for wave motion. In this case. the corrected image in pass 1. These velocities were calculated assuitg deep
was processed to account for an azimuthal target velocity of w' ater waves. The orbital velocity (an order of magnitude 1,,"ei
approximately 12 m/s. The wave phase velocity was approxi- than the phase .Jocity) is adequate]) repiesented b\ the 0(1
mately 12.5 m/s. It should be noted that the waves i'i Fig. 4 mm or stationary focus, since the azimuthal o,.us sht t ,,
are traveling at almost 600 from the azimuth direction. Thus orbital velocity is nearly zero and uitiitn the depth tou, ,I
the wave pattern is effectively moving almost twice as fast in both the X- and L-band processors 1201
the azimuth direction as in the wave propagation direction. Fig. 5 typifies the results obtained ulntg a/iuuih h,
and the correction applied would correspond to halt of this shift corrections to retocu,, L-band SAR suase muaeo ..\,
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Ii,5 G a h o mo uain d ph V I U. *l1~ i ho u ct tl -0 travling

JZ1.1t-adr ng-Lv l in gravit sA *LE;V s5 :es'-,efisss ad

Arrivs indicate effective phase velocitv in ainiitlt direction tor cnprn h ouaindph nFg.;adota
tMo vase propag!ation directions loli with respect it) aiinuth. tot naeigwvs imaced at X-band luase sivniticanIttl
e \am Pic, o U' for a imiu th -tra% eli ng A destodulat ion depthis hlen compared to I )IL: iccq Ila o

1.-band data.
* O~52~'Aj .A series of lmeasuremlents simi ilar to Thuse :iadc .-

moth-t raveling waves were miade toi ranyg-traoelitt 0 aL

-Radial (range) velocits effects cani also jause blurTI)_ In I InI"
resulting SAR iniagerv. Similar to azimittu al mi n inLc
velocity effects can be partialls corrected toi II I li ofk

T.' TI processor. The adjustment requires rotation of the c%.oli

cal lenses of the optical processor (hereafter referred to I
teleroitation ). Thle correction is necessars bec ause the notion

- ~ ~;i: in t 4range causes an apparent tilt to the SAR signal hitot cs

TeL-band data from passes 2 and o (see Fig. 21%ooetc used
in thsexperiment. Both passes hiaoe essentiallo range -itaseli
waves in themn with the aircraft lieadinLe vars inc NO betooeen

:s~ss:~ ~the two passes. InI pass 6. the w\aves are traveling tooo ard the
I ). 6 Graph of modulation depth verSus azimnuth focus setting for radar (the radar look direction is ups ase. and InI pass 2.

azimuth- and range-traveling gravity waves for X-band passes I and
2. Arrows; indicate effective phase velocity in azmiuth direction torthrarwslokgnelyd v1 ae
to \kSave propagation directions ((p) with respect to azimluth. For Imaging waves ioving awa\ front the aircraft I a dooo noo Jo
e\Jmple, 0' for azimnuth-traveling, waves. radar look direction) requires a ttegatioe teletotattoit. os hole

imaging wvaves moving toss ard the aircialt (all u11%ao stoe dat
observed on the graph for azimuth -traveling waves imaged by look direction) requires a positive telerotation. If' tooo sets otl

an L-band SAR. a greater wave contrast (modulation depth) waves are imaged. wvithi the only difference beitog opposite
occurs when the SAR data is adjusted for a target velocity look ditections (i.e.. 1800 apart). the telerotation itagnitude
that lies in the proximity of the phase velocity of the domi- needed to correct for image distortion due to iadial velocito
nant gravity wave. Note the range-traveling wave (pass 2) should be the same for each. one being a negatise c0rre1tion
data is insensitive to the azimuthal focus settings. The X-band (downwave) and the other being a positio e ad-Just tietit (upl-
data in Fig. 6 does not appear to be motion sensitive. This wave).
is most likely due to the large depth of focus and short inte- To study this radial velocity phenomenon. osaoe-liequeitc\
gration times for the X-band 120], 121 ]. The analysis of the scans of pass 2 with seven teleroitations froin 2.0 to -1 ode-
focusing experiments for the X-band data indicated there was grees. and of pass 6 with seven telerotations fromn 1 0 to
no appreciable change in modulation depth for X-band unless +2.0 degrees weie made onl the optical processor. life IU
extreme focus shifts of t15 mm were reached. Thus for X- degree setting for pass 2 corresponds to approxiimnatel\ thle
band data, it appears that azim uthIl-traveling waves are rela- phase velocity of the waves. For pass 6. 4 1.0 degrees cilt e-
tively insensitive to wave motion effects, and it takes shifts spunds to the phase velocity correction. The correctionlt ot

of many depths of focus (±15S mitti to defocus ocean wave wave orbital velocity for both passes 2 and 6 is best represeit ted
imagery. The modulation depths for pass 2 showed no de- by the 0O setting.
pendence on focus shifts, indicating that range-traveling waves Results of the radial velocity scans are graphicall\ sltos'.n itt
imaged with an X-band SAR are relatively insensitive to all Fig. 7. The graph indicates that rotation of the \hlndticaI
a? muth velocity effects resulting from gravity waves. Note in optics of thle SAR processor is effective itt ifiprioillg 00Joe
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from Dec. 15 were examined to better quantify the waxe
detectability as a function of look angle. For the L-band data.

AiJa, . : a,,,three distinct focus settings were used to generate wave scans
,, at the optimum locus setting for a given pass: thus a total ot

four separate scans were produced for each pass (three L-band

-. T and one N-band). For thle L-band data. thle scan produim!
the highest average modulation depth was assumed to he tile

4 one in focus: the other two were discarded.
I Fig. 9 is a graph of modulation depth versus radar look

direction. For N-band. it is evident that azimuth-trakehine
L waves are significantl less detectable than range-travelins

I .waves. A similar drop in modulation depth for 600 is present

k, in the L-band data. but the decrease is less dramatic. Neter-
... . theless. Fig. 9 indicates that waves are more detectable at X-

Iig. 8. The saie . cean avC area raaed simutancouqI, \w.ith X- and band compared to L-band at all radar look angles (see I1 ).2.
L-band. These data wkere processed to 3- ", 3-n rmsolunon. It is useful to note that once the focusing adjustment is made

for L-band data. the waves become nearly equally detectable
image contrast for range-traveling waves in the Marineland L- regardless of look angle.
band radar data. This velocity correction corresponds closely
to the phase velocity of the waves and cannot, to our know- C Wave Detectability as a Function of SAR Resolution and

ledge, be explained by any alternative hypothesis. Mixed Integration

The improvement in wave contrast by rotation of the pro- A section of .-band (HH) data from pass I obtained in deep
cessor cylindrical telescope was achieved without offsetting water on Dec. 15 was used to test the effects of resolution cell
the azimuth frequency bandpass. The moving waves seem to size oil modulation depths. The SAR data were optically proc-
be able to produce rotated signal histories without the ex- essed to resolutions of 3 X 3 in: 5 X 5 m: 6.25 X 8 m: 25 X 6 m:
pected azimuth Doppler spectrum shift. One possible explana- and 25 X 25 m in azimuth and range, respectively. Since the
tion for this observation is that the azimuth Doppler spectrum resolution of a SAR image is a function of the bandwidth used
is influenced by the actual scatterer motions, which are re- in the optical processor, reducing the bandwidth achieves a pro-
lated to the orbital velocity, while the phase history rotation portional reduction in resolution. Also, it is noted that a reduc-
is due to the change in the brightest scatterers, which is re- tion in bandwidth is proportional to a reduction in synthetic
lated to the phase velocity [151. aperture length. the time necessary to image a given object. Thu\

synthetic aperture length is important because of the motil n
B. Wave Detectability Versus Radar Look Direction of the ocean scatterers during imaging.

The eight-sided flight pattern at Marineland -as used to Fig. 10 shows the SAR wave imagery processed to the five
quantify the dependency of radar look direction on wave resolutions discussed above. By inspection of the figure. the
detectability. Fig. 8 shows an identical ocean area simultane- 3- X 3-m resolution wave image appears most discernible from
ously imaged with X- and L-band SAR on Dec. 15. 1975. the standpoint of wave detectability. Waves are also clearly
Shown on the figure are three cases consisting of the radar discernible in the 5- X 5- and 6.25- X 8-rn resolution images.
looking cross-wave (upper figures), down-wave (middle), and No waves are visible in the 25- X 8- or 25- X 25-m resolution
up-wave (lower figures). Qualitative evaluation of the figure images.
indicates that range-traveling waves are more discernible than The effects of mixed integration techniques on the modula
azimuth-traveling waves. tion depth was also investigated. Mixed integration is an opt-

Wave modulation depth scans for the eight-sided pattern cal processing technique which allows, for a specific band-
F-6
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RANGL ity that is In the near proximit3 ot the phase 'eloclt, of theS I km -

dominant gla.ity ssae. This occur, for both aunnuti- and

3 3.rangetilaveling Asaves. These results may be wonsistent Anhi
either the phase velocity 1191, [231 or the accelerat,,r 151 I

Sexplanations of this effe,.t . band data is inure seniit isC 1,,
wave motion associated with the dotninant giasity vJC

'_Mil than X-band. In summary. the detectabilit% of azimuth-

and range-traveling waves can be improved by, adjusting the

.T focal distance and rotation ot tie cylindrical teles ,,pe In the
- 2 ,SAR processor. These wave detectabilit, cihawcetrment tc.tl-25 8' niques are inversely proportional to the SAR platformn ,helont.r

25 25'thus this ma .less inmportanit for SAR s,,steius that utldihC
faster moving platforms.

R of-t, -n Tmef-i,- Azi,,muth, mete, ,P,,,g Tihe modulation depth results derived from tire .Marinelari

Fig. 10. L-band (1111) SAR wave data from pass I ut),ictlly proc,sd data indicated that optimum wave detectability is achireed

to five different resolutions, when X-band frequency is used and when the radar i, esen
tially looking in the range direction. It is of interest to note

width in the processor. a reduction in the speckle effect at the that L-band range- and azimuth-traveling waves have about lie
cost of spatial resolution (see 1221 for an in-depth discussion same modulation depth when the waves are .isible prosided
of mixed integration theory,). The question arises, given a that focusing adjustments are niade for azirnuth-trasehn
bandwidth in the optical processor, will the modulation depth waves.
be affected by taking a single-look full-resolution scan as The greater modulation depths produced by the X-hand

compared to a multiple-look reduced-resolution scan, using SAR may be explained in part by considering SAR systcm
the equivalent bandwidth. effects. X-band data has a larger depth of focus than L-band.

For this investigation, the pass and location of L-band and, therefore, the aMimuth-traveling waves are not apprecrabl3
data used previously was reprocessed. Scans were made using defocused as commonly occurs on L-band iniages of conipara
three separate resolutions: 3 X 3 m: 6.25 X 8 i: and 25 X ble resolution. The X-band also incorporates a shorter sw lie-
8 m in azimuth and range, respectively. The 25- X 8-m resolu- tic aperture length or integration time than L-band. B3 u in
tion scan was processed using four looks, while the other two a shorter integration time. there are more limited mtrnl

used only one look. The modulation depth was then calculated effects (azimuth velocities or range acceleration) which di
in the standard manner. rectly affect the azimuth or Doppler resolution. The intera-

The result of this investigation which utilized a one-way tion time for the ERIM X- and L-band SAR system flowii at
analysis of variance indicated significant differences exist Marineland was 0.34 and 2.47 s. respectively. Acceleration-

between the 3- X 3-ni resolution scan modulation depth and due to wave motion during the integration tine causes de-
those for both the 6.25- X 8- and 25- X 8-in resolution scans, gradation of azimuth resolution. The longer integration time

No significant differences were detected between modulation required for L-band also makes it more sensitive to wkare

depths from the 6.25- X 8- and the 25- X 8 m resolution scans acceleration compared to the X-band SAR.

1191. The lack of a noticeable difference between the 6.25- X The resolution tests performed on the L-band data indicate,
8-m resolution one-look scan and 25- X 8-m resolution four- that the 100-m waves could not be discerned when the radar
look scan suggests that wave detectability is not strongly surface resolution was coarser than 20 X 20 hi. This obser.-

dependent on the use of one-look full resolution versus multi- tion is consistent with the loA level of ocean wave detectabil
pie-looks reduced resolution processing. The noticeable dif- ity reported by the JPL L-band SAR system which also col-

ference between the 3- X 3-m resolution modulation depths lected data at Marineland. The resolution for tile JPL L-
and the 6.25- X 8-m resolution modulation depths is pro. band SAR was 25 X 25 in. It is qualitativeiy deduced that
duced by decreased resolution as noted earlier. Noting that ocean waves need to be at least four times longer than the
the waves being imaged are approximately 100 rn long, it is SAR resolution to be detected. The Marineland data set %%as
qualitatively suggested, based on these results, that waves can not sufficient to define rniniiium wave height and wind
only be detected if their wavelength exceeds four resolution speed levels for detecting waves.
cells.

ACK NOVLEI)GNI-IN.T
V. CONCLUSIONS

The environmental conditions encountered during the Tile insight gained in this paper could not have been achie'.ed

Marineland experiment corresponded to low wind speeds, without the critical reviews and open discussions by nembes

low wave heights. and relatively short wavelengths. The re- of the Marineland Expernent Team. Here. the incisi'e contil-
suits presented in this study are considered valid only for such butions of the late J. W. Wright are especially recognized.
conditions. The modulation measurements were made on the -RIM

The analysis of modulation depth as a function of wave SAR processor by A. Klooster and J. Losee. E S. Kasischke
velocity indicates that mnaximum modulation depth occurs carried out the computer reduction and statistical anial',sm
when a motion L irrection is utilized corresponding to a veloc- on the radar modulation backscatter data 1). Ross ajn B
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INTRODUCTION mobile surf zone, wave and current sensing array (Meadov,. 19"9).
Monitoring of incident wave characteristics and longhorc currentSynthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been used to image ocean waves velocities was conducted through the growth of a significant storm

over large areas from both conventional aircraft (Elachi, 1976; on Lake Michigan. A detailed discussion of the experimental design
Shemdin. et al., 1978) and from satellites (Gonzalez, et al., 1979). is presented in Wood and Meadosss (1975) and Meadows 177)
Imaging is not restricted by platform size or altitude as with real Surfice-piercing step resistance wave probes and i-directional ducted
aperture radar, or by external illumination, as with photography. SAR impelerc ng, tep rei em wl e to mes an me a ue -
images have then been used to determine surface wave direction and inpeller flow meters were employed to make simultaneous measure-
wavelength. Although the imaging mechanism has not been explained on a line perpendicular to shore. c Tesnd:ni ,rim he beach throughcompletely, the forward face and rear face of sufficiently large waves the outer surf zone. Ohcr coastal sensing equipment included a
exhibit different scattering characteristics at SAR wavelengths and can directionally mounted motion picture camera and Lagrangian drifters.
be distinguished in SAR imagery (Shuchman. et al.. 1978). Unfortunately, increasing wind and wave action on 17 and 18 October.

The Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) has destroyed much of the array. howesci. sufficient sensors survived to
been acquiring and processing SAR data from aircraft for several de s cofathe stuy pose. A sufficent sensor of thyas(Cindrich, et al., 1977). In October 1978, ERIM acquired SAR mak. :his comparative study possible. A representative portion of the
years on ight al., th ) Otoe 17,hia app r ed ha- 18 minute record from the outer surf zone resistance wave gauge is
data on a flight along the coast of Lake '4 ichigan approximately half- siwnnFgue2
way between Pentwater and Ludington. Michigan (latitude 43'50'N). shown in Figure 2.

At this time, the University of Michigan's Department of Atmos- MrTHODS
pheric and Oceanic Science was operating a series of resistance wave
gauges and ducted impeller current meters in the nearshore zone The SAR data shown in Figure I was digitized using the ERIM
(Meadows. 1979). This paper compares SAR wave directional spec- hybrid image digitizer (Ausherman. et al. 1975). The data was digitized
tra measurements to in situ wave spectra obtained in the surf zone, with an approximate resolution of 6 meters (3 m pixels). The range
Additionally, the SAR Doppler history is exploited to obtain an esti- coordinates of the digitized data were analytically corrected for slant-
mate of surface current magnitude and direction. This SAR derived to-range geometry (Feldkamp. 1978). Four 1.5 x 1.5 km subsections
information is also compared to the in situ nearshore surface current (see Figure 3) with 6 meter resolution were extracted from the digi-
sea truth. tized data. The four sections are labeled A-D where A is closest to

The following sections describe the in situ sea truth and the ERIM shore.
SAR system. Methods of computing wave direction, wavelength, and The 3.0 m pixel digitized SAR images were converted to 6 m resolu-
current information from the SAR are discussed. The comparisons tion by 4 pixel averaging in order to increase coherence in the image.
of the SAR derived information with the sea truth are good; indicating The average value of each azimuthal line was subtracted from the
remotely sensed surf zone information is a useful tool to oceanographers line to remove the trend of intensity falloff with increasing range dis-
and coastal engineers. In addition, directions of wave travel, as ob- tance. Two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms were performed on
tained from the SAR coastal imagery, are shown to be consistent with each 256 x 256 cell subsection to yield ra%% directional wave number
classical wave refraction calculations, spectra with a Nyquist wave number of 0.52 m ;. The raw spectra

were smoothed by teplacing each value with the average of the sur-
DATA COLLECTION rounding 5 x 5 cell, The approximate number of degrees of freedom

On 18 October, 1978 at approximately 16:35 EST, SAR data was for the resulting spectrum is 142 (Kinsman. 1965). The99% confidence

collected along the shoreline of Lake Michigan centered at latitude limits are then - 1.5 dB (Jenkins and Watts. 1968).
43°50'N. The site for this field experiment was the eastern shore of The longshore current magnitude and directional information wasextracted from the SAR data by exploitation of the SAR Doppler his-
Lake Michigan. between the cities of Ludington and Pentwater, tory (Shuchman, et al., 1979). This technique takes advantage of the
Michigan. This thirteen-kilometer section of shoreline, extending fact that the SAR instrument responds primarily to backscatter from
approximately north-south, is characterized by a multiple-barred
bathymetry with nearly straight and parallel contours. The SAR sys- N
tem used to collect the data was the ERIM X- and L-band dual-polar-
ized imaging radar described by Rawson, et al. (1975). The ERIM SAR
system records four channels of radar return but we will focus our
attention here on the X-band horizontal-transmit-horizontal-receive
channel as this data provided the clearest wave images. The SAR was
flown at an altitude of 6100 mn and operated with a center incident
angle from the vertical of 20', yielding a swath width of 5.6 kin. The ".i, . -.

cross-track or range resolution of SAR is imited by radar frequency "-
bandwidth and is about 2 m for X-band. The along track or azimuth
resolution is obtained from the synthetic aperture technique described - -

by Brown and Porcello (1968). For the X-band, the azimuthal reso- - " -
lution is about 2.5 m. A sample of the X-band imagery showing the
location of the coastal array (letter A) is shown in Figure 1. This
SAR data was processed on the ERIM processor described by *Kozma (1972). Raday Look - Flight Drecton

At the same time as the ERIM flight, the University of Michigan, Direction 0 ki

Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science was operating its FIGURtE I. X-Band (HH) SAR data used in study. (The letter A indi-

cates approximate location of surf ?one arraN. Image represents 3 % 3-
Copyright 1980 by the American Geophysical Union. meter resolution.)
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858 Shuchman and Meadows: Surf Zone Conditions

OCTOBER WAVE DATA 1978 Typical values for ;, VAI., and P for the imaging of the Lake
Michigan data are 0.032 m, 109 m s, and 15,0(X) respective. This

25._Seconds relationship can be used to measure the average radial velocity com-
ponent of an ocean-wave scattering field relative to a fixed-land
scattering field. A shift in the azimuth spatial frequency spectrum be-

I :tween fixed-land and moving-ocean surfaces yields an estimate for

1.0 1f'. Variations in spectrum location due to antenna pointing may be
I H eliminated by choosing imagery having land and ocean imaged near

I l simultaneously. An assumption was made that the antenna pointing
LU angle did not change between the land and water measurements. If,
X

however, the antenna angle did change, a slightIl higher radial velocity
> 0.5 would be calculated.
< To calculate the wave spectrum at the instrumented surf zone sit:e,

the total 18-minute analog record shown in Figure 2 was digitized at
0.25 s intervals and analyzed using conventional one-dimensional fast
Fourier transform techniques. The directional information was ob-

0.0- tained by utilizing data from the directionally-mounted camera and the
surveyed positions of the array stations, The current information was

FIGURE 2. Representative Section of 18 minute time history of water obtained by again using the directionally-mounted camera but this
level elevation data from nearshore resistance wave gauge time photographing the Lagrangian drifters since, by the time of the

aerial overflight, the l4t current meter station had been destroyed.
capillary waves, which, in conventional SAR processing, are assumed
stationary with respect to other time scales of the radar system. How- RESULTS
ever, these scatterers are not stationary; they move with a characteris-
tic phase velocity as well as with a velocity due to the presence of cur- test areas (A &Dextracted from the digitized SAR data. Six contour
rents and longer gravity waves. The radial (line of sight) component levels are given in 3 dB increments. The data is normalized to the
of this resultant velocity produces a Doppler shift in the temporal highest value found within the transform. The average depth for each
frequency of the return signal, which translates to a spatial frequency of 1.5 x 1.5 km areas are indicated on Figure 4. Note the large
shift recorded on SAR signal film. amount of low frequency energy on the contours even though the

The Doppler frequency shift (,If,,) for a moving target relative to a data was extensively corrected to reduce the DC bias. The reason for
stationary target in a SAR system is these low frequency components will be discussed later. These contour

2V, plots have not been corrected for distortions caused by wave motion.
Af (1) The SAR process distorts the apparent wavelength of ,avcs moving

in the azimuthal direction and distorts the apparent direction of waves

where V, = radial component of target velocity, and with a velocity component in the range direction. A detailed description
, = transmitted radar wavelength, of these effects and the appropriate corrections can be found in Raney

This temporal frequency shift will produce an azimuth spatial fre- and Lowry (1977) and Shuchman, et al. (1979a). The contour data
quency shift of presented was motion corrected and those results will be presented in

table form. There is a 180 ambiguity in wave direction measured
S f(2) by SAR which was resolved by assuming the waves were coming from

VAC- the west and therefore propagating towards the shore.

on the SAR signal film, where P = azimuth packing factor, and Close inspection of the contour plots indicates dominant wave-

Vat = aircraft velocity, lengths of 43, 48, and 55 meters have been resolved by the spectral

Equations 2 and 3 can be combined to relate radial target velocity analysis. Although, spectral energy was resolved at wavelengths as

to Doppler spectrum shift: short as 26 m, only the dominant wavelengths have been utilized in
the analysis. The general direction of wave travel in the nearshore

V, = .WAVAC (3) region is approximately 30 T. Note that wave refraction can be ob-
2P served when comparing the direction obtained in area D with the

shallow water area, A.
Figure 5 is a scan of Doppler history for stationary land and the

surf zone. Both scans used a I x I km aperture. The surf zone scan was
centered approximately 650 meters offshore. Note on Figure 5 how

Lton the coastal zone (water) scan is displaced to the left of the stationary

45m N N

6 30m

Stud . *OI

4Site 43(50

Kilomeoter I j 'S' 
1 tter ,2 . .-.0 3-. .5 .32'l 0o t0 31 52t / /Wave Number Kit Wave Number K.

86030' N Area A (Depth .10.5 m) Area D (Depth = 31 m

FIGURE 3. General study area showing nearshore bathymetry and io- FIGURE 4. Contour plots of fast Fourier transforms (FFT's) of SAR
cations of fast Fourier transforms performed on SAR data X-Band Lake Michigan wave data
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Table I

jfj Incident Surf Zone Conditio ns at th clIime of the SAR Overflight

.fl" Signilicant Wave Height 095 (m)

-D Trm--. Dominant Wave Periods 5.9. 5.3, 4.8. 4.0, 2.9 (s)
Reference). d (St Deep Water Wavelength 54.44.36, 25, 13 (m)

I -Inci;~ dent Wave Direction 57 - 5
- atrLongshore Current Velocity 0 26 (im s)If-l (Coastal Zone). longshore Current Direction North (360 T)

-0fin Wind Speed 7.5-l1in's
tWind Direction 230 T

"M tion from Radar M otion toward Radar

multi-component wave trains reported by Meadosws and Wood (198(0
FIGURE 5. Plot of Doppler displacement caused by radial velocity Incident wave direction and longshore current velocits were deter-
component of longshore current averaged over I km- area mined by a frame-by-frame analysis of synchronous motion picture

sequence from the shore based directionalls-mounted camera. The
mean wave angle of attack t.o' the beach was determined to be 57 - 5

(land) target. This indicates a radial motion away from the radar. Re- (T) and the mean longshore current velocity midway across the acti, 2

call from Figure I that the radar was traveling with a heading of surf zone was 0.26 m sec flowing toward the north.
270 T, thus, the longshore current sensed by the radar was in the
northward direction. The Y' frequency which is used in Equation 3 CostPARJsos 13fTW- YN Tt SAR ANo SL RF ZoNe MtASURFMENTs
is indicated on the figurs. This Af is corrected for a bias caused by the
laser illumination in the SAR optical processor. A Af" of 0.55 lp mm Table 2 provides a comparison between the SAR derived surf zone
was detected, which indicates a current velocity of approximately conditions and the s, a truth provided by the surf zone arras. The
0.5 m/see, values presented in Table I represent surf zone conditions actuall\

A summary of the incident surf zone conditions during the SAR measured at the shoreward edge of test area A. The wave direction',
overflight is presented in Table 1. They were obtained by statistical and wavelengths were then corrected for depth effects using classical
analysis of the 18-minute continuous sea surface elevation record. linear wave theory. The depths used for the corrections are also indi-
A representative portion of this surface piercing wave staff record is cated on the table. The SAR derived results presented in Table 2 are
presented in Figure 2. A one-dimensional spectrum of this wave height also corrected for the previously discussed motion distortions. The
data, incident at the outer surf zone, is shown in Figure 6. The domi- excellent agreement between SAR observations and the surf zone
nant frequencies resolved by the spectral analysis are indicated on sea truth shown in the table indicates the following:
the figure. In addition, the calculated wave periods and deep water 1. The dominant surface gravity wave wavelengths and direction
wavelengths are also shown on the figure for each of the major spec- are obtainable from the SAR.

tral peaks. These correspond to deep water wavelengths of 13, 26, 2. These observations are in excellent agreement with sea truth.
36, 44 and 54 m, respectively. This analysis indicates the presence of even within the active surf zone.
a multi-component incident gravity wave group with dominant periods 3. Wave refraction can be observed with SAR and favorably cim-
in the range of 3-6 s. Significant long-period wave components have pares to the calculated refraction using classical linear swave
also been identified with the wave group. The periods of these low fre- theory.
quency components are 17.40 and a less significant peak at 59 seconds,
respectively and appear to resemble surfbeats (Munk. 1949; Tucker, The SAR derived radial current velocity measurement of 05 im ec

1950). These results are consistent with measurements of near.,hore was higher than reported in Table 1 (0.26 m sec). However. recall
that the current measurement derived from the SAR was not taken
in the surf zone but was centered 650 m from the shore Meadows

OCTOBER WAVE DATA 1978

,,,_ _ _ _ Table 2. Comparison Between the SAR Derived Surf Zone
3 4Condition and the In Situ Sea Truth

SAR Derived Sea Truth*

'.J

C C

48 47.72

A 900 10.5 43 35 ' 3 43.7 34 - 2

53.9

0.5 1.0 B 2200 14 55 Y) 3 43.7 30 2

F9EQUENCY IHZI 55 55.3
FIct RE 6. One-dimensonal wave height spectrum of water surface C 4600 27 43 25 - 3 45.7 28 - 2
elevation time history from resistance wave gauge. Dominant wave 48
periods and wavelengths are as follows: (I) T - 40.0 s. 1. -= 685.9 55 S5.3
m. (2)T - 17.2 s. L 294.9 m (3 T -- .l s.L 13R.9 m; D 6900 31 48 25 3 45.7 28 2
(4)T- 5.9 s, L 54.3 m;(ST 53 s.. - 43.8 m;(6) T =
4.8 s, .. 35.9 m. (7) T 4.0 s. L 25 ( in; (8) T - 2.9 s, L - 0 Actual measurements made at surf zone. values for test areas a-d are
13.1 m; (9) T 2.6 %, 1. 10.5 m, 110) T 2.3%s L - 8.25 m. depth corrected.
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(1977 and 1979), reports that under certain conditions, an increase in current monitoring system, as well as the reduction of the in situ sea
longshore current velocity as one moves from the surf zone into truth data, was supported under the University of Michigan research
deeper water may be expected. As presented earlier, the SAR Doppler grant no. 387349.
measurement is a radial velocity and is denoted by a line of sight.
Thus, only rather coarse directional information is obtainable; in this REFERENCFS
case, a current velocity away from the radar look direction (north-
ward flowing current). Two orthogonal flight headings and resulting Ausherman, D. A., W. D. Hall, J. N. Latta, and J. S. Zelenka, Radar

current measurements could greatly enhance the directional sensing Data Processing and Exploitation Facility, Proceedings IEEE Inter-

capability. national Radar Conference, Washington, D.C., 1975.
Brown, W. J. and L. Porcello, An Introduction to Synthetic Aperture

DISCUSSION Radar, IEEE Spectrum. 6, pp. 52-66, 1968.

The SAR spectrum data presented in Figure 4 are wave number Cindrich. 1., J. Marks, and A. Klooster, Coherent Optical Processing

spectrum of the radar intensity and as such are not expected to have of Synthetic Aperture Radar Data, Proceedings o, the Society of
the same appearance as the one-dimensional spectrum from the resis- Photo Optical Instrumentation Engineers, p. 128, 1977.te i spetrm from tae reis Elachi, C., Wave Patterns Across the North Atlantic on September 28,
tance wave gauge (Figure 6) which was determined from avepp. 2655-
and period data. Even if the wave number spectrum is converted to a 197 .
frequency spectrum or vice-versa, it is clear that the SAR spectra 2656, 1976.examined here cannot be easily transformed to. or interpreted as, wave Feldkamp. G. B., Correction of SAR-Induced Distortion in Seasat
ei sec her , cannote ave tranurmerd dorintrpretin o , t e Imagery, Paper Presented at the SPIE Conference on Applications
height spectra. However, the wave number and direction of the peak of Digital Image Processing. San Diego, Calif.. August 1978.energy. determined from SAR spectra, agree very well with in situP. S. DeLonihu. 1. S.
m easurem ents. Synoptic availability of even these parameters is cur- Shermn, . . R. G oe , D. Li Bro, D .B . De L .n c ,
rently unobtainable by conventional ground-based measurements. This Sherman, J. F. R. Gower, D. Litchy, D. B. Ross, C L. Rufenach.and R. A. Shuchman. Scasat Synthetic Aperature Radar: Oceanaddition represents a significant advance in large scale wave data ave Detctio n ap at Syietc 204, pp. 14 d141 Oc79n

acquisition. Wave Detection Capabilities, Science, 204t pp, 141s-1421, 979

Both of the SAR derived wa'. spectra presented in Figure 4 Jenkins, A. M. and D. G. Watts, Spectral Analvsi and Its Applica-

exhibit significant low frequency components. These components tions, Holden-Day, San Francisco. Calif,, 525 pp.. 1968.
were observed even after the digital SAR data was extensively Kinsman, B., Wind Waves-Their Generation and Propagation on t/
s e o aserned theitensit fallo n the tanR diti was itily Ocean Surface, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs. N.J.. 676 pp.. 1965.smoothed and the intensity falloff in the range direction was digitally Kozma, A., E. N. Leith, and N. G. Massey. Tilted Plane Optical

corrected. The low frequency (near zero wave number) components o co, A pplied Oth , and N. G. 197e .

could in fact be real components of the sea surface and will be Processor, Applied Optics. I], p. 1766, 1972.
further evaluated in a follow-on study. Meadows. G. A., The Wind Driven Component of Surf Zone Circula-tion (Abstract), Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union, Vol. 60, No. 46,

SUMMARY 1979.
Meadows, G. A., A Field Investigation of the Spatial and Temporal

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) surface gravity wave data of the Structure of Longshore Currents, Ph.D. Dissertation, Purdue Univ.,
coastal zone of a portion of Lake Michigan has been compared to West Lafayette, Indiana, 1977.
in situ surf zone wavelength, period, direction, and surface current Meadows, G. A. and W L. Wood. Long-Period Surf Zone Motions
information. The comparisons were favorable, indicating SAR's utility (In Review). 1980.
as a tool to remotely sense coastal zone conditions. This could in Munk, W. H.. Surf Beats, Trans. Amer. Geoph. Union. Vol. 30, 1949.
turn enable oceanographers to synoptically study the entire coastline Raney, R. K. and R. T. Lowry, Oceanic Wave Imagery and Wave
of large water bodies. This data could then prove useful in mapping Spectra Distortions by Synthetic Aperture Radar. Twelfth Interna-
not only surface wave climates and currents, but also provide a tional Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment. Manila.
mechanism for rapid and large scale assessment of changes in coastal Philippines, 20-29 April 1978.
conditions. Rawson, R., F. Smith, and R. Larson, The ERIM Simultaneous X-

Specifically, this study has shown: and L-Band Dual Polarized Radar, IEEE 1975 International Radar
1. SAR derived wavelengths and directions are in good agreement Coherence, 505, 1975.

with sea truth, Shemdin, 0. H., W. E. Brown, F. G. Standhammer, R. Shuchman.
2. SAR spectra taken in various water depths do correlate with R. Rawson, J. Zelenka. D. B. Ross, W. McLeish. and R. A. Berles.

predicted wave refraction, Comparison of In Situ and Remotely Sensed Ocean Waves Off
3. Longshore current direction and relative magnitude as obtain- Marineland, Florida. Boundary-Layer Meteorol., 13, pp. 193-202.

able from SAR Doppler history are in rea!,onable agreement 1978.

with sea truth, and Shuchman, R. A., C. L. Rufenach. and F. 1. Gonzalez, The Feasihilits
4. Low-frequency components observed on SAR spectra seem to of Measurement of Ocean Surface Currents Using Synthetic Aper-

correlate with low frequency "surf beat" found in sea truth ture Radar, Published in the Proceedings of the Thirteenth Interna-

spectral estimates. tional Symposium on Remote Sensing on Remote Sensing of En-
vironment, Ann Arbor, Mich., April 1979,

It should be mentioned when utilizing SAR data such as presented Shuchman, R. A., K. Knorr, J. C. Dwyer, A. Kloostcr, and A. L.
in this paper, that the SAR spectral estimates presented are wave Maffett, Imaging Ocean Waves with SAR. ERIA Report No.
number-directional spectra of the radar return intensity. The data does 124300-2-T, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan. Ann
not represent wave height information, at least not in a recognizable Arbor, Mich., 130 pp., 1979a.
form. The modulation transfer function (i.e., SAR gravity wave Shuchman. R. A., E. S. Kasischke, and A. Klooster. Synthetic Aper-
imaging mechanism) is not totally understood at the present time. The ture Radar Ocean Wave Studies. ERIMI Final Report No. 131 700-
determination of the transfer function as well as determination of wave 3-F, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1978.
height using SAR data will be a major scientific advance. At that Tucker. M. J., Surf Beats: Sea Waves of I to 5 Minutes Period, Proc.
time, it would then be possible to use SAR gravity wave data to Roy. Soc., A 207, pp. 565-573, 1950.
obtain power density estimates of the sea surface Wood, W. L. and G. A. Meadows, Unsteadiness in Longshore Cur-

rents, Geophys. Res. Lett., Vol. 2, No. 11, 1975.
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Analysis of MARSEN X Band SAR Ocean Wave Data

R. A. SHt (HNMAN.' W. RosLINtHAL. J. D. LYDI N,' D. R. LN-zFNGA,' E. S. KAStS twt.

Inalssis of.V'bai'd SAR inmagerx collected during the MARSEN esperiment indicate, tha the AI'i-
ilt S.\ R stem imnaged both r ange- and a/imnuth-travecling gra% it\ Aais. Fl on ever. onls thec nai -edge
port ion ot he A PD- 1(1inage r pros ided relablec rrtaaeetmtsNmru toi t nie

a hichnmanifest themiselves as aniti-,j-riented streaks, ate s isible on thediaaand are belies ed I,,be
ciused k breaking a ases. Flecause ot the large plmiforni selocit\ the AP'l- 10i SAR data lic iclatis els
nsensitiye ito \ac enethance metit adiu stitewnt perfortied during the proce ssIng ol SN 1g ina
histories. A modulation transler tunction ito relate SAR-deri ed spectra ito in situl m11unen' t
been developed. The transfer function is smialler and falls off' more rapidls ss ith %kave nuinthe, to

modulation for a/intuth-t ras cl ing %a as s and the degraded resolution in the a/tnth th dicc t otta

result oif motion effects and agrees. at least Llualitatis el\. s i th theoretical predictions.

1.INTRODLI ItON thenm from theoretical assumptions about the miappinritesc li-

The Maritime Remote Sensing Experiment IMARSEN) anism but uses asailable sea truth ito establish qiiintitaiic

wAas held in the sonthern part of the North Sea during ANugust empirical relationships titi the SAR intage:

and September of 1979. with the primar\ goal of further In this paper ste present first a descriptttun itt the MA .R-

deseloping, remote sensing techniques, for the retries al of SEN test site and AP)-10 vs stem. [his is, follosted h\ a

oceanographic information. The data collected during this discussion of the effects of ocean scatterer nmotioin tin the

experiment included both remotely sensed and in situ inca- resultant SAR image-,. Next. spectral coitpaiisons betssecn

surements. Among the remote sensing instruments; used at the SAR and in situ measurements arc presented. I-inall\

MARSEN were synthetic aperture radars, ISAR's). Both X the development of' a modulation transfer function is lis-

band (3.2 cml and 1, band (25 cml SAR data swere collected, cussed.

In this paper we analy ze only the data taken "tith the X band] DA I A- Di s Rt i 1()\
SAR.

[he purpose of the SAR participation during MARSEN The APD-ltl is a high-resolution. airbsorne, side-looking

was to better understand the SAR imaging mechanism for reconnaissance SAR operating at. h and 1 V2 cmit. I[he API)-

ocean w\aves. r[his paper presents an anal\ sis of' the data 10. is the radar portion of the U PI)-4 s% stent. %k hich inc:ludes

collected by APD- 101 SAR systems mounted'in RF-4 aircraft at ground-based SAR processor. [1he API)- 11I S AR data \t etce

operated by the United States Air Force of Europe recorded on 24-em film ill four subsss 1,aths. I ach stibsstat h is

ILSAFE). T he analysis consisted of Ill examining the nominally 4.6 km in width. swith an additional 0.46 km~

effects of scatterer motion on both the w&as-c imagery Iand the overlap beitween adjlacent channels. [ he nominal operating

resulting spectra. (2) studying the effect of aircraft heading parameters for the APD-l10 at MARSIN are listed in the

on the SAR-derived spectral estimates. and Ol performing a following table.

comparison between the SAR-derived and surface-measured AP)-10 Radar Paranteters liii NARSIINs [ltehi-
spectral estimates, including the development of a modula- acegh)01Il
tion transfer function IT it) t relate the 1two mecasue- Waselength 1) 4t itt
ments. t'olari/ation lill i hoii/owittrimnii hoti

Previous, experiments with aircraft SAR's have~ shost n that ,ontl i~i Vei~c
it is possible to detect the dominant ss is elength and dircc- Pulse \%idth it 91 As

tion of at surface wkave field J.Shvtcodi t ii .. 197K: (h in:o/i [F rate Jo ilt I/
cioI ,199:Ah-i'~st i l 981 o i~i f l -I 8) .[h. At crage pottcr ii 1)
etal,199 WTivteta..1W avkieta.,180.I'e Snath n&idth IS I kitt

shape of in situ and SAR-derivecd surface tav.e spectra. Nominail processed resolution t-Ili slaitl titge

howAever, show large differences, It is therefore "sorthw hile t att/itit11t1i

to look for a ftunctional relationship between in situ and SAR Plaitfoint altitude t tkili

spectra and to determine the dependence of that relationship Nc ir-edge slant range 4 6 kml
V-redge slant range ;2 kill

on the relevant environmental parameters. T[his paper pre- Nea-dge incidence aingle 4

sents first results oif such ins estigations. It does not dens c F-e dge incidence angle 5
P'latfiorm veoi s 10 tt1

Radar and Optics tDivision. t-nsironniental Reseaicn tnstittic itt
Michigan IERIM), PD. Ho\s 86I8. Ann Arbor, Michigan 4M07t

'Max Planck Institute of Meteorolog . Insti ittc of) ( eiph sics Ss nihet ic apertic radar is at cohe icrit un aging de\ s c that
t'niversil of Hamburg. Hamburg. Westi (erim uscys the motion of at moderii-l broad ph\ sitil antenna

beam Ito s\ ntbesi/e ai s erx naiost beam. thus Prot)iclitig title
('op right 1 98 h,, the Amecrican Gc oe h\ sicit I nii n a/i mtthal .(along-track) t esolui on 1f llrit 1. 19,0. 11oun w om

Paper nutmber wirn(X). Port u/b. 19691. 1 ine range c,,iss-track teou Ittis

0148-01227 8.1 l(iP(*-tX7XtiS'i-( achieted b% transmitting either s ens short pulses tit longer

97'-1
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Nrdsee -- 2

No1rdw- T -

0.0 - 4-T7 6 8. 1V )2 '
Fig. 2. hart ot the southern portion of the North Sea. I*hossing: the loc:ation ot the Noidsee and \ooida uk ii.

from 3.5i to 1).31 m s. D)ata collected atf the Nordsee research removeCd during processing mia\ reduce the dot ,lilit\ Mf

tower during lines 7. 10. and 12 are presented in this paper. grai it\ Asas es and can also inIlueCeI: thle %k~ etr
The environmental data cane from ships aind buo)\ Soper- estimates, from the SAR. as discussed in sek:Ii

ating near the Nordsce tosser. Located ait the tosser is s Loss of focus, in the: rainge direction is deC It, nA
wave gauge combined ss ith an electromagnetic current mieter the phase hiltor\ oft the target ii.e.. migraionl th .Inc
t mounted 4 m belov, the surface) so that the surfa'ce es a- cQlls). This loss of If cus is proportional to thle range icit
t ion and the orbital \eoe iti ss on d be measu red at the same aind the integraltion time andl c:an he ~orrec:t ci h\ a roltation o
time. These data time series "sere collected hi, S. Stolte from The lcrnses in) the optical processor. jssumning the range
the Forschungsanstalt fur Wassersechall and (ieophvsik der velocity oft the target is constant dur[ig the intlegration tin1ie.
Bundeskehr.' sho made them as ailable to uis. 'these time Loss of focus in the a/imuth direction cain be caused (,% a
series ssere then used to calculate the s ariance spectrum of constant s elocit% in the a/imuth direction or aj chant:ing
the surface ssases together wiith the mean direction for a velocity ie . anr acceleration) in the rainge direction. I hcse
variet\ of frequencies. T(his in situ data si as extensivelN effects can he corrected l's a change in the aimut110h locus1
compared to the SAR-derived spectral estimates, setting oft the processor, assuming that the a/imuth %selocit~

3. UF i ( is oII S( viimRMio. and radial aceceleratlio n are ecninsant. Since thec are hot h
Nlotio'ssinversel\ proportional to the platfoirm s elocit . hese~ efcis

Synrthetic aperture radars are sensitive to veclocity compo- are expected to be less important for the API)1 liin fot
nents present in the imaged scene [Ritvl. 19711. Effects of' lower-speed aircraft SAR systems.
\Nave motions present in SAR imagery may include ( Il image The effect,, of image displacement and smecarine! arc not
displacement. smearing and loss of focus in the azimuth correctable during processing. An image displatcement in the
direction, aind (2) loss of focus in the range direction. Some azimuth direction occurs as, a result oft the range \ clsicit\ oft
of these effects can be removed during processing of' the the target. Since the range velocities ofithe scitterers on the
SAR signal histories by making appropriate adjtustments to Ocean surfaice vary %k ith position, the resulting dificrent ial
the processor J.W/tuchinan. 1981)l. The effects that cannot be displacement (velocity bunching) can cause the 1i is 1iage

I ABLE .1t. Summnars ot Fns ionnietital Conditions lDiiring MARSEN, .\Pt-1 Dilata ( illeciioli I lights

Wave Paranmeters kInd C oniion

Propagat ion Iii.
tPeriod. I-requleciic lectijoi' . IHeight. Speed. - ilon

Line D~ate Area sHI/ true ti iisitlei

September 28 Ntoird% k ii ((0. 125 ( 1501,)
7 September 28 Nordsee 175 0(.133 ( 35 1., - 2 Isii

8 September 25 N oord %%i ik 4.7 0(.2111 110 I~ 11 X I Sl
In1 September 29 Nordsee -7, it .11 11t133 I 33 10

11 September 27 Nokirdik 5.5 0I. 82 1510 tj Si 81 2 >8

2 Septemher 27 Nordsee 7.1 t (.141 77 LOi Ii I Noii
I 3 September 2' Noordis ilk 1; 192 t150 I'i n2i

SDi rection "ass a re proipagaiting toss ird
I )ire tion %kinit is coming fronti
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SUN SAR iniagt:rs -hese ohsct5 ed streak nl he dih-
cus-sed in detail latter, in this secI IIs, loss ot re,ilstiiio is

notI recov erable during processing and atppears to he licIprinmri. limiting factIor in the thilit\ Lit the Al'!)- [0 to Imige
ocean ssa sat NI ARS[N.

T1he etfect of a range of \elocities /ii.l hin a rcssilitiin

cell Is equis alemt to the coherence timce effect dis. ussed 11.
Moil-\ 198011. %N ith at coherenc ltne 1 7 pis en hi.

2&

X hind coherence times, on The orderI ofI It to 10 1 has e
heen measured for conitIo~jns 10iart thOxe enIcounCtrd 11

o ~~~NIARSFNI IIcI~i'r wiil /,,w ,,i twi 9S21, he elci

I Sec aziimuthahl resolution is, gisl en\

O 5 t0 15 20 75~~

_______________________Range __________ (km here N is, the radar 55 as elettgth. 0 i the antenna heam-

o 25 so 75 100 125 ss dth. I,,i the raine. aind IsI the plittlormi sclocii-t Ihe
A/V (Sec) resolution Ps plotted s ersus ranee tor the API)-1 I rn I ste or

A B 0both 10. It and -, III InI iureF 3. Note that tor -
Su-Sa e tt s. the resolution becomes, equal to the 55 as elcngth oi

Fig. 3. Aziimuth resolution a, a nctin ot radar r~ingc or, the the dominant "sa itse at N.ARSF N I -.. 90t mIilat about [the
API)-tt sssteml, assuming tii %iltie' oit the c~ohercnc:e 11W (7) Middle Of \sssath B. T hus atIIith-trase ling As as eN of tIsII

length wkould not he Imaged in sss ath B under these condi-
to be either enhanced or degraded. depending onl thle s es tug tions. Range-tras cling s as es atrc not Intluenced h\ t his loss
geometry and the SAR s'\Ntem parameters I.4/pt ct al., of azimuth resOlution and are therefore imatged at larger
19811. This effect is, probabli. not estremel\ imiportaint for the ranges., This effect ts tn tact obsers ed inI the APD-1 Ittimitg-
APD-10 data collected at MARSEN because of the rclatisel\ er , ats shoiL n in Figure -t.
large incidence angles and the high \elocitv ofthe platform.

When at given resolution cell contains sciatterers, mos ing at A. Prnot'ssrAiusoi

different range velocities, each scatterer is, displaced itt Prev ious studies using aircraft SAR data has\ e hoskn ii a
azimuth by a different amount. resulting in at smearing or loss the iiiiior dO~aii\Of \rasit\ 1sse isOften

of resolution in the aiimuth directin. Tbi effec I, parlt- sens A to noton compensation ad-justmecnts nimde dUring
larly important in breaking saand iillustratd b\ th the procssng of SAR signal hioriesN [,Sim /toioo. t1 I
streaked image features appearing prominentl in the NAR KUS li ke an Shitci/ti. 198 1 An aspect of' this sIidkl

Fig 4 F satels of A Pt)-0 ti asise inlager front tine 7. suh-sknat its -A aindt 1 for aj/i miitI-ti this : l i Ia. iid iinge

this cling sAaves i
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m-zts lt etellilite it SAR diat. collcted 1h tilt \1'1) III
S"tItIi ale also Nefl'.ltt. it, these motion o' londo'(d tr, 1
ji~tItcnts. prcx.o i 2net cce.autdh ii

I SA. fO\H 01 l~ltets\ lCC IMdh 111 2 9-
the -MARSUN A PI)M-L1t) set t it, determine itheIti S.\R or' c
inidger\ cou ide he Ii ltroxed - I hese pmoc so .idJUMII Tt x ru ul

(ncud I ti t/1Iuth frctis shift to collect: lof a/ilittl

\Cloctties and range accele ratlolls and (2) a teletotattim7
ad Ilti.t tile lit ito k Cor'ct Ito! range "x it I IN I hec sc I \k o pro' CNce I k'il
adjustricnits xxele iaricd during the optical piocxN~ing No is
tot deternmie the: enmitiit Iti t SAR dtata colleocd h\ Ithe -Tl, Peso
APD)- to '.x en to icu't ild.1LItnteut tchnique', I licetctj tel.

adju'.tmnnti ar inxersclx proportional to tili 9 e ict thle TeerrIo .3 2 SoToi.0 0

SAR platflomi Siince the RI:-4 has. a high plitftrim celocitx Adi~t~t~n F~2~~Soi,$o~~I t) rn ,I. the adjustments. if necessai% .mre piohiibl\ Lilite Corresponding -28 2 188 9 4 0 9 4 8 8
smnall aind the etlect oin SAR itnager\ quite suht Ic. T~e

A/Inhtth tocu tix xhts 0 cre Used On SAR data for 1 x 1,x c Velocity j- sec
trr' itkIlg PCpereutcuLar:II to the radar litne oit Night. atnd r-Mtnge I ig 6 pc,ik-to-hk keii'i~jil i.'w I-. .

telerotatton itdjtr.tnienltx %xx - Usetied tt 10 \\tcs trdxelitig fl- teletoitioti1 ldi11i'11iicii1' t": Iii: -

.tllcl to the radtrm tite of Ntght . [orkit iteiat coe

combINaMtit aittiiutli tocux1 shtil' 111d r-ange' telerotittoil Ad- I-tgilie - tepiexetit' o 'p 11,1 ot the [,lit< .;!1 'iii

uxtesn tc %%a . Used. or1 CidlIlitttonl of thle 1/IItuLth t-OCit ticuxs setlling tot line -. pa"' 4 dii1. I I *LL I lu 'i
shifts, thle r tge xlk corr-ectionN. and the cottibtuation graph %% htd) xhims the teI~ttu'uhill om I'iR l to

d/tifuth dud rauce correetrons. afaimix ot 'elociie \\,is ad'uxtrn it. t he dittdt tth/ i Oil- hi'MItPLc 1 Tim l n,
Used that inged from11 at SIMt Ititoua\ iret Ito MhX c thle phaxeI pas,, 2. the fexult' oit thle al/ffttiuh toiu' 'h01111tj1111 -IL
%clocit kof the gaiiiI xx axexpre'lent. the dirctionof xx a e telerottion addjtmeut'ni tudt-lied 11he \PI'l l \ l'.tiii 1,\
propagation xx ix not a'x iki. t hux postit c anid negtzittxc image r x ax relittxeCl\ tuxeuxIIctot 1/1LII .i/titiiilh to

eIocttx corrCcitouxs xxereC texted. [his rexulItedI tn nine xelok- dud xouiexx hat el~ to~mk it tic eci ltilw .d,jii'iiitil

it \,it s .tlucx eingried for etch of the enhancemenit tests. In [HiN rxult 1x dIue to thle high ['111l)t iii 9 ci', Ai 111 1 ii
11.a total kit Cc lle p~txxex o trt ee xllL flo ti : t itle, 0 ve ,trcf1

2 ittI~ t Q I tt 1)F11 u .1' ~t' he 'iiII J11 h i ll 'I 1 'h 111rkc
ex ited %cloctt\ ceutings xettt Iton 'Il eh tIihic iiic Pc

0o rileasitr ix txthllt .acrx-otot cotltst enhantilcnt gix e art indcatown i- io xx ii due, it'll li

nilirliilit c:Illed it peak-to-background iatio WB'IRi %%, xx r t xxi ex xxe traxeiu hcatie hle %\,I, 4c xx' 'Ck In 0'11

uxedL. A- I'IBR r, obtairned .masrn tile peak iieuxrt\ of' ir-ction.

th x o d r i r x o r l l r r e r u t r r o h \ aima g e a n d dix dtin g th a t p e a k h \ t hle liox e t irr i t\ ilt tile B . A i tpp i S t iri

Namne xtx e~ nummeti JKox~tr id.Mm1'/roioi . IY9811. [hie AP-\II0 I SAR dati collcted ox ci fhih 'hoh, mw
Ite i'eparlatei PBR rncdxtrcN11Cttx xxere obltined tot each deep\xx ditxox'rrieoxh u I u'iiii lei

telerotdtion, tocuis shift, or combhination seltling. B\ rRIitueII ot i/rnltith trt-ou0. I hiee 'tierk' heconie11 o 011 id 1111i

inlg3r .j tiles tix e okcn gil g o rte deik xc , dIt 1ii 'e I t

ant% id 011t1o . 19"0,11C IJB.1J p m il 011
Stnlr 2ro he il lict rot thee Iecctittex the S.\Rt: irIgeI~ xpeLi our r'l

5- flill" I~t a d \ b ithr tile[ ci ut lerit thudll~ anle hi pe lie' Iel itI

-4Ovh o-Thehl ptreneno ix tre's'ete in toe otipei obhte p pIe I h

'.xerdge ihix backgro.nd coe mphtonn ctb tiso iic mL

3crtodn 282 ,0 9.1- e te %\t~ reaginghbeoci pitcs i icc-be I (tit'th a/lltiti

Target~~it Vaddit aopnn bco ik the mpxnent thetha ox c iottltoicr
-mc ---------------- issto-a etertied lo. Ih hengthtreakrng. dlotig 0 til ~e to''ak It the

1-1. ax pui-t-tutkgotndraIoi I tIrito otiitt irth Ime.tt ttite c troue component ttxelt .~ httiit' Ie\

Targetx Veflcni~.px Ilti rainge of cdtee anglke oxer 9 tilt ae iuce '. ,atiw be
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I fgOliicaIIl riloceC 'I \11)- L!Vi thr t111111o I l l 'ii i lt: 1,N
Icr\ill h i .I'. Lrh

obtainedl. its dLI C1L il ectin 411. hLjo'kK I I ti CIIiliIi LiiiIII ii' 11,1 Io 11t: o l lIcki lo IILi hc K~l d IlII I Tl

be.meecn the char1Iccrg'Ktlt: of (tic 'ticik, and ihe 'S \k Itlnik 111C 11t-111,II~n fl I! 111i.r~l' %kCIc 011\kl!

mondulatio~n transfer ftlictin ill orr niif '% .i\c I, cntkC~~\ r Inn to \ c il111libL 'pa~c r'IIlinilI, ipIiriIcniri!r

tinder In% etigantinn ot 111 nIill

In addtionn tor their flcpIl\ C imlpact Ol ihc N I~ c iiiI'l uL

prorcss. thesec fetuires rnan be jitISNtilitlc1IN Of oth 1C.1L
state. A cn)IIpatii' f i thc ticLqucflc\ Oi iiiiiiihctI nLiislI\ mt '

thc strcu s \%fill iii fliill n ia iicic i t it \1I ,Kc Ilicakii ,L!

I I Mel [r-//nh IL'iIii? WIld Smith. 19811~ IN 1llitLIC 5%kt Ind \I~tUIlb ~ lni )t he Pu01111 11 Il hcnl~c tIL 5 ilth Licllh' MK Ci C I' O'lt

reported in thc nc; ItttiC. \\.i§\C IICLIjIIiC5 ic 11w ~LL hmi ~ Hi\ 1it0,111 Of 11 [it

Sk.iI~cIi.1uh. A IN the \Kin) tililll'C j .S. id 'I I, thC \k.110

4 SARin \N. I. Sit( Smn I i~ (i ( i~iI' Sismi\Snch sincdi ncNi

Ihv% Nchion of thc pisper .nipaite tim S.\R-ntric I hic S \R dit iNcd iiiht (Iti' tin\ VeCin :ojincICd 11i1LT

spctrial estiniates s\ ilh in Nil miciingraiplic iiismeiinilits inIeN -. Iii. andt 2. 1 hcxc S \R NiiiiiI 1111i1' %kcTL' ni'll\l

['he suirticc-hawcd spct~ra %%etic uhiained~ M riicCSiiNm u~ ilnSnd il iii. iTIshslg (LiilL"~c ]I)IIIlI Wl \t' , RI \le L I icnisirmi

collecnted h% at %%asc gmigc indl c~utiiL't mclcr s% Iigcli 5-Cm (IplIcIl I'nomKCN~sxm I 4Pt I I hcse iiflian tuiis \kcIC dtiit'd

o~perating niiing thc SAK ui-rliglts it (tic Niilc lUkc Li a -Ill iiisiipleu I'k fie I KIM 110,1 ri~ lopcgL I'irn.'ifiQ

Recall that the SAR-dceuscd spcctt~n are iii %.i~n) miiil'ni MINiit 111 . dcS~iithCL 1,\ 111u/hr i' '1il '11 Il-
spaice. skhule the siurface-hased spctra nuc gis Lt ii iCl ickicii D)igitaI5~l Iii 1 cStiliat,iI tic pilodiiccifIou tini 12 .2 (S1 0

c.Prior tol making am~ ciumpatisnN hectSc~i tlic IS\u. ,ic I I I ,krir tiht' tnit theN)\n kigital dii P'ilo nIT I,~'jL. tt
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'IABLE 2. SAR Versus Sea I ruth ( onpairsmn

AicatSurface (ibseis Cci
AicrftMeasured' SAR D)rtCd 1)ifftrences

Heading, __________

line Pass "true _f. ti I A. mn fl. true A. In H. tue x. n ff. titlie

S% It 297 0.133 86 £35 81" 111i
1 293 ')2 [11 -6 4
2 01~6 M) 1019 -1 t

3 191 st6 11t 0i
4 32-7 Xtc 11) 11

0; £02 1019 14" 1, -I
£0 1 2s3 (1(£33 86 11 99 (4S z I'

2 0f6 9£ £294

4 127 109 112; 1

1 02 130£ £512 .44 H'

£I S\ It 297 (1.14£ 7N 7' 7; 5
£ 283 75 4

2 0(6 75 -

191 89 I -t I

Mean I

Standard lDceiion lI 1, 6 10, S

1'he url'tce-rreasured Aiat clengths acre decried ajssukning ,c %it- depit cci 1( In,

generation. these subsets undergo corrections for slant range surface conditions during lines Wl and "ecre ser% simiilcr.
distortion and Ito remove long-period variations of' itensity with surface \,\ind speed,, and dirctions of- -. and -.2 n
in both range and azimuth. The data is also smoothed by and 270' and 280 . respecti% clv. 'Ihe surt'acc \kit% c Conditions
using a 4 x 4 pixel \sseighted filter. which reduces the were also almost identical. " ith each has Ing a peal, liecqucn-
coherent speckle found in the imagery and also reduces the cy ofO. £33 Hz and directions of' 133 and £35 for line, 14) ind
number of samples by a factor of 2 in each dimension . Two\h - 7, re spectivrely. This s'as 'requenc\ is sse££ beneath rue
dimensional fast Fourier transtorms (FIFT's) were performed Pierson -M osk owitz frequenc\ f'or the pres ailing a% nd speed.
on each 250 x 256 cell subsection to y .ield rae, directional Upon examination of' the surface-measuredl specim and
wave number spectra with at Nyquist wave number of ((.52 the wind conditions prior to the flights. it "itas concluded tat
m 1.The ras" spectra were smoothed by replacing each these conditions represent the tx pical situation lit' a a .e
value wkith the average of the surrounding 5 x 5 cell. Fhe spectrum after at recent decrease of the local ssind speedI.
approximate number of degrees of freedom for the resulting From TFable 2 it appears, that the APDl-£iO SAR operating at
spectrum is £4 IKinxoioai. 19651. and the 99'; confidence MARSEN wxas able to deicti ocean grasit). ssases \kith in
limits are -,1.5 dA jJe-,kin.% aid Wattis. 19681. accuracy of 16.6 mn in length and £6. in direction on c the

The surface measurements used for comparison wsith the mean biases were removed. Consistent \01ih past studies the
SAR were obtained at the Nordsce tower, coincident ssith SAR-derived skaves sserc slightly longer than the In sil
the SAR flights. These measuirements %kere made h\ at wave measurements. The question iof SAR-derlised spectral) csli-
gauge coupled wkith an electromagnetic cur-rent meter SO that mate accuracy ats at function oft radar look direct ion \%ill be
simultaneous measurement of surface elevation and orbital discussed in more detail beloss.
velocity could b e made with at sampling rate of" 2 Hz. From A aeDlcaiivv.RdrLw it(to
these time series we were able to calculate the variance A.W - ec oh/r '.RdrIa.I)i i

spectrum of the surface \Aaves as \&ell as the mean direction As previously mentioned. multisided SAKN flight patterns
for 128 intervals equally spaced f'rom 0 to I Hi, following the wvere flown during MARSEN.An examnple of- this paittit is
method of l-Orrittall el al. 119781. Ten of these spectra \%ere shown in Figure 8 for line 7. Ibis figure I is d itigrann ofl the
averaged to increase the degrees of freedom to about 30.

Presented in Table 2 is at comparison of' the dominant2
SAR-derived t subswath Al and surface-measured spectral

estimates for lines 7. 10, and £2. Line 12 was flown onN
speed during this flight w-as approximately 1(0 in/s. from at
direction of 290'. Trhe surface measured wave spectrum had Winedt. /

a peak frequency (if 0.141 Hz propagating at 77'. which ticecto 280- (Tv-se)

corresponded to a fully developed \,-md-generated sea. Be-
cause of the recent passage oif at storm, the difference
between surface wind and wave directions during the flight /e-O 5se
was 33', which results in at change of' w.ave direction with j cedo S

frequency so that the higher frequencies become more
aligned with the wind 11I/il/,arn (./ al.. 1980): Ghunther .1 1-ig. X. S.AR collecioin geonei lo lciine rt-c p Ise \1,,,
al.. 19811. Lines 101 and 7 were flown oin September 2M from vhtionf are the tiff.,we en' iricnmentic.Ciliicns diiiing thr ,,

018 to 1035 and 1121 ito 1222 GiM~ respectively . T-he cotleciion
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9764 Sill' I.I.I-N II Al.: MARStEN X BsM SAR DAIs

Pass I Pass 2 Pass 3

S0 .7km

Pass 4 Pass 5III
hig. 9. )plicalh prtuxssed APD-I) gravilt ' sae irnagcrN fron iuhs%%ath A 0 I hnc p,-c, I

collection geometry for fi e passes from line 7. Figure 9 and the range direction is the sertical a\js. Ihe SAR-dcii ed
.shows imagery for i section from each of these five passes. dominant wa%,s is represented M, the highet conom on
Figure 10 presents two-dimensional contour plots of the these plots.
FF'', produced for each of the passes described in the Past studies in SAR imaging of oc ean .. as ,s has, c shos tn
previous section. Each contour on these plots representsa 3- that range-traveling s aves, are more cc+ , i maged thm
dB (50Y;) decrease in spectral intensity from the previous azimuth-traveling vsaves ISJmdin i al.. )9-8,. I should h
one. On the plots the azimuth direction is the horizontal axis, noted that the \ ae s in these past StULdie consisted of s\ ,l.

Pass I Pass 2 Pass 3

4*4

0.5i 0.0 0.52 -0.52 0.0 0.52 ' -0.52 .

kazimuth kdzimuth kdZI-!,

Pass 4 Pass 5

4, .4'

-. 20.0 0.52 '-0.52 0.0 0.52
kazimuth katimuth

Fig Ill. i o-dimensional contour plots ol the fast lourier transforms ll. i prod iced froti the dgit /ed iniiagi I
,sho-rn in F+igurv 9.
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Sitt iw skN i i AiNLUSKN .1 HWeo .SAR DIA 9,0

ignore up or do" rloiic d iflrences Hs displa inj. thc dati in
* L'' 10

A l,11this coordinate s~ stem. it " as ho~ped t hat an Ss a k it
periodic bias in the SAR-dcnris ed pectral estimiates alused
b changing look direction could he ascertained I \.imsna-
lion of Figure 11 shos'is that the A tsclength esftimate' orn
the S AR appear ito be randoml% scattereJdS l a iMIn11t 01

2 radar look direction. With the cioception ol lowt poiints. Ot:e
Aas lcngth estimate,, are all %kithin 20 mi of the siitlai~c

.4 measured %alues. It is interesting ito note the %aiiabilit
g hetacen lines 7' and 10. vkhich akcre fltiakn %kith ncail\

-Al -- identical geometric,, This suggests tath ariaihiit A the

-- - - --- -- -- -- -- - - - - I order of (he %artahilit% (it'S.-R-deritetl %,al ength cstimttite
a is at function of look angle.

I Lsaminatton Of Icigure 12 shoaN similai results to I igll!c
ll. that is. the \ariabilit\ hetaceen the SAR-derisck ed jisc
directions, for lines 7 and 11is on theiiordet tit the ,.irihlit\
oft the direct ional est imates ac ross t he ak hotle t .111Cc ot ianglc,

________________________________________________ The litne 12 estimates shwA n oin F igure 12 do not a1ppeal 1 % l
15 30 4S 6C 9 accurate. Three more raiige-tra% eling passes shoma ,i iloflo-

Angle Off i.-ae tonic increase in directional diflkre ne to the iraemc-

Fig. 11, SAR-derised %ko elength estimates iAi crsus %ka sured \alues \%ith increasing angle o11 range. hut1 the .1/i

angle off range for lines -, 10. and 12 Included on the plot -sdashed muth-tras cling pass is %er\ close it) the sitwe exoe
lines are the \aselength estimiates basd tin ,il-lace nicasuareniet sil
The error bars indicate the accurac for the iirface nicasurinents
and a single pass of S AR data. these error bars %kcre based oin the Ses eral point,, should he miade ihlit I igLIVes I I .itd I_
resolution of the spectra froim both instrument, We has e assumed the aitcrahl headings. is t ecotded in the.

fight log. ito he correct. Post estperience hs, shim n this

not wind-generated %aves as %%ere present at MARS1-N. assumption to he at possible source of cirr if that is true in

The accuracN of SAR-deriscd spectral estimates as at func- this case, the results oft Figure I12 a ill chainge We hisec dso
tion of the radar look direction. hoakeser. has, not heen assumed at constant a atcr dept h of 301 m. if' not %.alid. this
rigorously studied. To address this question. the SAR- assumption \kould alter the sutface-dei icot %allues in I igute
derived spectral estimates summarized in -tahle 2 \hcre 11 as a function of pass locio~niie., %%ater depth),. injall\
plotted versus the relativ e look angle from purcl\ range- "e have hased this aimilvsis oin at limited set oft passes \kith
traveling wA.aves. based on surface measurements for hiith somea hat random look angles a ith respect to a asc propaga-
wavelength and direction. These plots, are shoan in Figures tion direction. To adcquately perfo(rm this sort oft analx sis.
1) and 12. respecti\sel\. Also showxn on the higure,, are the wave imagerN should he available a ith 11) inters als from
surface-measured waves for each line. Note that these plots purel rainge-traveling to pulyI aiimuth-tras cling ka ase.

w Line 7
.5 4 * Lie 10

* .5 T It Line 12

2

2~ A3

a Syit

0 ;S ~ 4 09

wawn Angie Off Rane

Fig. 12. SARdr e ietoa s mtsifivru 'eagl -f~ ~ ii ie i.nil 12 In, il ,lul i h,
plot as dashed lines are the direct ional estimates based ain surface mcaslit rement s he ilimisinl i CIeiie i nI
spread of the surface measurements and the averge 1-tII3 ctintoair \kidib Ai tie S NR-deci\ et ripoi tii
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12- COnPICIel dJomlinatedC hs this artifa'ct. (Act Itis sNiic inlet
to Stndr Efi kii. the grasl it aves, of" intcerest becomei Icss %isiblc. and

2 the ,i/imuli-iriented stireoks can leald to a it ei eCLC d iili1C-
1 7 Iniscling ssax e. [hii. because (it these strekls, on t11e

1 ~ / \ARSE-N API)- 1( iniogci\ itnd the teitiIs% c idinIg (ie
6~ creotses cilntist tif im~aged gras( it s scxoiti frinee.

S 5 ' title xi, ,isI stiateski co ni be cxmlracied liiiii 1i11, %kith

v9 5

Iu/ Iua -T I i I i/ I ir I o Iil
70.SW 0-to 10 (r5, 0 makdet ::blis IIAI dot, *iliI5ixii thcip

WWa Mlcwlng TaOwM SAN -0- -- ft Wmft AMuNg AOy FrO S"l oriifice spectrum oif the ridfir Image .10 an d thle x.
height spectruniVA i eatosi stix Iikel\ ili-

LINE 7 tat., In fle Slixe hi If Is deCpetIdent on thfe totl shope tit
[tg I I \'u~iC peAk iu'-hI"k~gI01td litiO \Sl sli mIii look kIt (iA) i nstead Of thle \,tile it one sintgle k \ ltic. lI Ikm\ ci .it

rection lot line -. posses I-' Rilei to t-iguiie S lot i; ol tionii ci th elr! bx
geonietr\l anid 1-me1 g o i ic Iei c ht 5 e iaci si;on ci pa nra bc pioss ib le to ei(icpd shopehtr al, ill

of Qhoracteiixtre propertie Hlot v\itlip~c. tilcd eiiigedI lie-

Ideall\. this dot xsouild he golthered ulser ii fill 360 . I tix, qhienc\ . direction. and spictia ss idihi 111. Use these ox1

t\ pe of diab set WiIul be Useful InI esoiimllg anld 1.1 elopitigICI ititler il e Iniithemiiticol descrilptilo (i tile lopping
SAR kiadS 12Imagoing theoties. Rceti e\;ilitiatioilt if Marine- Iro tcstrum itit thA SI Imag iceudc hot te i

lnd AR Ni. h thIoI tii h-toin s oxI exi althI ctsix- \%xo~ inlo; motion oxs xsell ox- contriutions citxed Ib\ S \k
tent IA taedox% beiat IiliiIhioi e-i ltg i,%sc at cxN x\Nlxnenlloixe . speckle effects. itid imacged poitII scattererI

ifil ula~ 1' en- 01gttl J10ho in iOlider li0 ptiJixidV A mot11 e lii n i ngi IcoMtiloIT xiii

[he ensthsti~of Sos isbilh s li resectto odo lo k sithi InI situ meotireId %%ose height spectra. (tie SAR Image

direction 'Al ox evlootedL b\ using Thle I1FR met01od dexerIbed se ix t otol orce itotn i h on

consistentl s liti.%cd htighest 55 ox c contralst rexuitn g lion)l scott erersx. [he s m il' thiesxe three c otpotien, kixs xexitiilit-

resulting frrm inimt thees bthtbe eot
ed [T14ek~ie al .. 19781 that SAR.s. portiCUlarlxs %heti , lperii- If\i theakground spectrum' "f ilh respect tot the A, and A

* in atI. and ssill mag rage-roxelig 'Aox x noteclcrl~ awes. [ hilt ix. the ciiriecled imaige spectrum is gix eni b\

than itzimuth \xiv xes. U'sing line 7 dota. PBR ieoirtitxA.Ai-lA.A - It, 1 14A
"ere obtained from xtubssitth A iil the samne genera l tIocatioti
around the Nordsce losser f'or each of' the five Passes. %%here It A,. A t is the (totali nimasured SPCTrtitl. oid li A
Figure 13 shos, s a graph of' the PBR altie obta itled s ersux A% lIx (te backgriiund spectrum extuitted fronm /,,, A A of
the orient at ion of' the at s x\% fil hrexpect to thle radar look
direction I see Figure 8 for the collectiont geiltictr\ I. Notec S~b-S5atf A Sub-S.ath
that Iw curses are presented oti the graph: tie indicates" -7

PBR versus thle seat troth direction. ss bile the othler Ix, IHR
\er511 the radar-dens ed s aloeC. A ir-deLigreCx ailoel oil tile

graph indicates im~ruth-trax cling %%ax cx. Anak~six oft I- igurti &

13 Indicates that I I SAR images range-ia elin! %kit\ as cMore ~f
elearlr than imuth-tra et ling x\k avex. Q2 S-R maciles xk ix exs
more clearly "shen the\ ate moing his'aid the SAR thon
\% hen the i are moviniz i, a f'ron tile SAR (i.e.. pass,, 1
versus 5 o r 2 versus, 1). and 131 the -WI)-0 lA h and SAR -a. 7Y -5,5? 52
imaged gras, ity wVets during line 7. regar dless of' raidar look kari~i, 121-t
direction.

B. Witt ci IDirciro/tj//ts i-. lot iihn e Amit /

The effect of' varyin g incidence anle on the detctlioti ot
gras-it\ wkaves was also evaluated using this A III)- I)dia

set. Recall that the APP-Il) s\ sten collects oin 18.5-km
smath in four siihswaths %i, here the incidence aingle varies
from 4.3 it) 82. J-igure 14 shovs s eiloir plots of IT I's

12. The corresponding imager% "itas res iousk shoss n oxs 0 0 O.S2 -oS S

Figure 7. It is apparent that an ti/imotth-itriented artifact 2t I' t
becomes mitre pronounced as the incidence ingle or- range to trasfrm (H I si -diiiliixiuuil ili ploix Ir lux I ow Itc
the ocean surface increases, ii .e-., f'romn siibsssath A toIi 't, iti Relt I, I ipiie - lo h t cxpuu iib ij 'li l
subsssath D). In fiact the spectra in sssaths U and 1) are: processedit iii\
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height spectrum instead of' a ninchrmatic v~as e. the
* A~s~h~r~e~q ~ modulation transfer function describe,, the relationship be-

+ q-.&q tween the vwave height spectrum Lind the signal spect-rm
measured b'\ at radar. According to A/pwrs ct al. 1 19911. the
ratio of the SAR image spectrum .iA. 4 to the "ase height
spectrum VVAk k, IsI equil to the square of the modulation

+ transfer function. i.e..

++iA I.

* +++ \kbere R includes at selocit\ bun..hing component that is

++4+ assumed to belinear. fosses er in his Monte (atlo modeling
++s \ork. W .-\lpers (personal communicat ion. I 9821.ippeiiis to

+ use at diffe~rent definition for the niodul.1tion transfer t'inction
and refers to the quantit R defined bxH i ats it spctral

0 0 07 0 4 2 2s mapping function.'
For the comparisons presented in this paper the detii-

Fig. 15. One-dimiensionat modulation trainsfer functio, opt i 's [I tions represented bx i l0) and (I I are combined to \icld the
function of \hase number for a neairl% aiimuth-traN cling: and i nearls oedmninlmdlto rnfrfnto
range-tIra veling %kave. eimninlmdltotrsfruittn

/,,14,. -AJ. This corrected spectrum ma\ be wkritten in polar m-- 2
form Iie.. SIA. 0i))iand then converted into at one-dimensional
spectrum wkhere I is the mean signal intensit T]his function is plotted

N er us s as e number in Figure I5 for in o case. including a

SlA) A k 1k. 0) H 151 nearly a~imuth-tra% eling ss ase aind at nearlx range-Iras cling
ease. Note that the modulation transfer fun.rction I, sMJler

usin th coodinte tansormaionand falls, off niore rapidl\ ss ith A for the aimuth-tra\ clingusin th coodinte ransormtio %ave than for the range-tras ding so ase [his is ai dire..

A = ,I II consequence ol the loss er inherent modulaion for t/initlh-

and traveling ss ases aind the degraded ievsolution in the a/iutwh
direction as at result of motion effctis. aind it aigree'. at lciast

tan i k, A, 1 - qualitativelx vsith theoretical prediction.

and this quantit1 %%a,, then compared \kith the in situ 5. StM Nim \K
measured w.ave height spectrum Wiki bx calculating the This anals Yis has, indicated that the API)- 10l SAR s\ stemi
modulation transfer function. imaged the dominant grasitx soaseit cComponent presenit a-

The terms 'modulation transfer function.' 'mapping trans,- ing the MARSEN e\,periment. although onk the irsi. or
fer function.' and just 'transfer function' are used somess hat near-range. subsssath of the API)-1 \t sstem) produi cs reli
ambiguously in the radio-octeanographic literature to denote able osas C estimates. D~ominant so as elengib and dirctional
the relationship betsseten the ocean so as e information inca- information s%%as olbtainable independent of the radar look
sured hx a radar and the physical suirface descriptions direction. alhbouph rionge-tras cling s as es are more crl
usualiN measured by conventional in situ instruments. 'isihle on the imager-\ than iMMUth-tras eling %\.i\ e,. based

In the linear modulation theor% developed hN Ai-e wi on the so ase contrast criteria used in this stud\.
Wright 119751 and Alivurs and lHoa i/mann 1978). the radar [he MAR SEN X band SAR datta set. although liited.
return for a monochromatic ocean wkase is \sritten ais offers at unique opportuni ito stud\ the effect of radart look

r direction on the detectabilit\ of' so md-generated ko as C and
p j ?011' the aIccuracx of the SAR-deris ed %s\as clength and direction
P ,I Cos M - dih) (8 Past studies in SAR imaging o ca oa s uha

I I ~Marineland I.Siidin er tit'. 19t'81. (l(11-,1 -.\l fi~.~oI/
or (d)., 19791 and JASIN ft lw(' As Erd.. 19X21. bate gencial

P' 1171 I R CO , co -t h 9 shov n that dominant range-tras cling sos lI is more frequent -
lv imaged than azimuth-tras cli stell and that the dominant

where Pin is the modulation transfer function defined bv grav itII xwavelength and direction is, more acciiratlci estimiti-
Keller and Wright. R is, the modulation transfer function ed for range-t-as cling than a/imuth-tras eling sNo s ()ii
defined by Alper% and Hasselmann. I., is the mammr MARSEN N band inal sis has- indicated that the accuiiic\ of
orbital %eloct of the sas e. C isithe phase s elocitx - is the SAIR-derived dominant soavelengil. and dirctonal estimrates
angular frequecncy, and i;, is the amplitude oft the s as e. is independent of radlar look direction, although rangec-
Thus, these t~o modulation transfer functions are related h% travecling soases has e higher peals-to-batkground ratios than

uin I R, i i101 a/imuth-tritveling soas es. Ibis is probal because .\ band
SAR datat Collected b\ at higher -s clociitit ai.r ss Es %\si d a~tl%

\%here k is, the souse number of the soase. MARSIK'N than at pres bus e\pcrimntsw. thus minimi.'ing
When the sea surface is described in terms of am so asc motion etlects HossesCcr. the readeiI Is sautione11d 10, note
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difference% in ens ronrmcnial conditions as% xxell as SAR sa ,.e glislt in ssCsi. to 'harIgiiig aaddi.,1IP

system par.,meters use.d in these experiments.. (1O i'cal IIe //. 2?i 19s
'The anaIy sis has also Indicated that t he. APD 10(1 semi I lrir .N~iei l' ,, deniK. 1% Y4 . 1"

relalisels insensitis e to xaseimage enhancement,, per- Hasselrinatn 1) 1,. %1 I )im kel. ind I \ I \is tg D)1!ct.s -- Ci
formed during the SAR processing. The enhancement ad- spctraohsersed during J0 NS1A -\P I,)- I / 'it. (it,. /5,

justcenls. Axhtch are ifltersehv proportional it) the SAR 1264 12SOi
platformn velocit\ . Com~pensaite for motion of the o,,can 4 'p 1) (1 deii-l, aaiIii ~ i I,

waves during the SAR obsers ationtiniu. Althou~gh SAR data Kasis,.hkc 1, S . and H N Sh,hiihiaii Iti h~ct .f -
from the A~PD-10t sy stem is insensitise to the Aac motie 01100 ne,,iren in 'hc Ck.,Ii.,Iir Mt N NK gi.-I . -- til1-

correction algorithms. numerous motion artifacts aic %isiblc PPr ( tl IM ii R1 ir I'' S'uu /111 11- ' 11s I'ime
on the data. These artifacts. xx hich atppear ats a/1i11.th- 19K

oriented xs. ealks on the imnager\ . are more pronounced in the Kellil" n~tli (i es %rihNt itIi

far~~~~ susah.Te ppear to he caused h.% s elocIs \aria- Knmn t.Em iI /,i

tions (or coherence time iof the ocean scatterers. O ne fiti, i'a,, slita" #2f1, pp liCtio' ,11 1 ti Ic I -- d ,'I ,

possible source for these image artifacts is breaking ssases. N.J , lqfr

The extraction of information on the wax e height pc Koinmii A . I N. I cith. aiid C , Nissei I ,i p i
processor. AppiI 01,1 / . 1 '66- 1 I 1,

trum from the SAR image has, also heen ins estigated. The Lea is. W. I . and 1 1) 1 Iliti. xpI curl *inA .rs,i m ' ,,
shape of the SAR-deried spectrum of the wave field is miodel of high-resluion ba,ck,..,ti Ii'ni the -cet R ... I S,5
different from the shape of the \xavec spectrum obtained from xt5-52s. l9M)i

surface measurements,. A transfer function to relate SAR- Long. \I. \k . (In ,i ts,o-',-.iti lhies isst sc,, e,w /I I~ I'.

derived spectra to in situ measurements has been developed. An-NII'qua 122 d 7 lr
The transfer function is smaller for azimuth-traveling waVes In g \AI N\ a -1aid NinI) nitit \I Rs,ssi, i

than for range-travecling xx ay,. and it falls, off more rapidl\ 1981.
with wave number for the azimuth-traveling \. aye. T i sa 15eg.I dH. hucrii ia.''i ttrsi

consequence of the smaller inherent modulation or azimuth- eflecis in NIRsfHN\ Ihand S.NH tig It .1,ips -RA. i

traveling waves and the degraded resolution in the azimuth isM.'""" NNh ut I cx I
direction as a result of motion effects, and it agrees, at least 0. 11 Shemndin, and 'ii I lirsi i. Iitites pee

qualitatively, with theoretical predictions. imagin ofP~' ocean .5i(c,-i.iioi si.lsh \.\
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